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at Law,
Slave Si., Zlisworth, Haine.

Attorney 4 Counselor

Are announced in every paper.

>

Ift.onn, negotiated upon Mortgages
Diaof Heal 1 Htate, Ntocka, Honda, 4c.
rounta upon commercial paper and col- :
lection* at lll»eral ratea.
Abstracts of title to Heal Estate a specialty.
Ail business confidential, and promptly attended
to.

FRED L MASON.

lyrlO

Alarmingly

Prevalent.

si: ic id i: s

Fred L. Mason,*
+ »+ ♦

tha

B. Stuart,
ATTORNEY
-AND-

Would you be rid of the awful effects of La Grippe?

There is BUT ONE SUEE EEKED7
that NE7EE FAILS, viz,:

DAM’S
iSAISAPAIILLA.

1

We Guarantee to CUBE you or
EEFUND your money.
COULD WE DO KOBE ?

COUNSELLOR atLAW, I ISN’T IT WORTH A TRIAL?
Me.
Stale
Ellsworth,

Street,

tni

»

OR. H. GREELY,

«

DENTIST.
Graduate of the Philsielphla Dental
laasof ’75.
Office over H. B. Mason’s Store.
24tf

College,
**.

period

the Christian era, and as I understand the
teaching of the church no one is at this
time authorized to sav that any one except Christ will ever be happy hereafter,
since Iti« church claims that there is yet to
be a “day of judgment" which is then to
decide the future location “f past, present
and perhaps future generations; and, ac
cording to the same teaching, there will
lie a small crowd elected for future happiThere is one fact that comes home
my mind that inclines me to the opinion
that I shall know nothing after death; this
fact also reconciles me to that condition.
One hundred yeais ago, individually and
ness.

to

Drummey,
EI-LSWiiRTH,
and immediate

on
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any better a man than the horse is a horse,
or the dog a dog.
In many respects man
is inferior to other orders of animals, insomuch that nearly all other animals are
born

intelligent than man, and are
capable of supporting themselves in a very
short space of time after birth, whereas
mankind is dependent for many years
more

upon some one else for care and protection before be can support himself. Some

dependent all their lives upon another's exertions.
If by one supreme power came the life
of man, by that same power came all life,
not only animal, but vegetable life as well;

Clark's

Block.

MAINE.
Ha* resume! Patent
practice, and will otitaln Patenu fur Inventors; bring and defend suit, for the
"f Patent,.and attend to all kinds of
Patent business.
^-Correspondence Invited.
....

Itf

Lemuel Ward Peters,
BalldlK., BeiUa, Mas,.
tfU

and if that power exists in man, It must
exist in all other orders of life, because If
that power exists only that supreme power

organize and give life, and I must
crnsider that power just as beautiful and
surrounded by the same mystery whether
can

H.

MASON
Attorney at X«aw,
and Solicitor of Patents,
Wheelwright 4

WRITER ARRAHGENEYT.

Stmr. Juliette,
O. A, CROCKETT. Captain.
On and after-fan. 2, steamer .IU LIETTE will
leave Kllsworth (stage to Surrv) at 8 A. M.,
Surrv at 7, everv Monday, and Thursday for
Hluehill. Brooklin. Sedgwick, Sargentville. Deer
Isle
(No. West Harbor), and Dark Harbor,
arriving In Rockland to connect with steamers and rail for Boston direct.
RETURNING.
Will leave Rockland at 6 o'clock A. M., or on arWedfrom Boston every
rival of steamers
nesday and Saturday for Dark Harbor (IslesWest
Harbor)
SargentDeer
Isle.
[No
boro).
yille. Sedgwick. Bmotlin, Bluehlil and Ellsworth.
Through tickets sold on board via steamer or
r^im B°«on.
G.

W. HIGGINS, Agent.

Senator Haddock, of Nebraska, has s-mie
opinions about this fluancial flurry, and,
like those
usually entertaiued by that
geiitlemau, they strike out from the shoul-

manners

lie says: “It is a manufactured apprehension. There was never more or
der.

better money In this country than at this
time.
There was never more of everything in the hands of the people everywhere to produce money than now. The

customs

standard of conscience, causiug different
standards of the article in different tribes
and communities. For iustance. in one
section of my ow n country a man’s conscience is educated to suppose that a dozen
wives is not too many, while in other parts
educates his conscience to understand that one wife is all that he can safethe law

ly

and

manage;

him that

even a

the wife often teaches

smaller uumber

w

ould be

ion. more owiug to our early training and
education than to other causes or reasons.
It seems to me that it must take a wonderful amount of faith to enable one to believe in this

unseen
ideal,” if the term
the Saviour of the world, when
hare admitted the existence of a Su-

applies
we

to

Being

preme

who

created

things.

all

Surely If there exists

a Being so full of
wisdom that lie could create and place in
order those countless millions of worlds
whirling through the eternity of space; if

Being possessing an executive ability
that enabled Him to call into life and existence all those wonderful systems of
a

worlds such a Being must have known in
the beginning how all things must end.
There could be no higher power to tell
Him that Ills work was wrong, aud it
must have been impossible for Him to
have made any mistakes in this great
work

He

entertained

would have committed
an error in the creation of so small an Item
as man to such an
extent as to cause Him

through his

never

wishes

cau

that

he may eventually pull
illuess.
If good

present

keep

a

man

alive he will

cer-

tainly live, for he has them from everybody.

visible in the horse, the wolf, the flower,
the man. Whether there Is more of the

who

have led lives that have been

an

an-

noyance to the world and a corse to all
who have come in contact with them, then
week before they die and, according to their own account, are going
atraightto heaven, have been of no use to
the world in which they have lived, anil
repent

one

the last

act—dying—has been the only
thing they have ever done that those who
have known them feel satisfied over; they
would have rejoiced to have seen them
start toward heaven long before they did.
Nature
more

teaches

me

all this and mncli

by having impartially bestowed bless

tugs upon all sections and conditions. Sbt
teaches me that all things decay and exlsl
not hereafter, except It has been propagated from the seed of that which has passed
The book of nature is

an open page fron
which every Intelligent mind can study
and obtain beautiful and beneficial instruction. From tbat page all men study the
same

one

order than of the other, in the hereafter, I know not. One of the things that
nature teaches me is, that in all orders of

alike.

animal life there

interesting lesson and understand il
The

study

of

nature

brings

nc

some

strife among men. All her worka harmonise, and all are made better by learn
lng from such a beautiful mistress.

time a knowledge of existence. The power that imparted the knowledge of existence or life at the same Instant imparted a

Once more I repeat, wbat any of m
thinks or supposes npon those qnestioni
has no influence npon facts, and those facti

terror of death, and an instinct of selfpreservation. The Instinct does not seem

cannot be verified In this state of existThe most perfect faith of the moal
ence.
sincere Christian end the clearest and mosi

received at

to be nay more acute in the animal

specie*

The poet, however, avoids quoting the
popular error that the insect is blind. The
expression, “All the world’s a stage,”
though attributed to Shakespeare, is found

j

or

was

The beetle winds his muhII but sullen horn.
As oft he rise* midst the twilight path.
Against the pilgrim borne in heedle## hum.”

I

with

Washington

The Home

Paper.
I Fairfield Journal.]
If a family can afford only one paper,
let it be the home paper, for it concerna a
family more to know what is being done
in its own county than it does to know the
news of distant places.
The city papei
cannot give, and does not preteDd to give,
the local news that the country readers
mast have; but the good country papei
does give a very fair epitome of the
world’s news.
Postal Laws with Reference

to

Newspaper,

I Aroostook Times, j

The latest postal laws are such that newspaper publishers can arrest any one foi
fraud who takes a paper and refuses to pay
for It. Under this law the man who allows his subscription to run along for any
length of time unpaid and then orders II
to be discontinued, or orders tbe postmaster to mark it "refused,” and have s
postal card sent notifying the publisher,
lays himself liable to arrest and fine, the
same as for theft.
—A military court of inquiry has bees
ordered by tbe commander-in-chief to con
slst of Col. L. H. Kendall, Major F. H.
Storah and Capt. E. E. Hartnett. Charges
have been preferred against the captains
of Company A, Portland, and Company F,
Augusta, and the court will meet in tbs
former city Tuesday of this week and at
the capital next Thursday to hear tbe case.
In the Portland company counter charges
are made. CoL W. Scott Choate of Augusta will act as adjutant general, and tbs
court la Instructed to report with recom-

mendations.

Wedding Anniversary.

mion :H

The thirtieth anniversary of the marriage
of Mr. and Mrs. 8. P. Snowman waa very

“She looked down to blush
And she looked up to sigh,
ith a smile on her lips
And a tear in her eye.”
Iu Lover’s “Kory O’More”

we

pleasantly
find the

'Ob. Kory, he alsy,’
Sweet Kathleen would cry,
With reproof on her lip.
But a smile in her eye.”

having filched

“And justify the ways of God to man,”
and
“As, to be hated, needs only to be seen,”
from Dryden, who wrote,
“As, to be loved, needs only to be seen.”
in ray reading this summer I came upon
an Instance which can
hardly be attributed
to coincidence of expression.
Sir Walter
Kaleigh says in his “Silent Lover:”

boots of him. ami scorched the heels thereAnniversary of their marriage. I of on his hot stove on winter
evenings,
1892. when times were dull and the wintry bias's
outside reduced the profits in the cattle
When the sun in the early morning
business.
Tluta mountain and vale and sky
I casually asked Mr. Quidd to sign my
With the hues that foretoken brightness
bond as notary public, ami told him whM
For the hours that are drawing nigh.
a sinecure it would be for him; but to my
The plans and the hopes for the future
astonishment his chin quivered, his eyes
Will reflect those sunlit rays,
grew dim with unshed tears, as he told m*
And glow with the promise of gladsome
with his hand trembling in mine, that he
wished he could, but that he had promised
!n
Fulfillment,
coming days.
hit dying mother, just as the light of the
If later, across the pure azure,
glory world lighted up her eye**, that he
A cloudlet should find its way,
would never sign a bond or note with any
thirtieth

Thomas Hey wood wrote:
“An honest heart will cry ‘for shame!*
Words may wound, though witty;
A beggar who is dumb can claim
A double share of pity.”
As Kaleigh wrote more than half a century before Hey wood, the latter’s verse is
an

adaptation.

And cast

Bartlett,

“Familiar Quotations," points out a
similarity between a couplet by Thomas
Hey wood and a couplet by Thomas
in his

Seward

celebrated at their home Mon-

1H«2.

“Silence in love betrays more woe
Than words, though ne’er so witty ;
A beggar that Is dumb, you know,
May challenge double pity.”

unquestionably

1 From Us confession in the Century for November.!
It was at this time also that I whs
chosen by the governor to act as notary
public. The appointment come to me
When I
wholly unsought on my part.
went to bed at night I had no more Idea
that I would be a notary public in the
morning than the reader has. It was a
case where the office sought the man, and
not the man the office. I held this position
for six years, and no one can say that In
that time I did a wrong official act as
notary public. My seal cost me $0, ami
in the six years that 1 held the office I

day evening, Dec. 19. Members of tlje
Army Post, (of which organization Mr.
Snowman has recently been re-elected commander) accompanied by their wives, and
relatives of the family, gathered to the
number of thirty or more to congratulate
the host aud hostess on the happy occasion, and to wish them many returns of
the day. The evening passed pleasantly
in music and conversation.
Many old I swore eighteen men at twenty-five cents
two of whom
"war songs” were sung, while "When
afterward paid me.
you ! each,
and I were young, Maggie,” and the "Belle \ I was obliged to give a bond, however, as
I
do
not know why,
of the Mohawk Vale,” carried many back notary public.
j exactly, for the fees were my own, if I
to the days when they were
young. Mrs. ! got any. I used to deal with a boot and
shoe man whom I will call Quidd, aud we
Mayo then read the following :
were on
friendly terms. I bought my
To Mr. and Mrs. 8. I*. Snowman on th«

following:

Pope Is charged with
from Milton the line

on

the

landscape

a

shadow,

one.

I said : “Do not mind this, Mr. Quid 1; t
is a trifling matter. Others will sign.
I
will get some comparative stranger to sign
with me.
Do not feel badly over it.” On
the way home I got Edward Ivinson, General Worth, Otto Gramm. Henry Wagner,
Abraham Idleman. Charles Kuster, Dr.
Harris. William H. Hoot, and James Milton
Sherrod, the squaw-man of the Buffalo
Wallow, to sign my bond. All of these
were men of probity and property, and the
bond was said to be the best notarial bond
that was ever floated in Wyoming.
On the following day a case in my court
as justice of the peace required a
bond o
the part of a saloon-keeper, and he wei t
out a
a
moment to get
surety. He was
hardly out of the office before he returned
with the name of Mr. Quidd.
After that
I bought my boots elsewhere. I could net
trust a man who would so soon forget his
Y'ears have
promise to his dying mother.
flown by. aud gray hairs have come on th ;
head of Mr. Quidd.
I
haven’t a
though
gray hair yet. and may not have tor years,
but I have always
purchased my boots
elsewhere.

The shadow Itself will not stay;
For the cloud with a "silver lining”
Will pass from the sky o’erhead.
And bear from our vision the shadow
Which was not so dark as our dread.

:

_

Walpole, the Piiiue Minister of the
Georges, is misquoted in the exuression :
"All men have their price." He never said
so, and entertained no such narrow views
of mankind. He was referring to certain
persons, and said: "All these men have
their price.” "Money is the root of all
evil” is another misquoted quotation, and
a
wide deviation from the truth. "The
love of money is the root of all evil” is
the correct quotation. "Love me little,
love me long,” is a household phrase sometimes supposed to have originated with
Charles Keade, because he wrote a novel
by that name. Those who are familiar
with the poets know that the expression
originated with Christopher Marlowe, and
is found In his "Jew of Malta.” It was
afterwards given a new impetus by Robert
Herrick.
"Consistency is a jewel,” is one of a
number of expressions, “like express
packages without their manifests,” to
which authorship has never been traced.
It was claimed to have been found, some
years ago, in "Murtagh's Collection of
Ancient English and Scottish Ballads,”
in a poem entitled “The Ballad of Jolly
Robyn Roughbead

“Tush, tush, my lassie I such thoughts resign—

Comparisons

are

cruel;

Fine pictures suit in frames
Consistency’s a jewel.”

aa

line—

It has never been proved, however, that
there was such a ballad, or even such a
collection of ballads. Mention is not made
of Murtagh, as an author or c mpiler, in
Allibone's Dictionary of Authors, the most
remarkable and copious work of its kind.
Sir John Newell, a leading advocate and a
member of Parliament, used the expression In one of his speeches, but It did not
originate with him. Moore refers to this
speech In one of his political satires,
when he says:

‘Consistency, thou art ajewel,’
lately said by Sir John Newell.”

Was

The line "Though lost to sight, to memory dear,” has never been placed, in spite
of the most persistent research. It was
no doubt the title of a ballad, or a pleasing line in it, but the name of the author
remains unknown. It has been stated that
it was found engraved upon a bracelet
fashioned in Abe seventeenth century.
"To make assurance doubly sure” Is
taken from Shakespeare's "Macbeth.” acl
iv, scene 1st:
"And yet I make assurance double sure,
And take a bond of fate.”

Byron uses the game expression in his
"Marina Falerio,” act ii, scene 2d:
"He Is one who may
Make our assurance doubly cure.
According bis aid.”
It is not probable that Byron plagiarized
from Shakespeare. It may have been I
coincidence of expression, or an unconscious reproduction from memory. Possibly the most striking instance of appro-

Aud when it

Returned

IngersoH’s Poem of Life.

to

You recall
On

Bom of love anil hope, of ecstasy aud
pain, of agony and fear, of tears and joy—
dowered with the wealth of two united
hearts—held in happy arms, with lips upon
life’s drifted fout, blue-veined, and fair,
here perfect peace finds perfect form
rocked by willing feet and wooed to shadowy shores of sleep by siren mother singing soft aud low—looking with wonder’s
wide aud startled eyes at common things
of life and day—taught by want and wish
aud contact with the things that touch the
dimpled flesh ot babes—lured by light and
flame and charmed by color's wondrous
robes, learning the use of hands and feet,
aud by the love of mimicry beguiled
to

State News.
William T. Colburn, Belfast's oldest
merchant, died the 20th aged 81.
He w%->
once postmaster, city treasurer, a
prom
nent citizen and life-long Democrat.
He
died of disease of the lungs.
—

a

was over—two

their home

—The Elm street Universalist Society
of Auburn have extended a rail to Rev. I‘.
R. Rose of Portsmouth, N. 11., to become
their pastor.
Fire Thursday
night at Auburn
burned F. R. Conant A Co’s planing mi l
and box factory,
S. H
Fellows A Cos
machine shop, and F I\ Fuller's leather
board factory. The buildings and contents are a total loss.
Conant A' Co's
loss is $6,000, Fellows A Co’s $5 < *0, and
Fuller’s $3,500. The tire caught in th-boiler room of Conant A Co’s planing mills.
—

brothers

no more.

happy gathering
golden wedding day.
a

When beneath this familiar roof-tree
Came friends from near and away.

they greeted your aged parents
cordial and heartfelt cheer.
And left them a pleasant memory

And

With

—

Of that

j
i

—A

speech—releasing prlsoued thought.**

anniversary year.

Of that

on

by

—

Ami so, locking in marriage vows his
children's hands, and crossing others on
the breasts of peace, with daughters' babes
upon bis knees, the white hair mingling
with the gold, he journeys on from day to
day to the horizon where the dust is waiting for that night—sitting by the holy
hearth of home, as the last embers change
from red to gray, he falls asleep within
the arms of her he worshiped and adored,
feeling upon his pallid lips love’s last ami
holiest kiss.

the faithful hands

Michael Deseoteaux, of Peary A Desof Saco, tinsmiths, has not been
since Tuesday, when he left tow
with some of the firm's money, without
the knowledge of his partner. It is thought
he is in Canada.
—

coteaux
seen

tor

:—

Of coarse, with type as much as we
wanted, and all the other facilities for
home printing, we printed our own news-

papers. I do not think that at our house
we did It so much as boys would to whom
the making-up of a newspaper was not a
matter of daily observation, involving a
good deal of errand-running and other
work which was anything but play.
But
we older boys had the Fly. which was our
newspaper, and my brother Charles, not
long alter, started the Coon in the midst
of the Harrison campaign, which survived
for a good many years.
I believe that the last issue of the Fly is
that which records the death of Lafayette,
We had nut type enough then to
in 1836
print more than one page at a time. Three
pages of the Fly bad been printed, and the
fourth was still to be set up, when the
news of Lafayette's death arrived.
This
was too good a paragraph to be lost, and
we knew we could anticipate every other
paper In Boston by inserting It. But, unfortunately, the n's had given out. We
bad turned upside down all the it's we had,
and they also bad given out. Also, still
more unfortunately for printers In this difficulty, Lafayette bad chosen to die of an
“influenza,” which disease was at that moment asserting itself under that name In
France. It had not yet been cailed “la
grippe,” which would have saved us. We
succeeded in announcing the death of “the
good, generous, noble Lafayette,” although
“generous” needed one n and one u, and
“noble” took one of the last n's. The paragraph went on to say th’at “the death was
caused by,” and the last u was devoured
by “caused." Then came the word “Influenza.” “The boldest held his breath for
a time.”
But we were obliged lgnomlniously to go to press with the statement
that his death was "caused by a cold.”
This was safe, and required no n and no «.
Alas! In the making-up of the form the
precious n of the word "noble” fell out;
and auy library which contains a file of
the Fly will show that its last statement
to the world is that “the good, generous,
oble Lafayette has died; his death being
caused by a cold." Such are the exigenciee of boy printers la all times.

set of flatirons, four towels, embroidered handkerchief and a laigt hanging lamp and agate coffee-pot from gome

each,

of the Post members.

Bluehill, Dec. 27, 1892.
—The Marne wives

M.

the ones who reLast week a Maine
drunkard was sent to the Farmington
institute. This drunkard has a brave little wife who for several years has worked
early and late in a pants shop for seventyfive cents a day. From her meagre wages
she has saved enough to send her husband
away for treatment. It meant self-denial
and heroic struggles but she secured the
sum and coaxed her husband to start
away. The latter undertaking required
patience and perseverance of no mean
older. She had bought btm a new suit
and he put it on and started out.
He
didn’t take the train. No, he took her
money, bought rum and engaged In a debauch. She found him dead drank, rolling in filth. After much coaxing and
endeavor she got him home and patiently
cleaned up his clothes. Then she started
him away again and this time he reached
bis destination. He is there now. Just
think of the true, patient, toiling, uncomplaining little women who are living the
lives of heroines, right about us every

joice in the Keeley

are

cure.

day!

The Cheapest Literary Magazine in
World.—The January number of The
New Peterson places the successor of an
old-time magazine in the front rank of literary periodicals. The list of contributors
contains over fifty names of the most popular authors in the country, such as Edward Everett Hale, Thos. Wentworth Higginson. Amelle Chanler, Minot J. Savage,
R. H. Davis, Joseph Kirkland, John Vance
Cheney, Gertrude Atherton, etc. This
opening number Is an artistic gem from
the dainty cover to the last page of the
contents. The price, two dollars a year,
is simply phenomenal. The New Peterson
Is a positively unique undertaking, and Its
success is insured from the outset.
Address The Peterson Magazine Company,

the

I Philadelphia.

Aroostook

—The Works saw mill, stationed about
six miles from Guilford village in the
town of Abbot, was destroyed by fir
Thursday afternoon, together with a black
smith shop and one dwelling house an l
some
lumber. This is the second time
saw mills have been
burned at this place
—Gov. Burleigh nominated, Friday, th
following named persons to examine thaccounts of the State treasurer for 181*2
Honorables James F. Brackett <>f Limington, F Marion Simpson of Camel, <>ramamlal Smith of Litchfield, Parker Spoiford of Bucksport, Thos. W. Porter of

Burlington.
schooner Glendon, for S
British
F., when orl Fort Schuyler,
Johus, N
Long Island Sound, Thursday collided
with schooner A. B. Perry from Calais,
Maine, for New York. The Glendon returned to New York for repairs and the
Perry was beached to prevent sinking.
—Fishing smack Twilight, (’apt. Balir,
was towed to Boothbay Harbor Friday, bv
—

wan

dismasted off Small

afternoon

in

a

squall,

Point Thursday
('apt. Balin had

and s» a
boy with him
high great difficulty was experienced in
Wideawake.
the
A
t f
number
reaching
vessels had already considered it an impossibility aud passed without a trial, but
('apt. Cook of the Wideawake finally succeeded in reaching port Friday.
Schooner William Butman, Fitzgerald,
of and from Thomaston, Me., in balla.-t,
ran ashore on Succonesset shoal, Vineyai l
sound, Friday morning. Steam tugs Els e
and Mercury went to her assistance. Wbi e
a hawser was being made fast the schooner
floated uninjured ami proceeded.
and

one

as

the wind

ran

The presents were much admired. From
daughter Fannie in Lowell, Mass., a dozen
silver knives and forks, from children in
town and a niece. Miss Ida Peters, of Sara dozen silver teaspoons. There
from others, four dessert spoons,
fruit dish, handsome cup and saucer for

recent

a

plant are progressing favorably and the
factory is expected to start at an early da}

celebrated

were

meeting

>f stockholders
Condensed Milk Co
Winthrop, It was voted to issue $50,00 »
worth of bonds, $30,000 of which ar
already taken. The remainder will be sol 1
Matters at the Winthrop
immediately.
—At

of the

eight or nine years ago. After the reading of the poem, hot coffee, tea, bread,
butter, cheese, sponge, currant and fruit
cake and apples were generously served.

gentville,
—The Rev. Edward Everett Hale, in the
December Installment of “A New England
Boyhood" in the Atlantic Monthly, thus
speaks of some experiences as a boy-edi-

following

prison.

curred twenty-five years ago last October,
and the diamond wedding was that of Mr.
was

the

in the United States District
Concord. N. 11
Samuel U Green.
Kennebnnk, Me., for making false affidavit
in a pension claim, for making false clan
to pension agency and for perjury be for
Special Examiner Fairbank of Concord,
three years in the New Hampshire Stab-

Of their children held

Snowman's parents which

Judge Aldrich imposed

sentence
Court at

—

rest.

containing lfi»0 barrels of choir

the car and the apples were ruined.
Id.
fire caught from a stove In the car. Th-apples were owned by Hiram Morrill of
Buckfleld.

occasion
celebration rare.
When a diamond wedding crowned the lives
Of the other aged pair.
Rut at last “they rest from their labors
Their life-work, completed here.
More wonderful still the

Is carried

car

green apples caught tire at East Hebron
station Thursday morning and the top of

so dear.
from crabbed and curious marks on soiled
You have known what It Is to sorrow
and tattered leaves—puzzling the brain
For the aged and the child.
with crooked numbers, aud their changing
And the little one lives In your hearts to-day
tangled worth—and so through years of
alternating day and night, until the captive All pure and undetiled.
grows familiar with the chains and walls Y’our tirst-born has grown to manhood,
and limitations of a life.
One daughter Is far away.
And time runs on in the sun and shade
And three more brighten your hearth and
until tlie one of all the world is wooed and
home,
won. and all the lore of love is taught and
Rut one is a babe alway.
learned again. Again a home is built, with
the fair chamber wherein faiut dreams, like
The years have brought pleasures and gladness,
cool and shadowy vales, divide the billowAnd sunshine has followed shower.
ed hours of love. Again the miracle of
While friends have been kind and comrades
birth—the pain and joy, the kiss of wel- !
true,
come and the cradle song, drowning the
And they bring you joy this hour.
drowsy prattle of a babe.
We
give you our heartiest wishes
And then sense of obligation and of
wrong—pity for those who toil and weep For a long and useful life,
—tears for the imprisoned and despised
\ud hope that all the years to come
love for the generous dead, and in the May with happiness be rife.
heart the rapture of a high resolve.
And
then ambition, with its lust of pelf aud We hope when the anniversary comes
place awl power longing to put upon its Of your golden wedding day.
breast distinction’s worthless badge. Then
And all your old friends gather here,
keener thoughts of men, and eyes that see Your granddaughters will
say,
behind the smiling uia>k of craft—flatter- ‘■Oh!
yes, we both can remember well
ed uo more by the obsequious cringe of
When the thirtieth peal was ruug
gain aud greed—knowing the uselessness
On the anniversary bells of time.
t of hoarded gold aud honor bought from
those who charge the usury of self-respect In the days when we were young.”
—of power that ouly beuds a coward’s
May the gifts of esteem and friendship
knees and forces from his lips of fear the
Prove tokens of memory’s power,
lies of praise.
Know at last the unstudied
And recall to your minds this gathering
gesture of esteem, the reverent eyes made
And this pleasant social hour.
rich with honei-t thought** and holdlng’high
above all other things—high as hope’s
May the lights at the heaveuly portals
throbbing star about the darkness of the Shine clear as a guiding star.
d«*ad—the love of wife and child aad To show to us each the
upward road
frieud.
To the gates that are ajar.
Then locks of gray and growing love of
other days and half remembered things—
The golden wedding referred to above
then holding withered hands of those who was that of the
parents of Mrs. Snowman,
first held his, while over dim and loving
Mr. ami Mrs. Daniel Peters, which oc-

utter

i.

The Truth about Nye's Notarial Bond.

4

repent that He had ever done the job,
and making it needful for this wonderful
Tne Democrats of Washington are haviu the Latin of Juvenal. An old Grecian
Supreme Being to visit this little earth in ing a regular monkey aud parrot time over author
“Greece Isa theatre where
says:
the form of a man called Christ—for what? ! the committee which has charge of the ar- all are
players.” Not a few frequently
to save a very small portion—according
for
Mr.
Cleveland’s
rangements
inaugura- quoted expressions are inaccurate anti have
to the church—of His own work, which
lion. About half of the committee ap- lost their epigrammatic force. For iuj
! stance
He had constructed according to His ow n
pointed by chairman Harrity, of the Dem“A man eonvlueed again-t his will
designs. If such a Creator exists He es- ! ocratic national committee, have resigned,
Is of the same opinion still
tablished all laws, and one of those laws and the tight is still going on, while nothis attributed to Butler.
That author nevhas
been
done towards arranging for
is, that there can be no propagation of ! ing
er penned such a blundering couplet, for
species, either in the vegetable or anima^ the inauguration. The trouble Is that the how can we convince a man against his
kiugdom, without a conjunction of sexes. i Democrats regard prominence on this com- will? What Butler really wrote was
There is only one record of this law ever mittee as giving a man the inside track in
“He that cumpHe* against his will
Is of his own opinion still.”
having been violated. Suppose the world the race for office.
to

all its advancement and knowledge
had come to its present conditions and
this story of Christ’s miraculous concep-

priition is one with which Thomas Loyer
has been charged. The following pleasing
verse occurs In a lyric in Scott’s “Mar-

The precise words of “Coming events Seven cities warred for Homer being dead.
Who living had no roofe to sbrowd bis head.
cast their shadow* before” occurred to
—Hey wood.
And human life is thus varied
Camptn-ll m a dream. He awoke and
Seven
wealthy towns contend for Homer dead, For all that
found himself repeating them aloud, and
experience It hereT Urough which the living Homer lagged for
afterward used them iu “Lochiel’s Warnwith sunshine and shadow alternate.
bread.— Seward.
ing,*' a minor poem of much merit. “ConEnjoyment and doubt and fear;
spicuous bv his absence,*’ an expression of
Byron says in “The Dream :”
And well for us all to follow
considerable force, came into prominence
The unA»en hut outstretched hand
“She was his life.
after having been used by Lord John RusThe ocean to the river of hi* thought*,
Of Him who opened a pathway
sell, in an address to the electors of LonWhich terminated all.
From this to the Better Land.
don
He was afterwards candid enough
to admit that it was not au original exThe following line is found iu LongYour thoughts have been turning backward
pression with him, but taken from one of fellow’s “Spanish Student:”
On this anniversary day;
the historians of antiquity.
His confes- ;
“She floats upon the river of hi* thought*."
And the lights and shades of memory
sion led to classified research, and the exHave brought from the far away
pressiun was found in the “Annals” of
There is another coincidence between
Tacitus. From this author we also have
Old scenes of delight and of sorrow.
these two authors.
Byron in his “To
“God always favors the heaviest bat
Thomas Moore,” says “Here’s a heart for Old friends whom you wish could he here,
talions,” an expression afterwards used by
every fate;" while Lou* fellow, iu his Old times that have long been forgotten
Terence, Voltaire and Sevigne.
"I'.ilm
r if.. '• Im,
W i»H
i..
e
I In the whirl of each
bus? year.
“A bee in his bonnet" is no doubt of
any fate.”
ocotcn origin.
“Inert* Isa maggot iu his
You
recall
the
vow that was taken
Various coincidences of expression ochead Is an equivalent expression in EngWhen you. In your early prime.
in Scott's poems with authors who
cui
land. A writer claims that the poet Heruui on mr s
him.
preceded
tourney lOgeiner.
Shakespeare says, “A
tick originated the expression in one of
shall my si->ter be" To travel that way through time.
his lyrics.
After a careful examlnationjjf ministering angel
Hamlet). Scott says, “A ministering You scarce cau l>elieve, when you count them.
the latter nothing can Ik? found to sub
thou” (Marmion). In the Spectator The dates on the dial of
years,
stantiate the claim, unless it may be the angel
of November 5th, 1774. occurs, “Huzzaed
A score and a half Is the number
very slight allusion iu one of the verses of out of
my seven senses.” Scott used the
his
Mad Maid’s Song :"
Which surely and plainly appears.
expression, “Scared out of his seven sens- ;
es.”
*‘Ab. woe Is me! Ah. woe I# me!
In closing I will add that the fol- One
year of home life and enjoyment.
Alack, and well-t»-da> !
lowing familiar quotations originated with Then te-t of loyalty came.
Fur pity, sir. find out that bee
Scott: “The vain tribute of a smile;”
And, joining his soldierly brothers.
Which bore my love away.
“To
T’uwept, unhonored and uu.**ung
I’ll seek him in your ton net brave.
The bridegroom enrolled his name.
beard the lion in his den;”
“A sea of upI’ll »»-ek him in your eyes—
turned faces;”
“There’s a guile time And four were away to the conflict,
Nay. now I think, they’ve made hi# grave
Where two had been numbered before,
Frank H. Staukkek.
In a t>ed of strawberries.”
coming.”

mouometallUts who waut to make a point j
The phrase. “Castles in the air.’’ has
against bimetallism in the failure of the been attributed to Sir
Philip Sydney, Swift,
International conference to agree on some ! Fielding, Churchill and Shenstone. It was
first
used
more
than
250
years ago by Robplan—-when the delegates of no one of the
ert Burton, in his “Anatomy of .Melanpowers represented were instructed so to!
choly.”
do; the cotton and stock gamblers, who j
“What will Mrs. Grundy say?” D an exwish to make a point against the pioposed pression covering the feverish desire to
know
what other people may think or say
anti-option legislation; the bears who
auout us. especially in connection with the
want to buy cheaper stocks, and others
proprieties of lif»*. There are some who
generally who delight in profiting by the suppose that such a dame as Mrs. Grundy
calamities of all except themselves, may- really existed, whereas she was a mere
like Dominie Sampson, Pickwick,
try to use the cry of undesired legislation, myth
Micawber and Becky Sharp. The expresof large gold exports and the reduction of
sion occurs iu M orton’s comedy of “Speed
the heretofore hoarded gold surplus and
the Plough," written in 179*.
In the play
its distribution among the people to help Farmer Ashfield suddenly turns upon his
after
dame,
vexed
g*»od
at her frebeing
sustain the enormous aud constantly inwith the
quent allusions to Mrs.
creasing business of the country, to create exclamation: “Be quiet,Grundy,
wool ye? Algeneral distrust for their own advantage, ways dingdonging Dame Grundy Into my
What will Mrs. Grundy say? What
but they will fail. There will be no panic. ears
will Mrs. Grundy think? Canst thee be
What we most need iu this couutry is a
us aloue, and
let
behave thysel’,
little more pluck aud self-reliance, particu- quiet,
pratty.” The constant repetition of the
larly as to certain other natlous that want one odd phrase caught the ear of the public and has held it ever since.
to regulate our fiscal policy for their own
To Lord
Maustield. the celebrated English judge,
advantage.**
is attributed the expression
“Let justice
There are surface indications that the be done
though the heavens should fall.”
much advertised Cleveland Crisp fight is It really first appeared iu Luther’s “Table
off, aud that the Speaker, who also hopes Talk,” while Luther, iu turn, found It in
one of the Latin authors.
to be Speaker of the next House,
has
The comparison “Blind as a Beetle” is a
donned a Cleveland collar. These indica- familiar
one, and it is as false as it is fations may be erroneous—indications often miliar. This Insect, in Its rapid flight during the evening, often strikes the faces of
are, not only as to the weather, but as to
those walking abroad, and hence it was
everything else—but they certainly exist
erroneously inferred to be blind. Colin Washington at this writing.
lins refers to the flight of the beetle durMr. Blaine’s condition has steadily im- ing twilight iu his “Ode to Evening:*’
proved for several days and hopes are now "Now the air is hushed, save where

Impecunious Democrats who send to
for copies of the U. S. Blue
was
Book without enclosing the price, $1.40,
iguuraui anu careless or matters,
and, so far as I know, I was indifferent to non uao never oeen tom until now, liow are beiug disappointed by thousands.
all things.
I see no proof that I shall, or many do you think there are who would Each Congressman receives a few copies
reason why I should, know or care
believe it? I repeat, one must have strong I gratis, but the Democratic CoDgressmen
any
more
for what transpires one hundred faith to enable him to believe in this ‘‘un- ] have long ago distributed their allowance
years hence, either terrestrial or celestial. seen ideal.” When we take into consider- ! and begged all of those issued to RepubliI might write a small volume
telling you ation all those things,nature teaches me to i cans. Further supplies will have to be
that 1 see just as good
reasons—perhaps doubt the truth of this story of Christ’s paid for.
better—for thinking this the only life we conception.
The President spent Christinas at the
have as for thinking there is another; but
Nature also teaches me many other White House very quietly, and this wees
all things ever written or said upon the things. Among them she teaches me that he will probably go on a short hunting
subject by man can only be his Individual all mankind are brothers, that nationally trip to Chesapeake Bay.
opinion founded upon what he calls faith, and individually we are dependent upon
which seems to me to be a requisition upon one another for many things, that human
Sayings of Our Neighbors.
him to believe something without proof, hearts crave human sympathy, that it is
without even looking for evidence. "Sure- better for us to lead lives that are upright
Hold Fast.
and just, and a benefit to the community
[Lewiston Journal.|
ly we are above the animal world."
A Maine paper recently suggested as a
Notwithstanding my respect for all re- in which we live in this life, to relieve the
means of
strengthening the prohibitory
ligious views indulged in by others, I can- distress of others as far as lays in our
law, that it be repealed, in toto, and a new
not see that we are so much above the
power in this life, because it is good to do law enacted. This reminds one of the
"animal world." There are different or- so now and not for anything we hope for story of the Hibernian who was banging
ders of animals, and mankind is one of hereafter.
Suflering men and women to a branch over the river, and let go to
those orders, but I fail to see that I am want relief here at this time, and those spit on his hands and get a better grip.
personally, I kuew and cared for nothing;

are

All kinds of Garments cleansed and dyed.
Kid Gloves and Ostrich Feathers a specialty.
Laundrv Work of all kinds done at short notice,
L. J. FILES, Prop’r.
lyrif)

and

administration, and that
bought by the Cleveland

administration.

doubt, mauy more may yet be written. \ Conducive to his earthly happiness.
First, 1 will tell you that what / believe is 1
“Our aspirations after better thiugs ami
only my opinion, liable to error,as all mor- faith in an unseen ideal,” are, in my opin-

Money deposited In this Hank Is by law exempt

ntist,

I>e

life ami

of ttie government.

Number

1893.

5,

n

chased by this
none would
be

no

be proof that those hopes, ideas and
Iwliefs will ever be realized.
I leave the question regarding the fufrom taxation to It.- depositor* at. 1 /j**es n Interture condition of man undecided for the
est i*»ur time- » year, \ii
March 1st, June
reason that I can see no
proof to establish
! «iivbieu<ia i
1st, Sept. 1st and Dec. 1st,
a belief either
way. It seems to me that
are lie*
.re-n
th«- lirr'. M
..{
June
ami
I
:.ty
there are just as many reasons for supposIte«emiur payal-'*
on
t’.«* l.Mli
-Say of tho*e
ing this to be the “higher life" and tile on.v
i- a- -•*>n a« declare*! are
ni-nthA.,
ly life, as there are to suppose that there Is
added to the principal of the dejMudtor ami draw
another life hereafter. I do not know
interest the antne a- tlie original depo-dta.
that any one ever claimed that there was a
Money to loan on iir»t-clati* real estate ami life hereafter, or that
they looked for
municipal security.
either happiness or misery after death
Ellsworth, Malm-, Sept. 24, l-‘.»2.
until the
of that
called

I Mi.C.S. 1>KAG1X)X,

learned

has

condition and refinement of the law which
by its qualities raises or lowers the

a-ked to tell what I think of the
“highe r lift ;" you auggeM that “we are
above the animal world, else why atrive
au

Should the suspension be made discretionary with the President it would be safe

of the community and
the society in which he lives.
Conscience, therefore, depends upon the
laws

am

after

assurances

for many years
study
among the children of the world has
taught me that man’s conscience Is simply
a matter of education,
dependent up >n the
of

as

that a number of free coinage
Senators will not vole against a proposition to suspend the purchase of bullion.

out

in time comes to know only
what he commenced life with—to breathe
and take nutriment from another. Where

victory.

Ellsworth

The

of

John F. Whitcomb

Avery.

what he

which will be called up

Congress comes together again, or
a
similar one giving the President discretionary power to suspend the purchase
of sllvef bullion whenever and for as long
as he may think
beneficial to the public
interest, can be passed, because he has had

he

rapidly forgets

silver law

soon as

lives long enough—and many
a
certain age, he
passes

man

do—after

I feel the earth move auaward.
I join the great march onward.
And take, by faith, while living.
My freehold of tHankagiving.

one

:

planning

U the soul in this case? Again I am told
that “man s conscience is his soul
A

And abare the

I

and

king bell* in unrearrd ateeplea.
The joy of utiixjru j*eoi>iea!
trumpet* far off Mown,
Your triumph I* my own.

what is to

’1

£0-T.
\

POWOER

g»i

Savings Bank,

..•ti

dk.

j

woman

capable of thinking

break into the $100,000,000 gold
fund iu the Treasury.

to

purchase of silver bullion under the present

many schemes that are not in accord with
the golden rule. Nature also teaches me

quirtd it. and

*
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who favor the free and unlimited coinage
of silver w ill to a man vote against it.
He thinks that Senator McPherson's resolution providing for the suspension of the

The love of God and neighbor;
An e«|ii>tl>handed lal>or;
1 li*- richer life where Ixauty
Walka hand in hand with duty.
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man

Parcel and part of all.
I keep the festival.
Fore-reach the good to lx1;

KEEPS YOUR CHICKENS
Strong and Healthy; Prevent* all Disease.
lituni for Moulting Urn*.

aiday*

Lx.'"X Loixia. No

inn*

has a soul and nothing else
When I have asked him to define
the soul I am told:
“It Is the immortal,
man

more

nt
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Tuesday

til

Solving the rUMie old.
Shaping the Age of Gold!
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Pure, generous, brave and free.
A dream of

legislation soon after the holidays; hut.
although himself a strong advocate of the
outright repeal of the present silver law.
he is certain that a hill providing for its
repeal, as that of Senator Hill does, cannot be passed by the Senate, because those

is

—

even-

power outside of what I understand as nature furnished life, that too may have been
returned from whence it came. It seems
to me that it must be the same power in
both cases, call it God or nature, as you
will. Some one says, “that cannot be, be-

what all other animals know. viz. : to
breathe and draw Its food from its mother;
and that it learns to think as it grows older, and learns other things, and I must
say that that immortal thinking machine

The airs of Heaven blow o’er me;
A glory shines before me
of w hat mankind shall he

»t

v

The Secretary firmly believes that the
financial flurry will result in some silver

thinking part of man."
Nature teaches me that man Is born
with as little of this “thinking part" as
any other animal, ami that it knows only
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the vegetable and mineral sources
which it came.
Perhaps, if a

the

Forward I reach and share
All that they sing and dare.
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O'-: pray
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plenish

reserve

has."

Hail to the coming singers!
Hail to the brave
light-bringer*!

iJMhtpnrm

and states his belief that he can get
all the gold that may be wanted without

July,

having

cause

What matter. 1 or they.
Mine or another's day.
><» the rigUt word be said
And life be sweeter made?

HOOirs TILLS cur*- Nausea. Sick Ifaadacbtt
Indigestion. Biiiou»ne«s. Sold by all druggist*.
i>

songs

< Mhers shall sing the song,
others shall right the wrong,—
Finish w hat I begin.
And ail I fail to win.

Sarsaparilla

and yet, at the close of business Christ ms>
it has in the neighborhood of $15,000,000 more gold than was on hand last
eve,

stances.and consider it highly probable that
each ingredient returns in some way to refrom

that found no tongue;
Nobler than any fact
My w ish that failed to act.

surely curing my catarrh. 1 recommend it
(.» «•. W
all
ook. st. Johnsbury. Vt.

DIRECTORY.

s.-r-'.

My

in my stomach. 1 took medicines without benefit. until, having heard so much al>out Hood's
Sarsaparilla. I concluded t<» try it. and the result i> very gratifying.
All the disagreahle
effects of the Grip ai<- gone, I am free from
pains and aches, and believe

Hood’s

St..

the unatiained.

regular correspondent. I

Washington, 1). C., Dec. 26. 1892.
Secretary Foster loses no opportunity to
assure his callers that there is no probability of a financial panic resulting from
the temporary, and to a certain extent
fictitious, demand for gold for shipment
to Europe.
He calls atteution to the important fact that every demand for gold
has been promptly met by the Treasury,

in the others?
Both of those
crushed masses are susceptible of analysis,
we And
both composed of similar sub-

Sweeter than any song

Severe Sinking Pains

authorized agents for the
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Washington Letter.

species than

Not by the page-work painted
Let life l»e banned or sainted;
I>eej»er than written scroll
The colors of the soul.

*■

always give

address,

<>t

•'«

--

How

“ToC. I Hood & Co., lxmell. Mass.:
Two years ago I had a severe attack of the
Grip, which left me in a terribly weak and debilitated condition
l.ast winter I had another
attack and was again very badly off. my health
nearly wrecked
My appetite was all gone. I
had no strength, felt tired nil the lime, had
disagreeal v ioaring noises in my head, like a
waterfall. 1 also had severe headaches and

.i. ati.ius relating to subscriptions
■
,t<are
i"
requested, to state the
to ss tiler the paper 1.-,'T 1-to be si nt,
art :
; to w rite ait projvcr ■antes plalu

a

Head

f From

And let me
ask another : Is the power that gave one
its knowledge of life, terror of death. Instinct of self-preservation and ability to
provide tor Its wants, different in one

Let the thick curtain fall;
1 better know than all
How little 1 have gained.

l*ain in the Stomach.

| Philadelphia Ledger.]
So much interest is taken in the origin
of phrases that the literary editors of most
of our large dailies are kept on the alert
to answer the inquiries put to them. There
is just as much interest taken in the coincidence of the ideas and the similarity in
expressing them. Not a few of such instances have l>een attributed to direct appropriation, and sometimes justly so. but
more frequently without taking Into consideration that the same ideas, comparisons and illustrations may occur to different writers.
It must not be forgotten,
either, that there is a “nebulous” condition of the brain that may lead to unconscious reproduction.
lu this article 1 propose to explain the origin of some familiar expressions and to mention others in
which similarity is especially evident.
We frequently meet with the expression :
“the Potentiality of Growing Rich.”
It is
very properly attributed to Samuel Johnson, and it i.s supposed to have beeo incorporated in some of his writings. On
the contrary, it was simply a remark of
his in connection with a very soidid transaction
He was one of the executors of
the will of Mr. Thrale, owner of a mammoth brewery.
Boswell tells us that Johnson flitted around the premises like an excise man, with an inkhorn in his hand and
a
pen in his button hole. When asked
about the value of the property, he evidently had one eye upon the possibilities
of the future.
“We are not here to sell a
parcel of boilers aud vats,” he said, “but
the potentiality of growing rich beyond
the dreams of avarice.” Subsequent events
proved the correctness of his judgment.
The brewery is still in existence, covers a
much larger area, aud during recent
years
has paid 91.000,000 a year to the revenues

Manila, P. I., August, 1892.

garding this power of life.

Hide it from evil praises.
Save it from e\iI phrases;
Why. wheu dear lips that spake it
Are dumb, should strangers wake It?

Crip

Tremendous Jloavituj in the

"U

•»

*

HSCKIBER8.

M

th* iddress-laliel on each subscrlb
wsthe lime to which the subscrip
and all subscriln?r& in arrears are
a> up as .-oou as possible.

late
paper

Vt.

questions of a life hereafter, and, in my
opinion, they will have to be left until that
time for any one to know anything posiE. V. L.

We look upon man and see the same animated manifestation of life and power, we
see him crushed as the serpent or the worm,
and may as well ask the same question re-

loving friends who love me!
dear ones gone above me!
fare less of other fame.
1 leave to you my name.

tlr. Cook

Johnsbury,

Familiar Quotations.

tive about them.

ago?

0

a

paper

irrearages, or the publisher tnav
'.nt'.i payment is made, and col
am.
nt w i-.ether it is taken from the
i;

w

gave them life and motion

JANUARY

lucid reasoning of the most brilliant minds
fall alike In establishing facts upon those

ger and self preservation. We crush them
and behold a mangled mass of matter, and
ask ourselves the question: Where has
fled and whence came the power that

O
Mr. Geo.

This

power may be everywhere, but
the human mind cannot realize this until It
sees it made manifest by something having
life. For instance, a serpent or a worm

our path and we see the manifestation of life; we place danger in their way
and we see proof of their instinct of dan-

That In the paths untrod.
And the long dav* of Uod,
My feet shall still be led.
My heart be comforted.

v

than in other species.

mao

crosses

And present gratitude
Insures the present good.
And for the things I see
1 trust the things to be.

SI BSCRIPTION.

strictly

pai'l

j
I

The aster flower is falling.
The hazel's gold is paling;
Yet overhead more near
The eternal stars appear.

YN
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The autumn-time has come;
On woods that dream of bloom.
And over purpling vines,
The low sun fainter shines.

THURSDAY' BY THE

called

! life-giving

BY JOHIf GREKXLEAF WHITTIER.
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My Triumph.

<T1)C cfllsluortb American.

THURSDAY,

MAINE,

—

|

Primp*'t

Harbor.

Dear Editor: I wish you a happy and
prosperous New Year, and also the readers
of the American.
There were several family Christmas
trees here Christmas eve.
L. B. Deasv and family of Bar Harbor,
spent their Christmas with Mrs. Deasy's
parents here.
Schooner Lewis K. French is sold to
Hendricks of Rockland. He has
taken her away.
Miss Lois Cole, Belle Cleaves and Jerome
Clark went to Steuben to spend Christmas.
Dec. 26.

Capt.

The

December

Cosmopolitan.

In view of the fact that Sir Edwin Arnold will very likely be the next poet-laureate, one turna with interest to his must
entertaining article in the December Cosmopolitan on a “Japanese Watering Place."
Tbe Cosmopolitan will mark its first edition of 150,000 copies—that for January—
by the ofier of 1000 free scholarships. In
return for introducing the Cosmopolitan
into certain neighborhoods the Cosmopolitan offers to any young man or woman
free tuition, board, lodging and laundry at
Tale, Vassar, Harvard, or any of the leading colleges, schools of srt, music, met icine or science. They send ont a pamphlet
on application telling how to obtain one of
these free scholarships.
—The December number of tbe Xfio
England Magazine is a very varied one.
and will afford interest to all classes of
readers. It appeals to all sections of ti e
country, and contains specific contents for
those musically, literary, sociologically,artistically or poetically inclined. The number opens with a beautifully illustrated a •tide descriptive of “The Builders of tbe
Cathedrals," by Marshall S. Snow. Cha
Lewis 8!attery contributes a very sugge
tlve article, “Can Religion be Taught it
the Public Schools?1’ Another article of
a similar character Is Arthur May Mowry’s
excellent exposition of "How Civil Govelement la Taught In a New England High
School." It la a good number for holiday

reading.

•

5 be (fllstoortb American.
THURSDAY. JANUARY 5.

1893_

do not road atmnymnu* latter* and communl* itlon*. The name and address of the writer
ar tnali.-M «** uuiGpeiwible, not necessarily for
llcat ion but as a iruarantecof good faith,
l>
*Vo cannot undertake b* return or preserve com
rr
nii-atioUB that are uot used.
>

Governor

Burleigh.

Governor Edwin C.

pleted his record

Burleigh

has

West that the record of Eastern shipments
no longer measures the entire growth, but
the shipments reported by The Shoe and
Leather Reporter haye been 3.695,785 cases,
against 3,417,847 last year, and 3,276,877 in
1888, an increase of 13 per cent.
These comparisons suffice to show how
the country has surpassed all records during the year non closing, and how great
has beeu its progress during tne last four
years. It will lie interesting and instructive four years hence to see whether a record as satisfactoiy can then be presented.
—X. T. Tribune of Dec. 31.

com-

Chief Magistrate of
ti State and with the incoming of Goveri! r
The
Cleaves, retires from office.
n
ord which the retiring Governor has
as

The Man with

a

Note Book.

Christmas in

Georgia.

McIntosh, Ga.,

Mkia.

State News.

\

following pensions

—The

December 27, 1892. j

htve

Leonard Moulton la at home from cola short vacation.

lege for

been

to residents in Maine:
Dec. 24.
Original, Joseph Wilbur,
Thomas Dorsett, Moses Brownell, John
dwelling in the region known as “Ouay- Murphy, Theodore Woodcock, George W.
Lem out; Increase. James Smiley; additionDow-Neest," our most cordial Christmas j
al, Benjamin F. Poole, Louis Viene, Mark
greetings, and wishes for a Happy New ! W. Dcshon. Henri F. Cole, Benj. Foss,
Year; and we can do this the more James Pearll, Edwin Baker, Alonzo Tripp;
appropriately, since this day is a part re issue, Wm. H. Haycock; original widof our Christmas. The holiday extends j ows, Mary F. Philbrick, Mary Frost, Ellen
L. Dudley, Margaret A. Weston.
through three days with us this year, i Dec. 30. Original, Fred’k W. Preble,
counting the days accord mg to the James W. Jordan, Albert W. Lincoln; adold Jewish fashion; as wTe began
it ditional, John Lakin, Charles Kelsor. John
with
our
annual
dinner McKinley, Geo. Graut, Wm. Campbell; reChristmas
issue, Chas. W. Foster. Edw. A. Farnham;
on Saturday evening,
at 6 o’clock.
On
widows, Melissa Smart, Elvira Seigers.
Sunday morning everybody was on the j
Mary Flaherty died at Jonesboro,
alert with his “Merry Christmas," or as it
Monday of last week, aged nearly ninetyis said down here, “Chrfs'cias gif’." In four years
She was born in Wolf boro,
the afternoon we remembered the children N. H being the daughter of Young Shorey
who settled there shortly after the revoluat the Mission schools with the present of
tion.
He fought at Biiuker Hill and was
a scrap-book
or bright picture-book for
in the siege wtiich after 111 teen days starved
each of the little ones, and an illustrated
He served
Burgoyue’s camp to surrender
Mrs.
magazine for those older. Do you ask three years on Washington's start
was a na'ive
where we obtained so many gifts? They Flaherty’s husband, Thoma*,
of Ireland.
He died twenty year-* ago
were
the work of some of our little She was intelligent, and her faculties were
friends in various parts of the North. unimpaired till her ninety-second year.
“The North” is an exhaustless mine of She was a connection of the Langdou family of the Granite State.

Dear American:
We fiend you and our numerous friends
—

granted

Some kind friend, or friends, presented
:he Dedham Congregational church with a
Sue Estey organ Christmas. It was very acceptable as their organ was very poor, and
the different societies connected with the
zhurch were tryiug to- raise funds to purchase one. It was a very pleasant surprise
ind the people are very grateful to their
unknown friend.
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in

and
not its
ut that was to

leading

be

con-

.! the pros, utors were sustained
N >w that the conserva.rchargts
.*•
i,:*.\e
-eu •!< Bated, it must be as1 that
this Presbytery, at
least,
is the tea* hing
-f Dr. Briggs to that
f 1
and
that
itmembers
do
p--Lents;
i.-»t f« ar the ill effects of critical
inveslic. *!j.
.i■ welcome light from whatever
s lurce it comes.
1:
ver-d.ct yesterday
has a deeper
:
aning than appears on the surface. Dr.

b»*eu a theoiogical professor
Briggs
B>r Lea;.v twenty yeais.
Hundreds of his
‘val pup.;- are in the active ministry,
a-

lanv

-f

them

in

leading pulpits.

They

w his
scholarly mind, they were ardent
Imin-is of him in the class-room, they
: ave wall tied
the progress of this trial
:
itii a
persoual interest, and they
..c\ed Lira innocent ol all charges pre-ire i aga.nst h:in.
If lie had been cou\
tt i ol ht-re.-v,
many would have felt
at they, to *, were fully as heretical, and
w* re read out
<if the Presbyterian
.’ircli there would not be sufficient width
it- platform for them to ttaud on.
A
';■..t iu the Presbyterian church or a large
s-i-m to other churches would almost
rialiiiy have been the result if Dr. Briggs
; ad been convicted.

v

:

ap-

complaint.

preciated

—The Second National Conference
University Extension was opened

on

iu

Philadelphia.
—The managers of the campaign of
Edward Murphy, Jr., in New York for the
Senate are hard at work securing pledges
from members of the Legislature.
—The fund of $500,000 for a
medical department at Johns

University was completed by
Miss Mary E. Garrett.

a

woman’s

Hopkins
gift frum

—The National Conference on University Extension continued its£gessiou in

Philadelphia.
—Governor Flower of New York reappoiuted Isaac H. Maynard as a Judge of
the Court of Appeals.
grand jury in Buffalo indicted Alderman William Summers
Dem.) for falsifying election returns.
—A

must be

Deceiu
ber raiu lasted nearly the entire dav. every
thing had to take place in the church. In
the rear stood a row of tables for the sale
of oranges,
nuts,
apples, caudy. fireseen.

As

a

cold

and two fancy tables supcrackers. etc
plied from barrels sent us by friend*.
Down one side w as a long table for the
sale of substantiate;—cake, pies, sweet
custards ?
potato
fish, fried chicken,

rice
roast

boiled, fried
pork, boiled

pork. etc. This was the church fail.
Despite the weather the pe« pie were out
in force, wet but jolly.
The evening exercises consisted of a
short program comprising Christinas recitations and Christmas songs,—the singing really good—after which the ev* nt occurred for which some three hundred and

fifty pairs of eyes have been looking for
KluHiill.

several

weeks.

When the last song had
sunk to silence, a long curtain across the
front of the room was drawn aside and
the chariot of Santa Claus the minister’s

On Saturday evening the Congregational
Sunday school gave a Christmas entertainment at their church, consisting of singing, responses and recitations, which were
stood revealed, prettily decked in
wagon
very interesting and appropriate for the
lK*autiful holly and vines filled w ith pretty
season.
At the close of the entertainment
the school retired to the vestry, where green berries. Santa does not bring sledge
A Year of Great Prosperity.
were
two large Christmas trees handami reindeer down here owing to lack of
somely decorated with presents, candy and snow.
i he year l'dff, which ends today, has
The wagon was piled with such a
I popped com. which were distributed to all
ft an extraordinary record.
For the tirst present, and this
of the exercise was load as it probably never bore before;
part
me in the history of the
country discon- evidently very pleasing to the children. coats,
bonnets, hats, boots, pan’s, vests,
tcnt an ! ■»m,>;aiut in the midst of unparThis school has a good class of teachers
dresses, books; these were arpong the
.« d
pr -p- nty have swayed a million
and under the management of Mr. Fred
s and chang.
1 the government. A par*
Fisher as superintendent, and Mr C. C. gifts distributed by the children's patron
;.!.d Bund competent and worthy,
Clough as musical director is in a prosper- saint who sat perched on high among his
.v
iv
strule the highest production
ous condition.
wares.
r r.n u"l f *r
industry and the highest
It was very fortunate that Santa Claus
On Sunday evening the Baptist Sunday
\>-r
>wn fur labor have been atschool held a Christmas service at their arrived with his load
*■ was defeated to make place for a
just when he did, for
ir v w iiicn :.as never borne the
responsi- church which was interesting but owing this morning opened with sleet and to.-s ii- r had
the instructive experience to the severe and unpleasant state of the
night the thermometer stands at 30 deg.
f p -v- r f >r mure thau
thirty years. It is weather, the attendance was not large.
Theie was for the school a Christmas tree with a cold wind blowing. There is a
pr p.-r, therefore, to place on record the
at the church Monday evening which was
L.evements of the past, as a standard
deal of discomfort, amounting to suffering,
by
rh th*- workings of a
different policy a very plea-ant affair and was greatly en- around us.
mi parly may be judged.
joyed by all, especially by the children.
And now we begin again to prepare for
Santa Clau- was on hand in t»or»d season
ir art- a few tests of the volume of
and w as very generous in his distribution
usiuess wh;eh all recognize.
the next Xmas. Who wants to dress a
'The exof presents. Among the more valuable
:ia;.ges <*f clearing houses outside New
doll, send a picture-book or a toy, prepare
g ;i 1
L-n
O-*,, /U4A
presents were a beautiful picture fiom the
school to their pastor, Her. G. Mayo, and a garment, or send a pair of boots or
KX) last year, an
agaiust $23.1
Of course the greater part of
.• rea-*- >>{
nearly 10 per cent. Iu 1888, the an elegant French clock to their superin- stocking*?
''&r of lJr*.'Mdent Harrison’s
election, the tendent, I)r. Grindle for which the re- our useful goods were second-hand, and
feel
mount was $1 *.440.000,000, so that
very grateful. There were
the cipients
were very welcome indeed; but no
other due presents to teachers and classes they
ivrease under the present Administration
doubt something new now and theu brings
** been 57
per ceut. Earnings already re* which we have not room to speak of
a
feeling of satisfaction not realized by
I or ted on aouut 90,000 miles of railroad separately.
; -r eleven W'lLtiis, with
partial returns for
The entertainment last Thursday even- those who have received nice things since
December, indicate a probable increase ing for the beuedt of the
readiug room a time which they cannot remember.
ver ia>'. year of 0.5
per cent, iu the aggrewas a success.
Fred W. Foster.
; att. If »o, the earnings of all railroads
Miss Lillian Kaue was at home for a few
1 »r the year 1892 will
be not far from
D .-DO,:
i.ooO, an increase of 25 per cent, days last week, but has returned to Bucks- Our Little Men ami Women for December
in four years.
port where she is attending school.
Foreign trade during the year 1*92 has
Mr. Charles Townes came home from is a veritable Christmas number. It opens
D-t n in the aggregate of exports and imBoston a few days ago to spend Christmas with “The Night Before Christmas," a
the
ever
known
in
largest
ports
any year, with his family.
suggestive picture, accompanied by a story
»out §1 **50,000,000, against $1,799,000.well suited to it. There are bits of his< >j
The Baptist circle met at their chapel
last
and
year
$1,417,000,000
tory told in picture and story. A capital
last
ii
I—
Thu* the increase in four
Thursday afterooou and was enter- article, finely illustrated, i*'the Sheltertained
Mrs.
W.
E.
ars has been
Grindle
and
Mrs.
29 per ceut. The full reby
R.
ing Home for Animals at Brighton, and
P. Grindle. This being the annual meet- How a little American
tarns for t-leven months, with partial reGirl saw the Engt urns for December, indicate that the value
ing and the time for election of officers lish Queen. Khatia’s Christmas, as well
as
the following were chosen: Mrs. Hattie other excellent
I exports ha* been not far from $950,000,stories, articles and verse,
•
"0, exceeding those of any other year ex- Osgood, president; Mrs. Mary Peters, vice entertaiuing and instructive.
child
Every
<
pt the last, and exceeding those ol 1888 president; Mrs. Lou Greene, secretary; who can read, should be given a copy of
f >' 27
Mrs. Sarah Osgood, treasurer. The report this inimitable children’s
per cent. But the imports have probPrice
magazine.
t oly been about $880,000,000, the
largest of the doings of this organization during $1 Go a year; 10 cents a number. I).
* ver
known iu any year, exceeding those j the past year shows it to be in a prosper- LOTHROP CO., Publishers, Boston.
< f 1888
by 20 per ceut The excess of ex- ous condition. There is at present about
two hundred dollars in the treasury'which
1 orts over imports of merchandise will
linhyland for December
is to be expended In enlarging the
i robably be about $7u,000,000 for the year
chapel.
ow closing.
The White Granite Company have quite
brings good Christmas cheer. Its happy
In the great industries the year 1892 has
a large crew of men
employed for this sea- stories and merry rhymes seem merrier and
,-urpassed all previous records. The sales son of the
are at present loadyear.
They
than ever, and its pretty pictures
< f wool at the
gayer
three great markets, Bosing a vessel with stone for New York and verse tell tales as sweet
as any baby
t jd, Fhiladelphia and New York, show an
which will be the last cargo that they will ever listened to.
increase of 35 per cent, over the previous
Every borne that Babythis winter.
ship
land enters this month will have a Merry
The estimate of the Woolen Manu} ear.
The young people of oar village are Christmas. Price ">0 cents a year; 5 cents
facturers’ Association is that the yield of
a number.
D. LOTHROP CO
< omestic wool in 1892
Publish
was about 333,000,making arrangements for a singing school
to be taught by Mr. C. C.
000 pounds, against 302,000,000 pounds in
Clough. They ers, Boston.
are
also
a
of
a
of
over
10
school
1888,
talking
to be
gain
percent. But the
reading
r lanufacture has
increased so much more taught by Mr. Henry Osgood.
The Pan,, for December
t *atthe imports during the last
year have
Mr. Henry Eaton and family of Bar Har1 2en the largest ever known,
contains its ostial amount of good things.
probably 150,- bor, are Id town for a short season.
t >0.000 pounds, against 109,000.000 pounds
The two stories by its favorite authors,
Mr. Walter Gray who is at work at Bar
i 1888.
In the cotton manufacture, as
‘•Pansy’' and “Margaret Sidney," develop
Harbor came borne last week to spend in worth and interest.
respects the latter part of tbeyear.it is
Its articles.foreign,
only known that the consumption of cot- Christmas with his family.
domestic and educational, possess a
ring
Dec. 30.
ton has been larger than ever, and that
that sounds deep and long for the
young
(normous sales have raised the prices of
readers whose welfare the editors and
pubpoods. In the crop year ending Septem- Waltfea*.
lishers are not apt to forget,and the worth
ber 1, the consumption was about 1,320,of its pages is enhanced by the pictures
Miss Snsle Haskell of Castine is visit000,000
912,000,000
against
which help to strengthen and brighten the
pounds,
her parents here, Mr. and Mrs. Harper.
pounds in 1888, an increase of more than ing
writings they accompany. No better maga40 per cent. Of silk no less tfmi 9,260,Mrs. Helen Young of Bangor is board- zine for both young and old is to be fonnd.
000 pounds were imported, incratiing waste ing with her sister, Mrs. Wilson Haslam, Price $100 a year; 10 cents a n urn tier. D.
and cocoons, iu twelve months emUn&Ffo- this winter. Mrs. Young has been quite LOTHROP CO., Publishers, Boston.
vember 1, the greatest quantity in any pre- ill bat is improving under Dr. Hsgerthy's
vious year haring been about 7,500.00* care.
—The Straits of Mackinac are frozen
but in 1888 it was only 6,400,000,
Thomas Hanscomb Is building a logging over; river traffic at Pittabnrg has been
the increaae baa
to that in four years
suspended; trains In Kansas are seriously
camp near the month of Webb's Brook.
been over 40 per cent.
the Hudson river south
Wilson Haslam received a bad accident delayed by enow;
The manufacture of Iron, according to
from Poughkeepsie was closed for navigaThe American Manufacturer of Pittsburg, recently by a frozen chip flying from a tion.
has probably turned ont 9.180,000 tons of chopper’s sz and striking him in the eye.
—The Spanish Minister, Senor Dnpny
For several days he could see nothing with
pig iron in 1892. against 8,980,000 tons last
de Lome, was re-called.
But stocks unsold hare decreased, that eye but now the aigbt is slowly returnvear.
—News was received at Washington of
k> that the consumption was greater than ing.
an encounter between bandits and United
in any previous year. In 1888 the producB. Franklin Jordan, who has been sick States
troops on the Mexican border; one
tion was about 6,500,000 tons, and the in
a few week*, is oot again.
bandit was killed and one wonnded.
crease in four years has been over 40 per
have
all
bad a
SnUivan Jordan's family
—Two men lost their lives at an incentent., the increase in consumption being
The manufacture of serions attack of the grip but are now re- diary Are which bnrned two Milwankee
about the same.
tanneries
and caused s loss of $225,000,
leather has advanced so greatly at the covering.
—
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prominent« itiz**h* of Belfast

ili.nl

Michael il healing, insurance
Friday.
«g* nt, aged Go; anti Hiram K. Pierce,
wh d« -aie ice dealer, aged 72.
hoti-e and -table t»n Ka-tern avenue.
Lewiston. ..wi ed by the Perkin* heirs and
occupied hy .1 L Coombs, burned flat Fiidav morning.
The flr»* is thought to have
caught from a chimney. L
£1.500.
~A

—Seventy-five Italians arrived at Mechanic- Falls Friday morning. They are
engaged to work on the Portland i ILimford Fails railroad exten-ion.
—

.1

C

master
i u n.

Ware lias been appointed postat
N »rth
Orland, vice Johu E.

t

—The Payson Tu< ker Hose Co. held its
sixth annual concert and ball at Winthrop
l “wn Hall. Friday evening
There w as a
large number present, manv from out of
tow n.
.Music was by Dennis'orchestra of
Augusta. The afiair was a grand success.

to

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Maddox, who have
becu vNltlng relatives here, started on
their return West last Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Debeck have a little son.

New

Year and

•olveil to make

The Christmas
given here
chorus of young
charge of Mrs. K

In

our

stock.

sales double

We

last year, ami In order

goods

on our

for all that

gains left,

fanuarv is

tle

on

stock

of

During the cold snap ire formed In the
salt water here six inches thick, but is
largely broken up tills m< rning by the
heavy southerly gale.
The excavation under the church for the
baptistry Is done, Mr. Groves Parker having ciiarge of the job
The week of prayer opened here with
very large audiences a 1 day
Sunday
K-pccial interest in the evening meeting.

school 10.'*.

Mr Charles N, Sargent, son of Mr Jasper Sargent, is home fiom the west.
Christmas trees were held
parts of the parish.
Jan. 2.
South

different

in

llffr lair

certify that your So. I)eer
I*le correspondent is not dead, nor sleeping. nor yet frozen, but having been occupied with a case of typhoid fever imported from the Landing, has had no time
for public duties.
Merry Christmas is past, and now a
Happy New Year to the Awkkican ami ail
its family is the wish of this scribe.
This

is to

We have had the most delightful weather
imaginable since the cold snap of last
week and the roads are exceptionally good.
There was another accident at the Landing, Dec. 30th. Melvin Pert was badly
hurt about the face ami head by an accidental discharge of powder, but at last accounts it was hoped that his eyes would
uut be permanently injured as it
was
feared they would at first.
'Hie

fever

seems

abating

reported

have been

cases

to he

for

we
a

month

we

profits. Our main object
preparatory

to

slock

are

two

all

on

Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, a* they cannot reach the seal of th** disease. Catarrh is a
blood or constitutioual disease, and iu order
to cure it
you must take internal remedies.
Half* Catarrh Cun* i« taken Internally, ami
arts dire-tlv on the blood and mucous surface*.
Halt’*
atarrh < ure 1* not a ijuack medicine.
It was prescribed by one of the best pb\*lelaiia
in thl» country for year*, and is a regular prescription. It is composed of the be-t tonic*
known.combined with llie best blood purifiers,
acting directly on the mucou* surfaces. | he
perfect combination of the two Ingredients I*
w hat
produce* such wonderful result* In curing Catarrh. Semi for testimonials free.
K. J. CHENEY A LO.. Toledo, o.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Jan.

specialty; we have the tine-t line of CIKK’OLATK.'v BON RONS, and penny good* of any
dealer in Hancock county.

of all

count

-in
with
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partment

a

prompt

evening

and

efficient agent.
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Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the
M C. K K. ticket othce
Ellsworth, G. W CLIFFORD. Agent.
PAYSON Ti
K b K.
Vice Pres, and lien’l Manager
F. E. B*M»THRY. Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Ag't
lH*c. 2-S. 18<*2.
| v ri:

11.111
1 h

JOHNSON’S

IRRSliETlG OIL!

below z<?ro in the Mohawk
the Adirondacks; the icy
weather made picturesque effects at Niagara.
—E. S. Corser of Minneapolis, failed for
$1,000,000, In consequence of wheat speculation; the real estate firm of which he
is bead will suspend.

DB. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

unequaled remedy

for

and is

an

Dyspepsia, Malaria and

mometer was

IN>\vm

—Henry C. Varnum killed his wife and
daughter and seriously wounded his mother-in-law in Worcester, Mass., and then
committed suicide.
—The American Folk Lore
its sessions in Boston.

Society closed

Sold by ail Druggists.

FOUND.—Came to the home of Charles W.
one tan-colored dog, with cropped ear*,
bead resembles the bull dog breed, the bodv re-

Doyle,
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mbles

by
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bound.

The

—Tapley’s

other shoes.

“Bread Winner*’

outwears a)

have the

same

ROb t m. read.
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f I LLv
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H»rr»rd. lire.)

SPECIALIST—oiscase.
173 Tremont

—For horse and owner nothing equals BickMORE‘8 Gall Curb. By its use Galls and
wounds are healed while the horse is at work

owner can

roving property and paying charges. 8. E.
Sullivan, Maine.
) wl*

DOYLE. East

Bend for

Street,

OF

RECTUM

Boston.

Pamphlet, j SJSSKilSt.

Hours:
II to 4 o’clock. Sunday, and
Holiday, excepted.
OrncB

lyrUeow

Iu connection with our sale of lloli.hi. I.u.mIs w, Im-_> t. ..
Karenin Sale during that time of CLOAK- ami I l!l — i .< h >|)>
in hotll of these ilepartmenis is tt little heavier thaii we w ■.
t
We are putting the knife in the \ rii.
season.
o.-l i,:'. tl. i•
prices. Now is the time to huv a CLOAK
DRESS.

CLOAK
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by
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FOR

Manson G. Larrabee.

Taking
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THE

Number.

Special Offer —The numbers for 185*2 and

a
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Broadway, New York.
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M-sortment is w-ll-kn
«*tir prices are t.

OAK- ami
any dealer.

s

;
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Gallert.

PRESEATS without iiiniilier!
Clarion Ranges, Coal Sloies,
Wood Stoves, Delieate China
Ware. Plain and Ornamented

What is

Crockery. Class Ware, Tin
Ware, Cutlery, knives and
Forks, Spoons of all kinds,

Aapkin Kings, linns, etc.,
and a gr. at variety of kniekk naeks.
Come ! Seeing is believing.

J.P.ELDRIDGE.
Ellsworth, her. l

i**»2.

Castoria is I)r. Samuel Pitcher's prescription lor Infants
ami Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance.

BROTHERS
! Offer the largest and best stork of
Oranges, i
Lemons. Bananas. Apples, Figs and Dates, in
fart, the be>t assortment of Fruit of all kinds i
to be found In the citv.

!

CONFECTIONERY
Of every description.
All the latest novelties
in candy. No doubt but what we cau suit vou
if you hate a sweet tooth.

Diarrlnca

$

and

Wind

Castoria.

Castoria.

“Castoria is an excellent medicine for chil
drew. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”

i

OsOood,
Lowell, Mass.

Du. O. C.

Castoria is the be.vt remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,

1

< 4

we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”

United Hospital
Allen C.

line
will

jfciPVVe wholesale Confectionery. Fruit and
Maine.

Get

Holmes Bros.,
MAIN STREET,

Maine.

notics.
U
shall be unable
lT,l,1veMl
ioai£?nri]!?»H
the matter
per onaltv after that date
to attend

to

A.

T
Ella worth, January
t, 1888,

PHILLIPS?M.
*

D.

tfl

Dispensary,
Boston, Mass.

Smith, Pres.,

Murray Street, New York City.

On
lour
Ticket

largest.

and

2yr5Ccotv

P-I-P-E-S
And smoker*’ articles we
keep a complete
of. When you want a
pipe call. You
find our prices lowest and stock

“Our physicians in the children's
depart
have spoken highly of th* ;r
erperi
euee in their outside practice with
Castoria.
and although we only have
among our
medical supplies what is known as regular

products, yet

morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agouts down their throats, thereby sending
thorn to premature graves.”
Dr. J. F. Ktnchxloe,
Conway, Ark.
company,

Castoria is so well a lapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any
prescription
known to me.'*
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
ill So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. Y.
ment

Sow. (hen. we know we can (dense vou. Just
call and ask for the best 5 or 10 cent cigar in
the city. You will get it
every time at our
counter.

Ellsworth,_-_-

Castoria relieves

Colic.

cures

$

28

harmless substitute

toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

V/Bauiur

Cigars as low as any firm in
prices and be convinced.

a

constipation anti flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas-

ST.,

-WHERE-

is

Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. < as.oria dest roys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
teething troubles,

28 MAIN

It

for

cures

I

u

Goods and Knick-knacks.
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keeping

35 MAIN STREET.

to subscribe.

Charles Scribner’s Sons,
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sc;

(

ainl see them.
O.ir pr.-partcin
tensive scale than ever hetorc which

Has Unloaded At

subscription for 18WS, $4 50. The same with back
□umbers, bound in cloth. *6 00. Now is the time
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store

Frances Hodgson Burnett will contribute the
first serial to appear in a magazine from her pen
entitled "The One I Knew the Best of All.”
H. C. Bunner will furnish a ‘er'es of his sketches, entitled Jersey >treet and Jersey Lane.”
II.
lustrated.
Robert Grant wl l relate the further experiences
ol Fred and Josephine In‘‘A 8*quel to the Reflections of a Married Man.” Illustrated
aarold Frederic will continue a po itiral novel
of great power, entitled The Copperhead.

a

rea--h the

lila* kets from >ld

this ilcpartnictit is

1898.

».

r

Handkerchiefs, Aprons and Gloves,

As

PARTIAL PRONPEl'TtN.

painters.
TERMS:—$3JM) a Year; iic.

want t<>

-HAVE BEKS K>TA BI.1MI El»-

Surplus

ARTICLES.
Further contr buttons to the Poor In Great
Cities. Mrs. Burnett’s illustrated pa|>er on the
London plan for Home Aid to »nvalid Children
etc. Of special Interest also will be Professor
Heilprin’s authoritative account of the Pearv Relief Expedition (illustrate I;, a verv
interesting
article by clave Uzanne on the exhibition of Woman’s An now going on in Paris, and articles
upon artistic subjects, accounts of travel, etc etc.
THE ILLUSTRATIONS
df the year will represent the work not only of the
well known illustrators, but manv drawings
m
also appear by artists who are best known
as

(

:«

w

B
If you

If you wish to combine the
useful with the beautiful, you
will tind here what you want
Off.
in great varHy. HUM DAY

PERSONAL REMINISCENCES.
Some Unpublished Letters of Carlyle to Edward Irving and others, dealing with a part of
Carlyle’s life far different from that brought out
in the recent literature of Carlyle reminiscences.
Recollections of Lincoln and Sumner.
By the
la e Marquis !>e Chambrun. Both articles arc
full of new matter. An Artist in Japan
Bv K« b
ert Blum, who has just returnee from a residence
of nearly two years In that country. Abundantly
Ulus'rated by the author.
Histo ic Moments,
which have been a feat.ire of the magazine during
1SU2, will be continued by some particularly striking papers, among them several by the great war
correspondents, W'illain H. Russell, Archibald
Forbes, and others.
MEN'S OCCUPATIONS.
A series of articles on the life work of men In
many callings—the chief ways (exclusive of professions; In which men earn their livelihood.
THE WORLD'S FAIR IN CHICAGO.
A series will be published later In the rear
giving the Impressions made by the exhibition upon
observers of note, Ijoth American and foreign;
and many of these-observers will be also artists
who will illustrate their own articles.
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Monkey. Op*.--uu

No
ter a
we offer has been bought tin-

Holiday Trade

BY THE AUTHOR OF ".JERRY.”
Miss 8. B. Elliott, the author of "Jerrv.” will
write a realistic-s *>ry of life among the Tennessee
mountaineers, "The Ourket Speiret.”
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most
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1

Suitable tor the ho! id a \
I'v\t*|ve ni:
1 ]- •.
},
ptiees ? 1.7.01) t., $1s.0 » ; ten pie* e •flaeev !>•—(.
price 81.2.') ; twenty-live <litb*ie:it e*.h)rmes t mr r» -ju> ,r >1
l he-e three lots combine o:eat !• i» j.ii
to"
1
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HEADQUARTERS

!>ruggl*t».

I

SHAWLS.

CH RIST3IAS

follows theirti—•. |'o*itivecure f.-r B*lrk Head,
nclie ai. i * «»n*t:jgdion. Small, mild, easy to
take. I urge Vials of ft*) Pills 2ft cei l*.
4)

s

lor i.eii--.

i»

mer

prices.

JAPANESE LIVER PELLETS
Act likening; •«»: t h«* Stomach. Liver and Bowels;
di*p*d 1 )y-pej.*i 1 BilioiiHn«*MS. Fever, Colds,
Nervous l)iMord'<r>. Sbsqdeesnees, Loss of Apj*«tite. r**~',ir«-s the 1 ••rnpiezou; i"*rfeet digestion
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APOTHECARY.

t:
ui..*t Powerful a d
l.lnlment for Man or Meant in
Try it and you will never I** without
$1 Size 7ftc., ftor. Size 4u»\
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And whoever read- rid- a lvern-ei,.. m
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garments we are oth rii .' at 87.;»0. s'.1.'in, > ]o o ,lfl j
Garments re lin ed to 8 1.7.on. $-jn.i
lM.! $ j.'.
82’».( 0 and 8
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One lot of

sj„
inr »t

DEPARTMENT.

(>!.*• lot of Ladle-’,
cost three times what we n-k f.r da

Cents.

THE
HORSE BRAND,
Mouhle Mtrcugfli.

MISCELLANEOUS

Valley and

Stomach ailments.

testi-

I warrant them

refund the

or

Internal and External.
For Man or Beast.
Fur*** Kheitninti»m
Neuralgia. Lame
Back. Sprains. Brui*»— Swelling*. M l! Joint*.
4 olic and 4 ram |»w l.'i-d.u, tly. t'holera Morbus.
Cronp. Piptherin. S r»- Throat, Headache a*
if by magic

to state

ment.

M. GALLERT S.

instance.

splendid

sunn

ive

used them

INSTANT KILLER OF PAIN,

of Mr.

—Every bruise, every sore muscle, should
be freely bathed in Johnson's Anodyne Lini-

■

'.v

monials from those who have

Special Agents Wanted.

—Extremely cold weather was reported
from many places in the West; the ther-

here

ears

STOCK.

A DRUGGIST SAYS.
that Charlie, the
and Mrs. William Rae,
Marvin (’. Brown. Druggist, Meredith Vilwho so narrowly escaped being crushed
lage. X. IL, says: I have sold your Sulphur
beneath the wheels of a heavy team wagon Bitter* for years, and, contrary to most medifrom which he fell, is now apparently out cines, I never sold a bottle to any one who said
of danger, though be suffered much for it did not help them. They cured me of those
terrible sick headaches when every other remeseveral days from his injuries, and his i
dy failed.
bruised face is not yet entirely healed.
The Plain Truth
Mr. Arthur Haynes meets with a warm
welcome from his many friends here dar- Is good enough for Hood’s Sarsaparilla there
of embellishment or sensationalism.
ing his holiday virdt to Southwest Harbor. is no need
Simply what Hood’s Sarsaparilla does, that
Mrs. May Lawton is giving great satis- tells the story of its merit.
faction here as teacher of a singing school.
I learn there is good attendance, good
HOOD’S PILLS are easy, yet efficient.
order, and good instruction, three very
—The promptness with which Ayer’s Cherrequisite elements to success.
ry Pectoral stops a hacking cough and induces
The public meeting of the Frances E.
is something marvelous. It
Willard Union W. C. T. U., announced for refreshing sleep
New Year’s evening at the Methodist never fails to give instant relief, even in the
church, ba9 been postponed to the evening worst cases of throat and lung trouble, and is
the best remedy for whooping cough.
of Jan. 8th.
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The shrewd

Never Have Such Nice Goods Been Shown’

now

Headache Powder

a

for the past tu < 1
in Kilsuorth and

$300,000

An excellent concert was given by our
band boys Friday evening. Dec. 23. Being
kept at home by sickness I am unable to
give program, but learn that it was greatly
enjoyed by all who attended.
Jan L
Spray.

u

stant

on

Preparatory

n-uG

Elegant Presents are now on exhibition.
-buyers are getting the iirst pick from

St;n.M>.-

Willi Headache?

Lift V9«S0

-9

Grand Display * Holiday Goods

1 hem.

s

to

Cash

Mrs. Venie Hodgkins and daughter Winnie May, of Sorrento, have been visiting
friends here for a week past.

See

17.42
♦7..ft2

Conductor.
notice
signal
•Stops
V
Weather permitting, ferry passage
These Trains connect at Bangor, with through
Kraluson Main Line to and from Portland.Boston
and st. John.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets befon entering tin train, and especially
Ellsworth to f alls and f alls to Kll*w «>rth
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COODS

Never Have Greater Varieties Been Shown'

IN THE CITY.
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In-tead of ! he usual New Year rej doPitcher’s
Black and Colored
ings, a sorrowful shock has come upon
I HAVE been a sufferer from catarrh for
our entire community, and
manv loving
2b year*
1 found immediate relief in the use
hearts an* made desolate by the sudden of Ely** Creaiu Halm. Since using it I have
and untimely .h ath of Mrs Carrie Phil- not suffered a moment from headache, sore
lips, w ife of Dr. J I). Phillips of this throat or loss of sleep, from which l previousplace, who with scarcely a moment's warn- ly suffered, caused by catarrh. 1 consider
ing. on Friday evening, Dec 30th, passed your Halm a \aloabie remedy.—K. Ci. Vassar,
56 Warren St.. New York.
from this life Into the eternal home beto
into the Heavenly pastures fair,
yond.
for
'Death a tender Shepherd's care.”
During
the few years of her married life enjoyed
in her pleasant home in Southwest Harbor,
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
her many estimable qualities of character
"Mysti.- Cure*’ for Rheumatism and Neuralhad endeared her to a host of friends, and
gia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its action
her vacant place will be deeply mourned
upon the system is remarkable ami mysterious.
by all who knew and loved her. Of a It remove* at once the cause and the disease
Send for
br ght ami social nature, a thoughtful and immediately disappears. The first dose greatcuitured mind, ever ready to lend her aid ly benefit*. 75 cent*. Sold by S. D. Wiggin,
in a
lyr
good cause, loyal to all accepted druggist, Ellsworth.
duties, her it fluence for good was felt,
itMorrison’s
Sure
Cure
Tab
an.', we believe will still go on to help and
246 Middle St.,
strengthen others, though her cheerful For Cholera Morbus, Cholera InPortland, Nle.
This fantum,Summer Complaint,I Mar*
presence is hidden from our view.
sad blow comes with crushing force upon
rlnea ami Indigestion- Warrant*
the bereaved husband, upon the tender
ed to Cure. At all dealers, 1^5
s
mother, who was with her at the time of
Skewered and (tired.
separation, upon the father in his home,
OVER
••Vir.l
I
Glraiua.ul
un.l
tkn.
and the three sisters she so dearly loved,
aud
tne deepest sympathy Is felt f<»r them
cured.” says done*, and he laugh- heartily
by all our people in th* ir great oftVctlon. over hi* little joke. Well, let him laugh. Let
The la-»t services that affection can bestow laugh who win*. He wa* *kewered through
will take place at her childhood’s hum ; on by dyspepsia and it* attendant train of ills.
He was cured by l>r. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Bartlett’s Island. May the peace that
Discovery. Do you feel dull, languid, lowpassctb understanding be granted to the spirited. experience a sense of fullness or
friends.
after eating, tongue coated, bitter or
bloating
sorrowing
bad taste in the mouth, irregular appetite, d»zThe Rev. Mr. Whittier, General State
This Order Is authorized to do business In the
zine-*, frequent headache*, nervous prostra- *
State of Maine. The Best Endowment Plan lu the
Missionary, occupied the pulpit at the tion or exhaustion, hot flushes alternating with
world.
Absolutely safe and sound. Splendid InUnion church to-day. preaching a sermon chilly sensation*, -harp, biting transient
pains
ducements to good men. Mention paper. Write to
very appropriate to rlie opening year, here and there, cold feet, drowsiness after
KING & CO., 8 Union Square, New York City,
drawing lessons of spiritual truth from \ meal*, wakefuluess, or disturbed and unreor to F. W. LAPHAM, Box 746, Watervllle, Maine.
the year that has gone into the annals of freshing sleep, constant and indescribable feeljjr- Always mention experience and references
ing of dread, or impending calamity *
the past, and enjoining upon the congregaSmos-Vi
These are symptom* of Bilious Dyspepsia, !
tion a cheerful consecratiou to the many
or Torpid Liver, a**ociated with D\spep*iaor
duties waiting for development in the
Indigestion. Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical DisNew Year. Mr. Whittier will supply the covery will subdue the cau*e. if taken accordCongregational church here and at Bass ing to direction*, for a reasonable length of
Harbor uotil a permanent pastor can be time, or money paid for it will be cheerfully
refunded.
obtained.
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Mr Will Grant, one of the able pilots of
the “Frank Jones,” is at home.

!

Oil

our January
January sales of

our

do It

to

must

sales

Miss Mattie Sargent, daughterof Hon.
H W Sargent. I- about to return to Andover after her varati »n to attend the Ab
bolt Academy for young ladles.

j

re-

make

want to

the amount

closet 1, hut

Six hundred thousand granite paving
blocks have been shipped from Sargentville the past season.
They were manufactured bv Mr J W Grindle and shipped
W
Wver
G.
Son.
SarG
by
Sargent it
geni a Son have also packed 25.000 dozens
of egg-.

of our re

Every Article

Dec

The disappearance of our townsman, I
Mr. J. IV Byard. remains a mystery. He !
has not been heard from since his deparj
lure three weeks ago. Mr. Arthur Newman
is Investigating the state of his business \
here.

Ore

It is this: We have

SWK&PINU KKIU'I PON

a

cantata.

“King Winter.”
27th, with a large
people and children in
A Davis, organist. The
cantata was excellently rendered.
The
attendance was excellent.
The receipts
were $31.00; the net proceeds $25.00
The
parsonage fund now amounts to $50 00.
The next entertainment will be announced
for about a month hence, probably to be a
stereopticon exhibition of the city of Jerusalem. preceded by a half hour of music;
that to be followed two months hence with
another cantata.

of the bent lines of

Candies of all Kinds,
Nuts, Dates, Figs,
Fruits
in
Their Seasons,

shout

lion

was

resolutions.

new

solves will interest you.

ness.

Spdirwtrfc

one

Fruits, &c.,

Mrs. Laura Mercer of East Dedham died
Christmas morning after a lingering illThe Christmas concert which was deferred on account of the snow storm will
be held at the church New Year’s evening.
Dec 30

offer

To be Found in the

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Johnson have moved
E. G ’Johnson'* to spend the winter.

NOT IN IT

building, No. S3 Main

the

CONFECTIONERY,

Luther Trueworthy is at home from Berlin Falls, N. H.

—

—

Having leased
Street,

Sadie J. Blood has gone to Bir Harbor
work.

to

L Portland Evening ExproM.J
The assembling of the legislature of the
male up is one of which the people of the state this week calls to mind some of the
and unusual things that have hapw lole State may well be
proud. His ad- strange
pened in that old state house at Augusta.
n uistration
of atiairs has been clean,
Probably the most remarkable incident or
h nest, efficient and judicious. No man | series of incidents that ever occurred there
was in the days of the “count out,” when
c u put his finger on any spot or blemish
men contended for
it the official acts of that administration. armed and desperate
the right to organize the general court
G >vernor Burleigh hail studied the best
W e are far enough removed from that date
i it rots of the State during a life time,
now to consider it in something of a hisfi 'tn various standpoints, ami his official torical light, and the wonder is that blood
was not shed, and that from a threatened
1 »Ii* v knew nothing but the highest welrevolution peace and eventual good will
f: re of Maine. To begin with, he was a
finally prevailed. Oue of tne members of
m of the people ami was intimate with
that body, the man who led the Kepublltt c toils and struggles, the aspirations and ! cans and by his tact and foresight did
good things and blessings generally to
thau auy one else in either body to
f irs,
the successes and failures, the more
On Wednesday
evening about six
order out of chaos, is the man who these people. They seem to regard it as
bring
wants and ambitions of the people.
In a this wluter will be honored with a re-elec
o’clock Mr
a sou of Caleb Hose of
j El Dorado ami Utopia combined. It was West Leeds,Hose,
shot himself in the abdomen,
g vcriiment bv the people and for the I tion to the United States senate from !
very pleasant to see the little folks inarch- the ball entering about two Inches below
Maine. Eugene Hale.
p ople the Chief Magistrate who will do
ing off, happy in the possession of a the umbilicus. Dr. Loring of Leeds, ami
t e best work must be of the people.
No
brighter treasure than many of them had Dr. Irish of Turner, sp.-nt most of the
In I8f>8 the Note Book man. then a mere
c
u r qualitlcations, however brilliant, can
night w ith the injured man, but were unever
seen before.
had the honor to be a neighbor to a
able to locate or cxtraet the bullet which
wholly make up for lack of full sympathy hoy,
Now
is
Asa
T.
Talbot
not
here
a
to
the
hint
some of
member of the legislature.
was discharged from his revolver accidentwith, and lull knowledge of, the common was not a statesman, though the Note
boys and girls **at home?" How many ally.
It was knowledge ami sympathy Book man at that period iu his life conld
) ople.
such there are who have abundance of
—The post-ottlce at South Exeter. Pes
ch as these which gained in part for
hardly have been convinced of the fact.
He was a representative to the legislature, bright cards and books and papers from nobscot county, has been re-established I
<>\e:nor Dii.gley and Governor Bod well
and occupied seat 55; his name occurred which they can cut pictures. These can and John C. Hersey appointed postmaster.
t.-.r great success as Cnief Magistrates;
Mr. Lewis H. Hamlin, the oldest citl- i
daily in the roll calls of the house as print j be pasted into old blank books containing
a id
these have been some of the qualified in the Kennebec Journal, which was at
zen «»f Augusta, died Thursday morning,
a dozen or twenty leaves, each one making
j
that time a daily visitor to the Note Book’s
c -dons
which have led up to the marked
He sat down to breakfast and dropped !
a source of great pleasure and enjoyment
with the dissolution of the
home.
But
in
away
his
chair.
Mr
was
Hamlin
born
■<•>>*
s
which Governor Burleigh has
Idea that his old neighbor was a statesman
to the many little people about us whose
in Augusta. June 30, 1*00. residing there
a hieved.
has come the knowledge that he was a
homes an* not brightened by anything in j tin greater portion of bis life. He was
*
Governor Burleigh held the laws of the
of
common
man,
sense,
good
just the
practical
engaged in farming and in the giocery
And is
way of a book or picture.
the kind of man who sees things right and
S av ab *ve him as safe rules for his offibusiness.
there any reason why our young friends at I
acts upon his own good judgment.
*
:ri conduct, and these rules he felt must
E H llin-coni. formerly superintendthe North mav not take an hour or two
b* obeyed at all hazards.
With him the
ent of the Dustin •& Hubbard shops at Oikfrom
their
now
and
then
to
some
Mr.
It was a great treat to the boy when
get
play
j
land. writes from Hyde Paik. Ma-s., that
c
>n
how to do it in obedience to
Talbot came home from Augusta on a of these* things together? Why would it : be has formed a company to start the
a ‘•ran bird
thus erected and never how brief visit, and.
sitting by the fireside, told j not In* a j‘hasant pastime even for some works again and w ill begin bu-iness at
;t in defiance of that standard.
l.
t to
and
us about the ways of the lawmakers,
oner.
The town exempt the Industry
Sunday school class, h class in a day
It was the
discussed men ami measures.
.is G iwmorof Maine, Edwin Ci-.i.a.
from taxation and the Maine Central railor
some
circle
of
school,
friends to unite road
first lesson about men,outside of the narrow
One of
gives a low rate of frelg'it
1
gb h.is been the friend and champion I limits he had
!
known, that the Note Book in doing a little of this work? And would the lirgi'.t machinery dealer- in Boston
tempi ran-e. education, integrity ami man ever had. And he remembers, a** if it it not do
them good as well as u-* and our mid New York has contracted for the
< :
i;« r virtue and power which
There
were hut yesterday, this remark
very
whole product.
people here?
is
that
we shall hear
one
man
in
the
house
t
s to re hut aud exalt the
people of the from one of these
But 1 ln*gan to tell you something about
Following the precedent recently esif he lives, aud tiiat
days
b‘at« and for that we honor him.
t»\
tablished
a
Vermont judge Judge
is young Hale of Ellsworth.”
our Christmas and no doubt you think that
I
t rain of Biddef >rd
stl-peeded the sentence
I have wandered off into a begging mis- of a
prisoner and gave h in a chance to go
The Acquittal cf Dr. Briggs.
*
I
letter.
that
when you think to a Kee’ey institute.
Kx Judge Hamilton,
sionary
hope
Nothing Like It.
of the habits I have fallen into and our an eotnu-iastic Kreley graduate, took the
» North
t
Conway.
surrounding*, you will forgive it. and will prisoner
v
has been on trial for heresy, it seems
H v .I F. Hhoade**, p istor of the Cnibliss of “The Editor” as follows:
also allow me to make one more suggest
:
><i
u- t:ui:
men and women
through*
“The editor is one of the happiest in- ion. It isn't a bit too early for our young versa. ;.-t church hI Bnhhford. raised hy
it the country will rejoice.
That he was
subscription £!»<*» »>f the £2.000 necessary
dividuals in the world. He can go to any friends to
begin nmr ||> shall begin t«» to repair the church and grade the lot.
v jut.-.irue-t Christian man no question
a
circus in the afternoon and evening withfor
next
Christmas
as
a**
soon
prepare
ju^t
! is “« n rai-cd.
In an honest search for out paying a penny, also to inquests ami
The M.-uhia- river i- closed hy Ice to
hangings; has free tickets to theatres, the sm>>ke of lids one has blown aw ay
navigation. Schooners Ib-gina and Abbie
t uth .he saw the truth a little differently
gets wedding cake sent him and some- It is the only way in whb’h we can hope ('•I* are in port at MachiaThe latter
in som** *>f
Ins contemporaries saw it times gets a licking, but not often, f*»r lie
1* aded for the West Indies.
to be ready where the work is so great.
that seems to have been his only offense.
can take things back in
the next issue,
I said that our Christmas began Situr
>:,d Congregational church of
The S
While other
which he generally does.
1offense he was tried a* a heretic
It Id. ford bn- voted to extend a call to
It began
folks have to go to bed early the editor day evening. It wa« a mistake.
:.
,.;is been acquitted.
H.-v
A
I
a
Metln li-t clergyman
can sit up late at night and see all that is
on
Friday afternoon with the distribution at Tilburv Snyder, Ontario.
i he N w York
has this to say
Centre,
going on. When I am a man I mean to in* of gifts to the children of the Primary
f 1 >r. Briggs .an editor, so that I may stay out late at
A .1 Br\mt. vvn >-. home i-in Packsschool. They tiled across to the church
1 ..night. That will 1m? jolly.”
\X:-. S C
f.d a? Bangor lor
waarn
sy tr.al in the New-York Presand there the contents of four large -ugar drunk, nm -.-.
..is
.a .in honorable acquittal
During t*>.
ight he took
barrels
were
distributed among them
i : i■ ss• >r Briggs. In the presence of
*fl ni- -u-p- nd- rs at I hanged htiu-elf t«>
National News.
s B
This may aj pear sire* f and lavish. Hut let .'ii- .11 d or. tint w n- di-c .vered and cut
<a-presbyters, and with the eyes of
• !.: **:. n loin
be f
dovv
«•
turned
i..
h :id -traiigled lo death.
toward
him, he
it be reuu inhered that this was not the
11 -fate
f he had
left S .trh Carolina
Senator
—Neither Edward Murphy, Jr
.larges of his accusers, auti
b irrete contained
Tin*
origiuai
package
.swe;•
them to the satisfaction of his
Hill nor Governor Flower would discuss
'o.-cp- art*-t f .r killing a negro, and
on*at
'...ei:. In private session, in the absence
least
f•
ren-h
"f
••C*
"iiid
in
Mr. Cleveland's attack on Mr. Murphy
garment
hiclothing;
p*»« k- t -uowed that the
at
is*.
-!.a
anti his prosecutors, a verhad
it- i. d a rew ard for his arrest.
the hundred at. 1 fifty or more in this decrews
were
rescued
along
—Shipwrecked
was g:\euwliich will be understood
L <>.l T »w n .1 din Drew attempted to
the New England coast.
partment.
!■
s
i:*ut h a personal
victory for
in the p dice station.
He
The real Christmas day occurred vest* r- (•"iniif
as
r. Bi ggs
a triumph of scholarship.
Fall River cotton mills have closed the
had he* n arre-ted for stealing a pocketIt > ti ne tgat the barges were brought
day. culminating in the evening. Proba- bo, k
most prosperous year in their history.
He ti»*.l two -dk handkerchiefs to
i>*
a
man, but it is freely admitted
—The solicitor for the (’eutral Railroad bly to new X rthern eyes the most novel get h.-r. and hanged himself to his cell door,
at
was :lie teat hitig and not the teach*
of New Jersey filed the company's answer to part of the proceedings were those of the and .'a- uncouMMou* when discovered and
:
was under suspicion; it
was the
cut dow n.
Attorney-General Stockton’s supplemental earlier part of the day, which to be
r
—

Attention!
Here Von Are!
YOU ARE

4 4% PFR
PFNT
1 mM I Lll uLU I

to

.<:rf*t„l>,‘tral

Route Overland EuurHon».-I ersonally condueted Tourbt Excursion^
0C0 oratio,
tah. Portland, < regnn. and all l’acoast points leave Boston
(Boston A Albany
Jepoti every Thursday, 3 p.m.; arrive at Sah
Francisco Tuesday
following. Kates, sleeptn.r
berths, Ac., furnished on application to \<mr
nearest ticket a*ent, or to F. E. Mi K A HE It. ManJlfer. or to J AS. S. SMITH, Assistant Manager,
I State St., Boston.
Hloos*2

i

rK,£ VNN'
net, to
Investors. (.«.runx4

against loss.

■

-LSI

W. RODMAN

WINSLOW,

13*3 NASS \ I ST. (Vanderbilt Huildinv
NEW YOUR CITY.
Established and doing business in these same offices
since Feb. I. I*“
For 16 consecutive years dividends
have been paid at the rate of 12 percent tx
annum.
No defaults nor
delays no losses to clients. I>e*>osits rec rived at any tune.
6mosH4

fHE subscribers hereby jrive public notice to
■
all concerned, that they have been duly appointed and have taken upon themselves the

lru«t of executors of the last will and testament
• f Hiram
Flye, late of Tremont in the county of
Hancock, deceased, by giving liond as the law
directs, and James Flye ha* appointed tieo R.
Fuller hi* attorney iti Maine; they therefore re
Itiest all person- who are indebted to said deceased’* estate, to make irnmedtate payment, and
those who have any immediate demands thereon
to exhibit the same for settlement.
TOlTDELL J. FLYE,
I
JAMES FLYE,
tieo. B. Fuller, of Tremont, attorney of said
James Flye.
December mb, A. D. UK.
3w5j

(Executors

ptr^o\^ar|aftly»^
-Senior
*

O.&i&tn&ivntivyfsAQ.
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Intelligent Hoy of flood Habits,
I’uintku's Tuai'K.
a .None others
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—Several of our pastors preached New Year’s
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L. Mason, Esq., shot a deer
Bucksport road one day last week.
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—The Burrtll National Bank has declared
semi-annual dividend of four per cent.
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First National Bank of this city hag
declared a semi-annual dividend of four per
—The

cent.

—The Woman's Missionary Society will meet
Mrs. George Dutton Thursday afternoon
at three o'clock.
with

'■

A U

A,

holly
Uiia
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the

was

Buck-port

road la*t Sat-

chance for 1*0*2. and

la-t

the most of It.

1'ullen’k dancing school will \>e on
Monday, Jan. U, at Odd Fellows' Hall. The
women's class w ill be at two o'clock, the children'* das* immediately at the close of the afMr.

ternoon schools.
—

of

Yarnum. Die. 2. 49 years.
Bryant Perkins. Dec. 1, 54 years.
May Dunbar. Dec. 11. 9 years,
h iorence B. Moore, Dec. 23. 3 years.

I>ance

i,

the

on

All members of the First Woman's Club,
Ellsworth, are cordially invited to attend
the annual meeting at the house of the president next Saturday evening. Jan. 7. at 7.JO
o'clock.
Pkk OHl>F.K.

<■

Joseph

tine deer

a

urday. It
they made
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J« nnic
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Stuart Grant, Nov. 9, 7 month-.
Mr-. Maria S. Bartlett, Nov. 2-*». *-4 years.
M i— Hattie K. H.dines. No' 27. 24 y * at-.

ionaires.

Illelil

71

Mr-.

a

•red M

years.

Woodw ard. Get. 31, 60 years.
Margaret McGiveru. Oct. 29, 72 year-.
Mrs. Ina M. Hopkins, Nov. 2. 24 year-.
Robert 0‘Connei Nov. 9. 33 year-.

1

premium.
in :;a-,-‘Tli* Snu»kedPearls,*’
\
on
d.
know of dark\ girls,
1 poare to all w ni bring.
-weelly, do they >jug.
>' in; ia the
| i. a-ing program of winch
■.ve the large audience the benefit:
w;ia at

:o

—The installation services at Grand Army
Hall last Monday evening by tbe Grand Army
Post and the W. R. C. were an interesting
event. Tbe services were public to tbe members of both orders and their families and the
attendance was large. By invitation J. C.
Chilcott installed the officers of both bodies.
Officers of Wm. II. H. Rice Post. No. 55, were
installed a« follows : James E. Parsons, Commander; Dorephus L Fields. S. V.C.; Simeon I^ord, J. V. C.; Benj. Frazier,
Chaplain;
James Hamilton, Quartermaster; S. Y. Kelliher. Surgeon* J. C. Chilcott, Adjutant; F. A.
Macomber. Officer of the Day; Edmund McFarland. Officer of the Guard; Melvin S.
Smith, Sergeant Major, and Geo. F. Haskell,
Q. M. S. Tbe following officers of Wm. II.
H. Rice Relief Corps, No. 15, were installed:
Mrs. Hannah Bonsey. President; Mrs. Abbie
M. Campbell, S. V. Pres.; Mrs. Lizzie Parsons. J. Y.Pres.; Mrs. Miriam Kent, Secretary; Mrs. Almira Kelliher, Treas.; Mrs. Alcie
McFarland, Chaplain; Mrs. Sarah Sweeney,
Conductor; Mrs. Helen Bud, Guard; Mrs.
Emma McFarland. Asst. Con.; Mrs. Martha
Blaisdell, Asst. Guard. After the installation
1
a collation of fruit, Ac., was served by tbe
!
ladies.

Avery and wife, of Franklin. were very liberally remembered by tbeir
people Christmas.

-Messrs. F. IL Aiken and B. T. Sowle kill-

—Comrade Joseph B. Bahson of Brooklin,
ba- been detailed

install

to

the offi* ers-elect of

—The Italian who was so badly injured by
being blown up at tbe breakwater at Bar Harbor, some time ago, got out some two weeki
since, thanks to the skill of Dr. Averlll, and
has been to Rockland to settle with tbe contractors and has just returned to pass tbe winter at Bar Harbor and to be ready to resume
work on the breakwater, early in the spring.
He came out of the accident very luckily. He
has recovered the use of both eyes and three
fingers on tbe hand that was so badly lacerated. One knee cap which was split in three
pieces still bothers him somewhat but he will
undoubtedly recover the full use of it in a
short time.

—Rev. Geo. W.
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Coombs, who spent Christmas
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Coombs
of thi- city, ha- returned to l helsea. Mass.
—

right place,

themselves

Miss Josephine Frazier came from Lynn,
a few day
ago. to visit her -ister. Mrs
J. W. Jordan of this city.
—

with his

so

—B. F. Thomas of the Cuion shoe factory,
bur-day night on a business trip to Boston, New \ork. Philadelphia and Baltimore.
left 1
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Bertha, daugbFriend, to Mr. Isa*

the home of the bride’s

noon.

Tuesday. Jan.

3.

i

The

i-.m-iy decorate.i with potted
the mantels were banked with
iruatiotis. Promptly on the stroke
•••the bridal party marched into the
to the -weet
strains of Loben-
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to

gone
Boston,
for several weeks, visit-

relatives.

Motfatt arrived

Miss Ldna S.

—

Kitten Navy Yard has

Monday

from her home in Fast

in this

city

Mac hi as and

remained the guest of her college mate. Miss
Clio Cbilcott. until this (Wednesday ) morning,
when both left for Waterville to resume their

the

—

liter

under

where

ui .uj-.

the p arents

city, M

maid of honor. studies in Colby.
of Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Mr. \V. O. Smith of Waltham, Mass.,
then the bride and groom. ! habeen visiting friends in Hancock, Ells-

"’

K

r-t

left this

her studies in

resume

recent visit to his

on a

where she

n-:

to

Mr. Wm. Small of

been

•’

Chelsea, Mas-., spent
family in this city.

ith his

Boston.

in

circles

Mi— Hose

Mr-.

I

A liar.

w

Treat of

Mary A. Greely

-Mis\

a

wedding bell of
met by the

they
Dr
,*r of Boston, and Judge Hedd
city. A- the last strains of the
"■
hear: the H«-verend Doctor spoke
mu w -id- which united Miss Bose
were

-•

Mr. I- .dor until

d* ath do them

part and

worth and

vicinity

for

days.
Saturday morning

few

a

Mi-s Lettie Abbott left
Bangor where she will visit until the 5th.
Mr- G. F. Newman accompanied her and
—

for

spent the day. the guest

of

Mr. and Mrs.

(LA. Abbott.

C. Vaughan, formerly editor of the
M i-s Friend Mr-. Human. Attbecon.-i-n of the ceremony the bride and groom, i AmkricaS. w as in this city last week on
buaiuess.
Dr. and Mrs. Vaughan are spending
t an arch of r<
-.received the tu arty cou! the winter iu Portland.
a'ulations of al! present.
After all the
gbt and hap py things bad been .-aid. all
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Whiting returned
i.j
-bed into the dining-room where an elabhome to Somesville, last Saturday, from a
—

Dr. H.

—

■t »'•.

^

in

menu

re.

Bangor.

of

I

course-

t>

v\

a-

served

The bride

bridal eo-iume of

a

was
w

by caterer
charmingly

bite

bengaline

month’s vi-it in this
—

Mrs.

Mrs.

ifuliy draped and fell to the
held by orange bio—oms and
;rl "roam* »>. the gift of the groom. The
~r "•in io'-ktsd dignified in
the conventional
k.
Mr-. I.. Friend, mother of the bride,
w.,rv _•
jeij brown it i 11, *n train*, iridescent
mming and diamond ornaments.
Mi —
Friend, a- maid of honor, wore a baudof
line co-fume
steel blue brocaded satin, en
tr
tit. steel bodice and girdle, w ith shoes and
j
oves to match,
aud diamond ornaments.
Mr*. David Friend, aunt of fbe bride, wore a
bia< k -at iu grown. *n twine, jet trimmings!
and diamond ornaments; Mi— May Friend.red
him* siik.
u train*, velvet trimmings; Miss
L-aii Friend,
white
embroidered
dress.
Am .tig those from out of the city were Mr.
and Mr*. Joe Friend, (Teuton, Iowa; Mr.
11
•'} Friend. Fort Wayne. Indiana, who acti as toast master; Mr. Abe Friend of Boston.
|
Ali> acted a- usher; Mr. Peavy, Boston; Mr.
j
aii
Mr-. Waterman. Bangor; Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Friend, Gardiner; Mr. and Mrs. Max
v>

■

’■

a,i- gr

th»

u

tr;iiu

-■

city.

B. F. Gray

several months is
—

T

Mary

who

reported

w oi-ton

has
as

been

ill

for

improving.

Houghton of

Boston,

visiting Miss Mary F. Hopkins in this city.
—M es*.rs. Harry C. Emery and his cousin.
Tbeo. Hammett, who spent their holiday vacation in this city, left Monday evening to reis

their studies at their respective colleges.
Representative H. E. Hamlin left for the

sume
—

State

Miss

Minka, all of Bar Harbor.
the city were noticed Mr.

Among those from
and Mrs. David Friend. Miss Annie Connick.
Dr. Byrne. Mr. Walsh, Dr. J. F. Manning.
Mr. M. Gallert and Mr. Morris Franklin. At
p M. the new Iv-w edded couple left on an extended wedding tour, amidst a shower of rice
and slippers.
Before returning they will visit
Bo-ton. Ltica, New York. Chicago, Fort
Wayne, Defiance and Auburn. On their return they will be at home to receive their
friends at the home of the bride’s parents.
The pre-ents to the young couple were both
numerous and
costly, showing in what high
esteem they are both held.
Main** PrtM Association.

The annual meeting of the Maine Press Association for the election of officers and such
other business as may come before it, will be
held at Augusta Wednesday and
Thursday,
Jan. 25 and 26. The first session in the senate
'‘bamber at 7 45 P. M. Wednesday. The literary exercises will occur on Thursday afternoon. Walter D. Stinson of
Augusta, essayist.
F. H. Elwell of
Portland, poet. Miss Mary J.
KeiMv of Boston has tendered the association a

banquet

which will take
G. A. H. hall on

have

gone

opening of

to

Augusta to

the

Legislature.

Marlboro

be

sabbath

present at the

congratulations to
the happy couple and its best wi.-he- f<»r their

j

Lillian Crabtree, reader, will give an
entertainment at Rural Hall, Hast Surry, tomorrow (Tbursdav) evening at eight o'clock.
Among the choice -elections (which MU-Crabtree gives entirely from memory ) are several
wbicb are exclusively her own. Admission
Miss

2<* cents, children 10 ccuts.

—Th* bouse occupied by Frank Garland,
Oak -treet. was damaged by fire Saturday
morning. The fire caught from a defective
chimney. The bo-e company promptly responded. and with the aid of 1100 feet of hose
on one line, stx»n put out the tire.
The house
wa- insured for $000.
near

for the

About thirty years ago a Sabbath school
organized in West Hancock (P. O.
Marlboro). For the last quarter of a century Capt. Seneca H. Iiemick has so faithwas

fully and efficiently superintended It, that
larger percentage of the inhabitants at-

a

Sabbath school and social meetthan we have found in any other

tend the

ings
place.

We feel that through his example

and influence many have gone out from
this school bearing precious seed. At the
Christmas tree, the Sabbath school, who
fully appreciate his long and valued services, presented a beautiful rocker to him,
for which he expresses the truest gratitude.
A Scholar.
Card of Thanks.
To the scholars in district No. 4, Eden,
I wish to extend my sincere thanks for
the lovely presents I received from them
at the close of school, Dec. 24th.
Mrs. Addie B. Grant,
Teacher.
Card of Thanks.
I wish through the American to thank the
Marlboro Sabbath school for the beautiful and
valuable rocker, presented to roe at Cbristmaa
time.

I also wish to

meeting of the Band of Mercy,

season,

will be held

next

Sunday

even-

ing. at 5.30 o’clock standard, iu the Odd Fellows’ lower hall.
All members who have
their

badges

ca-ion.

will

All

are

please wear them on that
cordially invited, and

requested to be* prompt
ing will close at 7 i\ m.

as

to time

a-

ocare

the meet-

Per Order.

At the annual

meeting of Acadia Royal
Chapter. Tuesday evening of this week,
officers were installed a- follow
S. T. Royal.
High Priest;.!. T. Cushman, King: J. \V.
Neal ley. Scribe; Lew U Friend, Treasurer; J.
A. M«Gown. Secretary; Henry S. Adams.
Captain of the Host; T. K. Hale, Principal
Sojourner; L. H.Cu-bman. lioyal Arch t aptaiu; A. W. Cushman, A. \Y. Greely and T.
E. Hale, Finance Committee.
—

Arch

respectfully call the attention of our
to the
really unique and instructive
advertisement of Dyer & Hughes to be found
iu another column. Their headquarters are at
readers

Foxcroft, Maine, and they
sical in-trumeuts.

are

dealers in

mu-

Write to them for terms

ur

catalogue. They deal in first-cla-g instruments only. Mr. J. T. Crippen is their agent

thank

them for the

re-

spect and honor they have conferred in making me superintendent for the last quarter of
Seneca H. Remick.
a«entury.

Tuesday

city.

Masonic brothers came over from
After the tables were cleared
Ruck«port
away the younger people finished out the entertainment w ith a dance.
—The

largest fleet in
year
hatbor that has been thereat one
time for years.
At Parker’s yard were the
schooners Fannie Reed. Fannie Hayden. W.
Herbert, Amy Knights. Arthur Clifford. J. (».
< rowel I and
Lum-t. the latter repairing. At
Bucks’ wharf, sloop Gold-mith Maid, and
schooners G. W. Lew is and Good Intent.
At
Farnham’.- w barf, schooner Omaha, repairing:
and N. K. Syinonds, Susan Stetson and Romeo,
(tray's wharf. Snow Squall. Swazey’s wharf,
schooners Daniel Webster, Onward and Julia
A Edna
Central wharf, schooner Annie i\
Cba.-e loaded for
New York.
Steamboat
wharf. Ellen Morri-ou, Melville and Charle—
ton.
Homer’s wharf. ,J. Payne, G. W. Reed.
Lizzie L. Mills, Medford, Adeline, Albus.
Avon. Eva Adell and brig Lutzburg. At marine railway, schooner M. W. Griffin, repairing: sloop Mattie, and there are also steam- rs
Pentagoet, Bi-rnarck. Waller Ross. Delta.
Ralph Ross, Howell, Henry Morrison. Ann,
j C. P. Conner- and Tatton. an<! the Metropolitan dredger No. 1. w ith its six large scows,
w hich gives the shore front a decided
appearance of being a -hipping port.

a-sislaut steward.
Sheriff Patterson who was in this city
Monday, has entered on his second term of office. He ha-appointed the following: Jailer
and deputy. L. F. Hooper, Ellsworth. Deputies: William Fenuelly, Bar Harbor; Robert R.
Joy, Gouldsboro; Wni. C. Moore, Southwe-i
Harbor; David J. Allen, Bluebill; Allard
Staples, Orland; John M. Vogell, Castine;
—

Isle:

Hancock Pomona Grange to
be held with Castine Grange, Jan. 14:
1. Opening exercises.
—

Program

Urant, burry; b. B. I burlow, Deer
Forest O. Silsby, Amherst; Hartwell

—A delightful home wedding occurred Wednesday at 12 o’clock at the residence of Deputy
Sheriff William Fenuelly. on Main street.
Harbor.

It

was

the

occasion

of

2.

Reading and

of his daughter. Miss Flora S.. to Dr.
Morrison, the well-known dentist and
president of the Morrison Medical Company.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. C. S.
Leffingwell, in the presence of only the families aud immediate relatives of the contracting
Methodist and

C'ongregatioual societies of Orland combined and bad their Christmas tree at the Congregational church. Saturday evening. Considering the severe cold,
quite a number were present. The tree was
nothing more than an ordinary fir, but a few
acres

of such trees

as

well loaded with fruit

would be a fortune to the owner
of the land. It is a wonder what a variety of
fruit such trees will produce. This had everything from a penny whistle to an eight-day
clock.
as

that

approval

of minutes of last

meeting.
Address of welcome by J. W. Bowden.
Master of Castine Grange.
Response to address of welcome by J. B.
Wilson of Penobscot Grange.
Report of ((ranges.
Quotations and five minutes speeches by

3.
4.
.r>.
ti.

members.
Recess for dinner.
onferring fifth degree,
Jieaolced, That the interest of agriculture is as great in Hancock Co., Maine,
as in any part of Ma--aebu-ctts.
Question—Resolved: That Eve was not
morally guilty for partaking of the
forbidden fruit, not knowing good
from evil.

7.

<

*.

lb

10.

Grange paper, Pomona JJerald, articles

11.

by members of the several
Granges throughout the county and
sent to secretary of subordinate Grange
where held.
Mr. Blaine’s Condition not so Favorable
it Had Been.

as

was

—The Leictiton Saturday Evening Journal
of last week bad a full and very interesting illustrated article on Green Lake; and in its report of the Maine Pedagogical Society it gave
an excellent likeness of Principal A. F. Richardson of the Castine Normal School. The
Journal comes about as near our ideal of a
daily newspaper as any paper printed in New
England. We have a decided liking for the
Journal and the men who are behind it.
—Mrs. Martha Moore Avery of Boston, formerly of this city, is meeting with marked suc8be will lecture in several
cess as a lecturer.
towns and cities in western Massachusetts during the month of January, and she is engaged
to give a course of six lectures in Boston during the winter. The ‘‘Clover Club” at the Back
Bay has secured her to give a course of economic talks, the present lecture season.
received from Rev. D. H. Tribou,
Chaplain U. S. N., now stationed at the T). S
Naval Home, Philadelphia, a very unique
Christmas card and a still more unique calendar
for 1893. So much of the Chaplain’s personality crops out of the latter that we give a brief
description of it below: Beneath a good likeness of Chaplain Tribou in the left-hand corner is printed the following:
“We are nearing
port. Keep a bright lookout ahead. Mind the
light in the binnacle. Overhaul the sailing directions. Look to yonr manifest. God be
with you. Sincerely yours, D. H, Tribou,
Chaplain U. S. N.” In the left-hand corner an
the words: “Msrry Christman and Happy
—We have

a

Waldo

Born.

County

Woman.

..-.

Sedgwick—Dec. 37.
Bridges, s sod.

Some men have lived to read thefr own obituary notices, but certainly very few women
have passed through such an experience as has
the lady in this case. She was and is a hardworking widow with several children. About
two years ago her health began to fall, and
symptoms of consumption to develop themselves. She consulted able physicians, both at
borne and abroad, but without' avail. Repeated examinations were made, resulting in a
unanimous verdict that she was a victim to
consumption and must surely die. At last she
was confined to her bed,
rapidly wasting away
with all the distressing symtoms of that dread
disease. During the last days of
May, a local
specialist In lung diseases was called in. He
found her propped up io bed, unable to lie
down, unable to sit up, breathing with difficulty, harassed by an Incessant cough.
After
a careful examination he withdrew, and announced to the sorrowing family that she could
live but a very few days and might die at any
time; that be would leave no medicines as nothing could be done.
In four weeks from that time, this same
woman left her home to visit her parents, living at a distance of several miles. In five weeks
she was doing her own house-work, and has

which

West Sulllvau—Dec. 24. Mr. John R. Campbell and Miss Lizzie R. Wentworth, both of
West Sullivan.
Prospect Harbor—Dec. 13. by C. C. Larrabee. Esq.. Mr. Curtis Davis of Milbridge and
Miss Lula Seavey of Gouldsboro.
Dec. 24. by same, Mr. Charles E. Wakefield and Miss Maud Johnson, both of Goulds-

Mr.

Mass.,

lew Medical

Mr. Edward Hodgkins, wife and daugbwere in the place Sunday on a visit to
friends and relatives.
May.
ter

lK>ro.
Franklin —Dee. 22, by Rev. S. S. Gross, Mr.
James H. Walton of Franklin and Miss Carrie
E. Andrews of Gouldsboro.
—Dec. 24. by Rev. Geo. W. Avery, Mr.
Frank E, Pettengtll of Swan's island and Miss
Imogene E. Wilbur of Franklin.
West Gouldsboro—Dec. 28, by Arthur B.
Kingsley, Esq., Mr. Hiram G. Fernald and
Miss Ida M. Whitaker, both of Gouldsboro.

on

ten

cents

a

line.

38 years aud 9 months.
Southwest Harbor—Dee. 30, Mrs. Carrie
Frances, wife of I)r. J. I). Phillips, aged 29
years, 9 months and 4 days.
Seal Cove (Tremont)—Dee. 27. Rodney, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Stiekney, aged 17
years, ft months and 23 days.
To the lion. Judge of Probate within and for the
county o! Hancock.
undersigned, Frank F. Hill, guardian and
next irleud of Clarissa L. Hill, of Gouldsboro,
Hancock county, Mate of Maine, a minor, respect
iub> represents that said minor is seized and possessed of certain real estate and certain rights,
privileges and easements In and upon real estate
situated In said town of Gouldsboro and more
All that
particularly s|>ecificd as follows, to wit
real estate and ail those rights, privileges and
eat c me ms In and upon real estate which said
minor acquired either by deed or Inheritance from
her lather, Peter L.. Hill, late of said Gouldsboro,
deceased, and by deed or deeds fro in John l\ till,
of Sullivan, in said county ami Mate, prior to the
dat»* «d lid-, petition. That said estate and sab 1
rights, privileges amt casements therein are un
produeiUe ol any benetll to said minor ami that
it will be for the benefit of said minor that all
»r
any part or parts of the same should be sold ami
the proceeds thereof put ut interest, expressly
excepting and reserving therefrom, howe'er, for

Iitih

CURE

CONSUMPTION,
SCROFULA,
CANCER,
ECZEMA,
-AND
All Diseases of the Liver. Stomach.
Kidneys and Blood.
—

PAROHER, Wholesale Agent,
KI.I.SWoKTIf. MK
J) r.'iJuriuUllApril

111,*

IxMifllt alt 4!llll

niillair

ll«*r liplr.

all.

..dal.viia

llui

following parcels of

laud* ami rights, privileges
to wit
(10 Une unrd In common ami undivided of the
“Cemetery Lot,” so ca'led, included in said prem
Iihjs and being a lot fifty tectwlde by sixty feel

and

ertain hard words, made lino pill*,
Simply to swell the doctor bill*,”
arc not w oat commute Dr.
Pleasant
Purgative Pellet*. They arc tiny, sugar-coated, pureiv vegetable pill*, as plea*ant a* conf««tioiiery to the taste, and acting upon lb*
stomach aud liver gently but * flectually. and
a* naturally as Nature herself.
Tor sick headache, indigestion, biliousness, constipation, and
all the re uiting diseases, no laxative equal to
them ha» ever beeu discovered.
"l

Pierce**

Ujing-on

of IlmiiN!

Yes, that was so. For years I suffered severely w ith scrofula; sores broke out all over

MKK.IINO.

Mayor in the chair.
Aldermen present. Ellis, E.dridge, Mad-

Mahoney.

Roll of accounts No. 11 amounting to;
$18 Pi 71 passed.
Report of L F. (illes. collector of taxes
for the years 1*87 and 1833, was presented, accepted and ordered ou die.
On motion, voted, that Howard B. M x»re
be and hereby is appointed as surveyor of
logs, lumber, wood and bark.
On motion, voted, that the bridge across
Branch Rond stream, at V. F. Hooper's
mi l, !>e accepted.
Report of J. H. Higgins, collector of
taxes for 1892. was presented, accepted
ami ordered placed on tile.
The commissioners on streets, in their
report, recommend the purchase of the Os
good snow-plow, which report was ac-

my IohIv and 1 am unable to tell one half that
I 'offered.
I was tn-t able to obtain relief until I used Sulphur Hitters, which completely
cured me.—C. it. Dale. IT AIM >n, street.
Boston.

During the past half century— since the
discovery of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla—the average
limit of human life in civilized countries, habeen considerably lengthened.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla Is everywhere considered the standard
blood-purifier, the Superior Medicine.
—

I f you tie si re
a natural

luxuriant growth of healthy
color, nature’s crowning ornameut of both sexes, use only Hall’s Vegetahie Sicilian lls'r Reoewer.
a

hair of

—"The doctor

-aid

Anodyne Llulioent

my

faith In

\

|

Johnson's

correct,” writes

w a-

lady

a

friend.

cepted.

Voted to adjourn
AttestCity Ci.kkk.

When
"

Resolutions of Respect.

Baby

hen she

When

she

was

was a

sick,

we

gave

her Castoria.

Child, she cried for Cvstoria.

became Miss

clung

she

M«iit<>ria

to

Wlien she had Children she gave them Castor la

At the regular meeting of Bay S lew (T range
V
.'* 7, lh of H., held at Salisbury Cove, Me.,
!>♦•<• >, the following resolutions w«-re pa--*-d

j

IVherta*, t»o<l in Ills infinite wisdom lias seen
fit to call from hi- earthly lal*ors our beloved
brother-, .toseph W iliggin-, thus bringing -or
row to ho many heart-, therefore,
licsolvtti. That in the death of our Brother Hig
frlus. Bay \ lew <.range ha- lost a true patron of
ll» order and one whose geulal word-and warm
hand <• a-p aiway- carried -uu-hlne with them.
Uttolrtrt, That although our heart-are -till -ad
that we -hall no more greet our brother here, we
feel that norm* imt a- tho-e without hope. Inheving that when tin- mists have rolled away,
we
shall again meet when* “everlasting spring
abide- and never fading flower*.
Thus with
taitli in Cod, nurtured by that strong ami ever
lasting hope w tdeh every true patron should
no-when our summons shall come, may we
near the call of the Hu-handman with joy and
not with trembling, and In* garnered into that
great harvest where only the ripened grain lfouud.
lUtolvtd, Tiiat our fraternal sympathy In* ex
tended to the bereaved family.
That a copy of trie-** resolutions be
spread upon the records *>f this grange, our
charter be draped in mourning for thirty day-, a
copy sent to the bereaved family and a copy to
the Bar Harbor AVcorrf and Ellsworth Ameki
can for publication.
11 lien Emery,
Coin.
j
Emma A. Ki« if,
on
Lome A. Kit h, ) Resolution-,

;

!
;

Ellsworth Prices Current.

I
I
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;

Fleur—per

bbi—

8uper,

1

XX,
j• Choice.
Buckwheat per It
Graham-per ib
i Steak, Beef—per lb
Fork.
Veal—per ib
j

KoaaU,
Beef. Corned—per

Plate,
Jerked,
Tongue,
lb
j Fork—per lb
Lard—per
Pig a k£et—per
Tripe—per :b
Hams—per ib

lb

18'Jd

t T’ft Coffee—per lb
ft w Tea—per lb—
ft..*-,- Japan,
6 2*
Oolong,
.05 .Sugar--per lb—
04
Granulated,
18*. 25
Coffee—A 4B.
.It*.12
Yellow,C.

.load4
I'ia.lf.
06*.06
.10
.33
.14

.16a.20

Havana,

.36*4*
45a.5o
,6o ;
1 u© j

Porto Rico

Syrup
Maple Sjrup.
12 Fruit—per lb—
.12*14
Figs,
s

.16
0*a 14
.12*.16

j

Maple,

Mulaases—pergal

.US

.28a*1

,40a.G(
.26a. 60
06
.Ji 1-2
..•4 1-2

.lfta.2<
.12*.26

Kaisii »,
prunes
Tamarum

Lemons—per

box
Orange*—per do*

6.'Ai

CLEMENT, AGENT,

RODICK BLOCK,
lyrSS

BAR

7

HARBOR, ME.
7

COMING CHRISTMAS!
WHITING BROTHERS
Invite their patrons to exam ne their large stock of goods in the different departments.
keep the luxuries as well as the necessities of life and prices to please all.

Our assortment

;

DRY

$1.50 per yard.

We

GOODS,

is large and consists of all the latest shades with prices from 10 cents t

Shawls, Blankets

»

and Flannels.

Underwear and Hosiery in great variety, Gentlemen's, Ladies' and Children’s Undervest
and Pants, 25, 50, 75 cts. and $1.00 per pair. Gentlemen’s, Ladies’and Children's Wool Hot*
15 to 50 cents.

FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE,
Wre

have

a

large lot of Stamped Linen Goods with the silks for working, in all shades.

Carpets

!

Carpets

!

!

Carpets

All

Carpeting* have advanced from 2 to Sets, per yard in the pa.*t 30 dav*. We shall sc I
all carpets at the old prices until January 1st. This includes
Tapestry, Brussels, Lowell, extr
Super, Straw Mattings, Ru^s, Art Squares, Floor Oil-Cloths.

CHEAT BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER.
<>ur large stock of Room Paper and borders will be sold at
80 days to close out before taking stock.

less than wholesale cost

for tli

next

Bools,

Shoos iiimI

Ruhlx'i's.

You can save money bv buying these goods of us. Ladies’ Boots from $125 to $3.00 pe
pair. Gentlemen’s. Ladies’. Boy’s and < hildren’* Rubber Boots. $1.25 to $;i.oo per pair.
{.^"Ladies’ and Gents’ Slippers in great variety.

-FANCY

GROCERIES.

Tea, Coffee and Spices, Canned Fruit, Nuts, Raisins and Candy.
J J?’Goods sold at wholesale to country stores.

WHIT1NC BROTHERS.

*o.’.

LEWIS FRIEND & CO'S
38th-Fall and Winter-38th

ANNOUNCEMENT 1
With many years’experience

we have succeeded in establishing throughout Han
Almost every man
county a reputation, by strictly fair and honest dealing.
woman and child knows that by trading at this honest, old, reliable stand
you get
h a ndred cents’ worth for a dollar every time. We represent strictly one price and w

cock

also guarantee every dollar’s worth of goods purchased from us to contain 100 cents
worth; therefore we arc now ready with a greater assortment of

Custom-Made Clothing,
Hats,
the prices of which are hardly necessary to mention, as bv examining
will tlnd it as low, if not lower, than at any store in the county.

Men’s

Heavy Winter Suits,

our

stock

y<>

<

from $6.00 to $20.00

Men’s Pants, from 85cts. to $6.00.
Men’s Heavy Overcoats, from $5.00 upwards.
A.l»o

a

Large Lino of

ULSTERS AND

REEFERS, ETC,

HATS, from 50 els. and upward; CAPS,35 els. and upward.
A large variety of Boys’ and Youths' Suits, from $3.75
upward. Our Children's Suits are from $1.50 upward, and a very large variety of Extra knee
Pants which we sell from iOels. upward.

..

Our Prices

Furnishing' Goods of every De-

on

scription

are

Lower than Ever.

lXMOLVKACV XOTiriX
.STATE OF MAINE

I

.10*. 1ft
.1*1

i*

On the Petition aforesaid, Okdkkku. That no
lice be given by publish: ug a copy of said petition,
w ith this order thereon. three weeks
successively
In the Kllsworth Aim
.u»,a newspaper printed ii.
Interested may attend ol
Ellsworth,that all perthe second Wednesday
f Jan. next, at a Court ol
Probate to be holdin Ellsworth and shew
cause, if any, w hy the prayer of said petltioL
should not be granted. Such notice to l>e given
before said court.
O. P. Cl NNIMilf AM, Judge.
•Iw.'.l
AttestCHAS. P. Dokk, Register.
A true copy, Attest —C has. P. Dokk. Register.

Ha.m (h’K,
ICE l*

NOl

insolvency.
hereby given that the following

s* —Court or

mat-

ters lu the case*
been presente«l to

hereinafter enumerated,
the Court of iusohemv
County of Hancock, at a te tn of saM court
I2.0t*l4.u
llay—perton
22*.25 Hay .Heed—per b
begun and held at Buckspoit, within ami for said
Dairy.
.33
Herds Grass
2.5o j County on the fourteenth day of December, A. D.
Creamary,
13* 17
Red Top,
Cheese—per ib
.11
Itor the action thereui>ou bereinalter lmlica
.30
.15
Eggs—per dox
CIover--per .b
ted; ami that it is ordered bv said court that no06*.‘*8 Wood
Kite—per lb
per cord-tice thereof be published In the Ellsworth Ameri6u
Pickles per if*!
3 Obafi.OT
Dry Hard.
can, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said
.50
2.UOa3.uO I
Olives—per qt
l»ry .Hoft.
Advertised Letters.
(’minty of Hancock, on«*e a week for three succesCracked Wheat—per lb
.06 Coal—per ton—
sive weeks, that any person interested in either
Oat Meal—per lb
.05
6.76 !
Stove.
of said mat era, may appear at a court of
.i<5
!
6.26
Meal—per bu
Egg,
Insol ency to be had at said Ellsworth, on the
ELLSWORTH POST OFFICE, Dec. 31, 1*92.
bu
65
Blacksmith's.
6.ftOa7.ftO
Corn—per
twelfth day of January next, at ten o’elock in the
.76 Lumber—per M
Barley—per bu
Mr. Cha*. Black.
Hall and Leighton,
6©
Oats per t>u
Hemlock.
8.00*10.00 | forenoon, and be heard thereon, anil object if
Miss Ueorgie McKay,
Miss Addie M. Saun- Cotton Seed—per bag
1 5b
10.00al6.u0
they see cause.
Spruce.
1.10
ders,
12.00*36.00
Short*—per bag
ine,
E. L. Drtinimey A Co., of Kllsworth. insolvent
I 4<» Shingles—per M
Fine Feed -per bag
Mias Sadie Smith.
debtors. Petition for second meeting of creditors.
3.26
Apples, dried—per lb .08*.lo Cedar, Extra,
L. Higgins of Eden, Insolvent debtor.
Henry
Rlease call for advertised letters.
bbl
3
2.10
Green—per
one,
3w51
Attest:—ClIA*. P. DoKR,
No. 1,
1.40
Poultry—per ibA. It. Deverevx, P. M.
Register of said court for said County of Hancock.
.15
Chickens,
Scoots,
.90
.12 Clapboards—per M—
Hens,
Extra Spruce.
25.00
Vegetables-per buA Boston
Potatoes
1.(0.
16.U0
Spruce, No. 1,
Sweet Potatoes per lb
.06
liutll
Clear Pine,
1 UIMT
35.00
nn'iUp JU’i
UU91UU.
M
Extra Pine,
Squash—per io
40.00
this mean* to tel! uiy frieuds and the public in
lb
©4
Beeu—per
Laths—per M—
general about some of the things that 1 bought
.04
1.50
Cabbage—per lb
Spruce.
while there.
04 Nails—per lb
Onions—per lb
.04* 06
Beans-berbu
2.60*3.00 Cement- per Cask
First we have quite an a*«*ortment of Bulbs,
1.60
Ib
1.17
Sausage—per
Lime—per Cask
Hyacinth*, red, w hite, bliA and yellow, al*o
.12 Brick—per M
Bologna
8.00*12.00
the Sacred Chinese Lily Bulbs both of which
White Lead—per lb
Fi»h—per lb—
.04*.08
can be grown without any trouble by simply
.06a.06
Cod,
lb—
Ox
.04
Hides—per
Dry
.06
Pollock,
Cow.
.08
putting them in a Jardiniere Rose Bowl or
70a.«0
Calf Skins,—green .20*.5(.
Dish with a few pebbles in the bottom, then Salt—per cwt box
.20
.26 a 1.00
Dairy—per
Pelts,
nearly cover with water.
lb
.04
a.Q6
Oil—per gal—
Tallow—per
.66
Tulip Bulbs of different colors for early out
Linseed,
.08
hough,
loa.15 Tried,
Kerosene.
.09
door plants; set them out this fall and they
Wool—per lb
Jla.28
will blossom in tbe
Mutton— pv. sb
Lamb—per lb
Butter—per lb

MACHINES.

casements,

long.
) The rights In common w ith others lawfully
entitled thereto, to use as a l*oat laming for small
craft only, the parcel of beach ami flats bounded
ami described as follow*
Beginning at ..Igh
water mar a ami at tiie west side of the wharf at
tin* shore on said premise*, thence southwesterly
uy said high water-mark fifty feet, thence generally southerly but parallel wltn the said western
side ot tot Id wharf one hundred feet, thence gen
emlly easterly by a line parallel with said high
water-mark fifty feel to a production of the western side line of said wharf; thence genera.lv
northerly but by said production ami by the west
eiu side ot said wharf to the place of beginning
(a.) The right ot way lncommouwiui others
lawfully entitled thereto, as now located ami used,
extending from the town road In said Uouldsl»oro
to said cemetery Lot, ami the right ol way one
rod wide In every part adjacent to ami extending
completely around said cemetery lot.
4
l'he right of way tu common with others
law iully entitled thereto, a* now located and used,
extending from Hie first right of way hereinabove
described a* reserved to the landing j lace herein
above described.
And your petitioner further represents that it
would l»e for the U-netll of said minor, her heirs
and assign:, to exchange the rights ot way hereinbefore described as reserved .excepting, however,
the right of way one rod w ide extending coni
pletely around raid Cemetery Lot) for other rights
of way In common with others, their heirs and
assigns, particularly bounded ami described asfoL
low s
A right of way for all purposes of a way
,i.
over a strip of land one rod wide In every part,
tiie centerline of w htch is described as follows
Beginning at a stake In the east l'ne of the right
of way extending around the ( emetery Lot as
aforesaid, thence north forty eight degrees east
four hundred sixteen (4H»j b et to a stake, thence
north fifty seven degrees east lour hundred twelve
(si’Z) feel to a stake, iheucc south eighty seven
a gree* east one hundred
forty five .14'), feet to
Hie center ot the town road aforesaid.
(*•) A right of way for all purposes of a way
over a strip or land one rod wide in every part,
the center line of which is bounded and described
as
follow*
Beginning at a point In the center
Une of the rlghtof w ay la*t,de*cribed,tearing south
forty eight degrees west from ami elevenptml ouebalt feet distant from the point where the center
due of the right of w ay last described Intersects the
east Hue of the first lot described as conveyed In
the deed rrnm misan W. Hardy tpJ.M. sear*,
dated Septemix-r 1Kb, a i> lsuu, and recorded in
the Registry of Deeds for Damask county, Maiiie,
vol. i'iU, page 1*4, thence south fl f tv-seven degrees !
ami twenty live iiiluules east two hundred twentyfive and one-half feet to the shore at tiie laml.ng
place hereinbefore described.
\\ here fore your petitioner prays that he
may be
licensed to sell, at public or private sale, all or
any part ot the real estate and right*, privileges
ami easement* of which said minor 1* seized ami
possessed as aforesaid, reserving for the la-neflts
of *ald minor, her heirs ami asolgus, the rights,
privilege* and easement herelubeiore specified
to la- reserved. and that he
may further be ii
censed to exchauge said rights of way he rein tiefore described as reserved (excepting, however,
the right of way one rod w ide extending around
said Cemetery Lot) f«»r the two rights of way
hereinbefore last described.
Frank K hill.
December 13, a. i> irthi.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss:—At a court of Probate held a:
Bucksport, oil the second Wednesday of Dec.,
a

January 5.

S. J.

_

Woman resloml to perfwt health! Just
Miss Temperance Robbins is home from faith and confidence enough required to lay
hold of Dr. Pierce** Favorite Prescription, adSouthwest Harbor, where she has been
ministered with a little patience and a little
stopping for the past the or six months.
restoration to
pcrsev« ranee, »ud complete
Mr. Kdfcar Jordan lately visited friends ! health and vitality.
Not tar, indeed, from
in Surry and Ellsworth.
the miraculous, are many of the wonderful
Schools in this locality are in good cure* of lost womanhood it has effected. There
are few cases, iudecd. within the r»
quirements
hands. Miss Myra Rowers is teachiug on
of *l« k and suffering woman, outside or beliar Island; Mr. Robie Rumill is to hold
yond it* helpful influence. No confident are
sway at South Seal Cove.
the makers of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite PrescripDec. 31.
tion of its power to heal all female disease,
Nkii
that they warrant satisfaction in every Inor refund luoucy.
Large bottle* fl.00
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, stance,
(*» for f.YOO; ; at druggists.
Ellsworth, Jan. 2, 1893.
I SAULE 10 TELI.

docks and

of

—

Thursday.

HKCCLAK

rate

Hancock—Dec. 24, Mrs. Carrie L., wife of
Horace G. Farnsworth and daughter of Lemuel Crabtree, aged 31 years and 1 month.
Surry Dec. 31. Mr. Howard M. Curtis, aged

HsdolFs tan Mon,

H*

SEWING

Ilf

beyond the Date, Name and

Obituary
Aye must be paid for at the

—AND

GEO. A.

Books, Sheet Music,

Bled.

Discorery

ABSOLUTELY

Strings, Trimmings,

—

RODOLFS

here.

HUSICAL

;OTHER

INSTRUMENTS,

West Gouldsboro.

notices

disastrous to small boats.
boat, fared the worst.
Warrenton Smith, of Waltham.
Is in town on a visit to friends

AND

Ellsworth—Dec. 28. by Rev. G. B. Chadwick, Mr. Algernon F. Cooper and Miss Lillie
A. Gray, both of Bluehtll.
—Jan. 2, by Rev. D. L. Yale, Mr. Alfred
Ailcock of Cambridge, Mass., and Miss Katherine E. Sweeny of Ellsworth.
—Jan. 3, at the home of the bride’s parents,
by Rev. Dr. Schindler of Boston, Mr. Isador
Leon Hal man and Miss Rose Bertha, daughter of Lewis Friend. Esq., both of Ellsworth.
Bar Harbor— Dec. 28, at the residence of the
bride’s father, %Vm. Fennelly, E*q., by Rev.
C. 8. Leftingwell, Dr. Elmer J. Morrison and
Miss Flora S. Fennelly, both of Bar Harbor.
Sullivan-by Rev. J*. A. Weed, Mr. Edward
M. Stevens and Miss Helen 8. Shaw, both of

Greatest Discover? since 1492.

water

J«s

Mr. end Mr,. Grovel

Married.

done it ever since. In six weeks, she recommenced finishing pants for a clothing manufacturer in her vicinity, and, during the month
ending November 22d, finished 103 pairs. Her
health and strength are fully restored. She
gratefully ascribes her wonderful recovery to
that equally wonderful remedy, ••Rodolfs
New Medical Discovery,” which she was urged
to try, after having given up all hope of life.
Her name is Kmilv Walker: she lives tn Brooks,
M*.. and will confirm these statements, on application in person or by letter inclosing stamps.

proved

Jumbo, the

to

have
tor the

45*.5©

J

Washington*, Jan. 3. Mr. Blaine’s condition has taken a backward turn, but the
change is probably not of a character to
excite
serious apprehensions, for
the
physicians of the distinguished patient
were not summoned in haste as has been
the
custom
when Mr. Blaine became
worse.
Dr. Johnston made his regular
call at the Blaine residence shortly before
11.
When the reporter saw him at his
residence he was preparing to visit Mr.
Blaine, and did not seem alarmed over the
information imparted by the reporter that
Mr. Blaiue had passed an uncomfortable night and was not ft-eliug so well.
For the past two davs Mr. Blaine has
suffered from, constipation, and yesterday
his condition was not so favorable as it
had been tor several days preceding.

ing

that

the

E. J.

Experience of

day night accompanied by high winds,

for

A.

Lancaster, Old Town.

Bar

the

Ru«*k-port

—

ueorge

found

new

contributed

At the annual meeting of Lamoine Grange
Dec. 20. the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year, viz.: J. F. Lear, master:
Hollis Austin, overseer; Ralph Young, stew*
ard; Newell Tripp, assistant steward; Hal tie K.
Cousins, lecturer; Pbosa Higgins, secretary ;
N. B. Coolidge, treasurer; Alma Coggins, chaplain ; M. A. Farnbam, ceres; Velma Lear, pomona; Lizzie Bellatty, flora; Alice Bartlett,

Mr. Eben Hodgkins commenced a term
of High school to-day at Salisbury's Cove.
Two of his own scholars (I,inwood and
Flossie) went with him to attend school.
Frank E. Kelley’s family have moved into Amos PettenglU'e bouse.
A heavy storm of rain commenced Sun

of their

for

in this

last.

Remarkable

—

We

—

Richard Martin, wife and child,
a call to (Japt,
Kemick’s Sunday

mm

—

—

Mr.

were on

—

ening. Dec. 20. The installation was public
happiness.
an>l wa- held at the I’nive rsaiist church. D. D.
The time on the posters announcing the <•. M.. Walter ,J. Creamer of Penobscot, wain-tailing officer. Til e following are the offileiture Thursday evening, in the Cnitarian cers for the
en-uing year: Henderson R. Cutchurch by Dr. G. A Phillip-, should Ik* 7.4'» ton, W. M.; Wm. G. Aver. S. W.; Seth R.
R<*uben P. Kldridg**. TreasHutching-. J. \\
o’clock instiad of s 4o. It is hoped that a
urer: I. r.
Ripley. S.
goodly number will be in attendance a-the D-; Wm. A.Harriman.J.See.; Sidney
D.; Newton Heath.
I’eavy,
proceeds will tn* used for ibe reading room.
S. S.; .John Higgins, J. S.; Samuel R. Dun—Rev. V. P. Wardwell of Hampden is slow- ham. Marshal; Wm. W. French. Ty ler; A. G.
Page. Proxy. After the tn-tallalion
adly, and we hope surely, recovering his health journed to the Town hail where thethey
tallies
and strength. He i- at work again and getting
were set for-upper and where a large crowd
along with the regular routine of the charge had already collected. The members of RisSun Lodge never do things by halves but
nicely. He has the sympathies and help of his | ing
had been very liberal with their invitation-,
people. Is full of courage, and i- quite sure of and had provided food in proportion, to which
success.
the large crowd did ample justice.
A number

—The

—Herbert Penney of Amherst, whose marriage to a rich woman over 80 years of age last
The church at Deaham received a beautiyear in Belfast cau-ed such a sensation, has
ful Estey organ for a
Christmas preseut. The j had a Nireak of ill I' k. Thursday, in Bangor,
giver is not kuown. but it is
hoped be will be he left a span of < gant horses attached to a
found and receive the warm thauks of the
top carriage on a bill facing the river. They
parish. It is a most acceptable
present and ran to a wharf, jumping on the ice. This gave
greatly needed as the church was practically
way and the entire outfit disappeared. The
without one.
team, it it said, was worth flOOO.
-—

The American extends its

parties.

School.

place at the Augusta

Thursday evening.

—The editor ha- retrieved from Mrs. Lewis
Friend a liberal slice of the bridal loaf at the
wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Isador L. llalman.

marriage

capitol Tuesday.

Hon. A. I\ Wiswell and Col. C. C. Burrlll
of this city, ami E. E. Chase, E«q., of Hluehlll
—

■

Franklin and

liiuenm. on

invited.

are

—The fir-t
Mass.,

per-onal mention withui justly di-crimiuate.
A g«ni:.s to t*e
\pre-s.-d ttiat these
-hi
repeat their entertainment;
they do may " be there to sec and

"

40,

in-t., to be followed
Comrades’ wive* and W. K. C.

one

as

ike

no*

as

PERSONALS.

fi.i a va.-ato >
Mi-- Minnie
commanded the center, was

tr-.who

man

se< m-

proper
L. Woodward.

r-gh: minstrel in the
.■

a

It is

iuetanliy consented

r*

en-

Boston, and

p. rforuied her part

I'd

of

to «a\

heartily

from

Mrah

■i-t n. ante to
1

most

which

oversight

pres, nt

is

!n,v

a-

here that the

state

Ho.-kiUs gave it.

MI

well

have

we

tentertainment is

--

l

so

a-most

w

ti ling to

»n

part

Ilia!

jokes, daDCillg.
the most emphatic and
Nearly every part of

'inane'1

d

clever bits

select ions,

-:tl_iug.

w-

their

briefly

it

-tale

abili-

and

acted her

aud

unusual,

showed much

Is." Is the author of

i

h

ke-

we

wet**

They
points

t-osia
•u

interspersed
sayWe

was

t'-ual. ditl

kes.

t ieusua
1

r..

\(

■

the boat

father’s and has tn-en cared for there since that
• title. « x. cptlng one year wh« n the father took
her t«> h
m<>rh< r and then returned her to
grai.dmother No. 1.
The grandfather says that Friday morning
the father went to the school-house and look
the child before the morning session commenced. not stopping t<> get a change of clothing or even a pair of mittens as her mittens
were-ieft at the m tiooi-hou-e.
M h<n the grandparents discovered -he wav
gone tlie\ at once sent a tniat to Green's Landing. arriving a few minutes belore the Mi.
Deserf. Failing to get po—essioU of the child,
aft. r considerable loud talk, ail left for llocklnt'd.
Arriving iu that city, policemen were
caii.-d. who protected and
sco» ted the father
and child to the Boston boat. The grandfather. A Jt.ion
Smith, then went to the lawyer,
who told him he could legally hold the child,
a* the
fatte r had not furnished anything for
her support. Mr. Smith said lie would rather
have lost both arms than that little girl. The
grandmother, he said, would be watching and
hoping for her return w hen he came, but tie
-aid a- he w a- a poor man be wa- afraid he
could uot get her. a- she 1s arried out of the
state.

I * a i»\ Po'ka." by Arditi.
Hie M an w bo w rote
la Ha-Ha-Boouide-av

<

on

grandfather to the child.
Mr. D* ane married the man’-daughter. and as the mother died w hen the child w aab' tit one year old, -he w as left at the grandman w

rfuu.

Dance.

v

passage

confronted by

who informed him that he should take the little
girl as she belonged to him. The last named

Man in the Moon."

••

I.

r

uri<r-(, izette reports a
Landing, at the steamboat

Green's

of age, attempted to take
Mr. Desert, w hen he was

Diamonds.

art'-tb.

'«■!

Harbor.

Bar

Rockland

scene at

wharf. Deer Die. Friday, the -J.l1 ult. A man
named Deane, with a little girl about five years

ii.

k

t.

The
sail

Saturday
by a collation.

no.

Owing to sickness and cold weather
your correspondent failed to appear last
week, bnt Marlboro is still alive.
Christmas passed very quietly. There
was a Christmas tree at the acbool-house.
Old Santa Clans had been there and remembered most all. S. 1L Kernlck, superintendent of our Sunday school, was presented with a nice stuffed rocker from his
Sunday school, of which he has been superintendent for nearly a quarter of a century. He was very much pleased with it.
The sardine factory seems to be at a
stand-still through the holidays.
We hear boys making strong talk of
chopping wood now school has closed.
The trees must fall now.
School closed Friday after a successful
term of twelve weeks, taught by William
E. Bragdon. The scholars all liked him
very much and showed their appreciation
of bis kindness and help by presenting him
with a gentleman's toilet set In a plush case,
and wishing him a happy future. The
school gave an entertainment the last evening which was well attended. The admission fee, which amounted to over 87 00, is
to go toward a flag for the school house,
which we expect ere long to see floating to
the wind.

•—Herbert C. Penuey, of Amherst, says that j ftUMftft.
bring suit against the city of Bangor,
A. B. Saunders is* spending the winter
to recover the value of his horses drowned off
in his cottage at Sunset.
the York street -lip. He claims that although
Philip Small who has been very sick with
the street extends upon the wharf, there
the measles is* rapidly recovering.
I
should be a gate or fence there. !Iea!sosa\s
School in district No. 15, commenced
that his horse* were in charge of a boy, so the
1
Monday with llenry Hodgkins of Lamoine
defense in the case could not offer evidence
that tbe animals had been left aloue and un- I a** teacher.
it tched.
Besides losing his horses Penney
Mr. Stephen M. Small .-pent a few days*
met wlih another big
loss, while at the scene at Atlantic last week.
of the accident. Somebody, he says, stole
Steamer Emmeline has been put upon
from Ms vest his watch chain which lie valued
the route between Green’s Landing and
at $400.
It was solid gold and was *et with
diamonds. Penney has offered Sheriff \V. F. ; Rockland, making daily trips.
Reed $250 for it recovery.
Hon. John B. Redman and Hon. A. P.
\\ i.-well
A judgment has been given by the court
of
Ellsworth, were in town
of claims at Washington for $♦*«;,,S15 in favor
Thursday of last week.
of Stout, Hail A Bangs. The case is one of
Mrs. William Anuis. a resident of Sundamages caused the plaintiffs by the govern- set, died Dec. 20, alter a long and paintul
The rement repudiating a contract.
Mr. C. J. Hall ! illness, at the age of 74 years.
mains were taken to Mountainville for
and others of Belfast afed elsewhere, several
interment.
years ago were awarded the contract for erecting the new congressional library building at
ovr.
Washington. The firm went to great expense
Hod uey Stick oev, formerly of Washinguri 11.
in (King
iihiin nun quarryton, died at ^lie home of his grandparents,
ing stone. After many thousands of dollars
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Murphy, on the 27th
had t»eeo expended the government cancelled
the contract. Mr. Hall and his associates filed
<»f
December, at the age of about eighteen
|
a claim against
the government and thecas**
Deceased was much liked by ins
years.
lias been pending many y ears, reports the /f*/young associates and his pleasant and genfu^t Age. Mr. Hall is the owner of quarries
tlemanly manner had wou him many friends
at Ml. Desert.
during his stay here. His lather, his only
Rising Sun Ixklge F. A A. Masons. Orland, surviving parent, arrived Friday, but too
late to atteud the funeral which took place
had their installation and supper,
evin

narneiu

unuu-w

Sari boro.

he shall

All invited.

Card. Sept. 10. t»s y ears.
Cunningham. Sept. 1*. 1
Mi-s Maud C. Stanwood. S« pt. 30. p*
M.

John A'ln

were

uniform of red and black.
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want to
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tile Smoked
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better, it deserves
decided liking for a
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Sunday.

last

sermons

Mrs. Hattie E. Woodward. April 7, 36 years.
—The storm and gale of Sunday night made all
Mrs. Martha Woods, April 77. 63 years.
Inanimate and some animate things shake and
Mrs. Sarah P. Means, April 19, 67 years.
tremble. The gale was very heavy.
Edwin D. Gould, May 9, 66 years.
—Next Sunday Rev. L. D. Cochrane will
Mrs. Annie G. Doyle. May 12, 26 years.
preach at Sullivan aud Mrs. Cochrane will ocMrs. .* bigail M. Smith, May 11. 81 years.
cupy the Unitanau pulpit in this city.
Mrs. Sarah A. Ingalls. May 19. 75 years.
—The Unity Club will hold a circle and supJohn H. Partridge. May 20. 73 years.
I per at the Unitarian vestry this (Wednesday)
Mrs. Sarah L. Whittaker, May 20. 54 years.
evening. Supper, 15 cents. All are iovited.
A-a Jordan. May 20. 79 years.
—W. J. Logan has returned home from Mt.
Daniel S. Beal, May 27. 77 years.
Desert Ferry w here he has been doing a job of
Mrs. Eunice J. Smith. May 28,34 years.
work for the M. C. cafe, piping lor hot water
Mr*. Flora E. Holt. June 14.
and lining refrigerator.
Carl L. Robbins. Juue 14. 5 months.
—The steamer Sedgwick made her last trip
Mrs. Mary Lee, June 14, 75 years.
from Bucksport to Bar Harbor Saturday. .She
Mrs. Eugenia H. Hatnor. June 19. 29 years.
Infant son of O. W. Tript. June 29. 7
days. returned Monday to be hauled up for the
winter.
Mrs. Lillian May Hodgdon. July 1, 26 years.
Daniel L. Tripp. July 12. 79 years.
—Cha*. II. Griudal. Esq., has had his penJohn G. t^uinn, July 3. 73 years.
sion Increased from $4 per month to fl‘2 per
Mr-. Nancy W. Stevens, Aug 4, 70 years.
month. He receives on this increase $2i>6
Jt in McGivern. Aug. 6, 27 years.
j back pay.
David R. Barbour. Aug. 13. 79 3 ears.
—The annual meeting of Lygonia Lodge of
Edward A. Moseley, Aug. 14. 5 years.
Free Masons for the election of officers will
Michael B. Hayes. Aug. 12. 19 years.
held this (Wednesday) evening. A full attendWarren H. Austin, Aug. 21.55 years.
ance is r« quested.
Janies Monaghan. Sept. 3. 55 years.
—The ladies' circle of the M. K. church
Pearl L. Perry, Aug. 31, 4 month-.
meets Thursday afternoon and evening of this
Mrs. Alice A. Burnham Mockbridgc. Sept. I
wp«-k. Supper served at 6 o'clock, standard.
13. 22 ears.

Minstrels.

could have been found
there Is not tal*

tnan

a

hious

'■.mi.

Fair

County Attorney.

as

years.
lNworlh
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—Edward S. Clark, Esq., has been installed

Mrs. Mary Duffee, Jan. 27. (13 years.
Mrs. Mary M. Leighton. Feb. 11, 74 years.
George Cutiniugham. Feb. 9. 72 years.
Leverett A. Fernaid, Feb. 21, 27 years.
Mr-. Mary A. Kemick. Feb. 21. 86 years.
Mrs. Aphia MeGowu. Feb. 28. 81 years.
Mrs. Abbie L. Wiggiu, March 3. 50 years.
Miss Sarah W. Macornber, March9, 46 years.
Bernard Chester, March 10. 88 years.
Mrs. Clarinda Jellison, March 8, 72 years.
Mary Donovan. March 22. 3 months.
Capt. Charles B. Fullerton, March 30, 61

H Norris.
Man a»m Ki. I.arraboe.
lu Maine Central Railroad.
Phillipa, M. D.

me
v
v

New Year.” and under them is a pretty picture
with a ship in tbe offing. Under all (s the calendar proper.

Happy New Year to all.
—Volume XXXIX, Number I.

years.
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The following is the death list of Ellswortl
for the year 1892. with date and
age:
Mrs. Julia S. Woodward, Jan. 18, 81
years
Mrs. Kate L. Turner, Jan. 18, 82 years.
Joseph Mason, Jan. 31, 78 years.
Capt. James M. Blackington, Jan. 19, 87

20 and 22 State Street.

s

of Ellaworth.

—A

Thursdays.
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Necrology

1 American.

r

t'.p. Itoftter.
Now have you all
And

are

you

a

merry Xrnaa spent?
the bright

waiting hopefully

New

Year?
Oh

may

you wisely keep the years unto you

lent,
With

joy
gladness and Merer grief or
fear.
Hasn’t the cold been intense?
The vapor hag been high over the waters
and the steamboats are behaving in rather
a
doubtful and irregular manner. The
Juliette hag just made a landing at this
wharf at Blake's Point to bring Lester
Blake and Wilburt Crockett from Rockland where they left the schooner Emma
S. Briggs loading lime for New Yolk.
Capt. Blake will not come home this trip
as he expects to be ready to sail for New
York to morrow.
Mr. S. L. Bates from Portland has been
visiting relatives and fr'ends here in town.
He made calls at each of the schools: The
one at So. Brooksville, taught by bis sister, Addie A. Bates; the school at the
Creek, taught by Mr. Edward Smith; and
the Cape Rosier school taught by Deforest Perkins.
He is gladly welcomed by
teachers, parents and pupils. He leaves
for further east this week.
Tom Gray arrived home last week from
Bangor where be has been sick with
typhoid fever. He chilled one of his ears
badly crossing the river from Castine. We
are glad
to see the boys at home again.
Their fresh happy faces brighten up our
dull old Cape.
The scarlet fever has broken out anew.
A young son of Mr. Atwood Redman has
been taken down with it.
Miss L. W. Coombs of So. Brooksville,
is very slowly improving in health. She
has been very sick for a long lime. Dr.
Nye speaks encouragingly of her at last.
Can we not have a little discussion in
regard to the “poet laureate?” I shall
vote for Aldrich.
Mr. L. F. Sawyer has had his face and
eyea badly injured by a falling limb while
chopping in the woods. He does not go
ver

and

out.

The Emma 8.

Briggs, Capt.

W. F. Blake,
recently discharged coal at Portsmouth in
seven and one-half boors, and making sail
one hour after, reached Rockland in eleven
honrs from that time.
Mr. Charles Blake is bnilding a large
boat or yacht. W. W. Blake is bonding a
small one.

Dec. 27.
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does not need much space, as our WORK. STYLE and FIT are our advertisement.
You give us a call and examine our immense line of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC
WOOLENS, which are artistically designed and made up in the Latest Style. V
guarantee the Best of Work, Style and Fit at

—

—

**
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Trip.

iriuiucu

Subscribe!

\

Subscribe!

spring.

—---——
Jardinieres imported from Fug land and Germany, also some odd shapes in American !
Flower pots.
Uur liul of Lamps is without doubt the best
Domestic Porta.
in tbe city, comprising Hand, Hanging, Stand,
Boston—Ar Dec 29, schs Myronus, Clmtto, New
Hail and Banquet Lamps of many different
Calais; K E Tower,
grades and prices. Be sura to come and look York; Montezuma, Norwood,
Libbv, Machia*; G E Stevens, Collins, Bluehill,
them over before purchasing. We h«ve some
Win ’I’ Emerson and Princess, Penobscot
novelties in Bamboo Wall Pockets and Music
Ar Dec 28, sch Eastern Queen, Lamp-mil, BanStands.
gor
Our assortment of Games, Books and Toys
Ar Dec 31, sch F A Magee, Kief, Rondout
was never better. Get your boy a steam engine,
Norfolk—Ar Dec 29, sch John Paul
Newport—Ar Dec 31, sch John Douglass, Ersthat bas a safety valve attachment so that be
kine. New York
can’t get hurt and give him some practical lesIIvann 18—Sid Dec 29, schs Eva May, McDuffie,
sons in steam and engineering.
Hoboken for Portland; A J Campbell, Deer Isle
In fancy crockery we expect to take tbe lead
for Norwalk
during the Holidays. Mustache and Ladies'
Jacksonville—Ar Dee Dec 28, sch J B Holcups, Fancy cake plates, Rubv engraved glass
den, Thompson, New York
New York-Ar Dec 30, schs E B Kimball,
ware, Crystal glass sets, etc. We carry a good
Green's Landing; W C Bee, Boston
assortment of White Granite, but if you want
Cld Dec 31, bark Grace Lynwood, F^ast London
a nice dinner or tea set take a look at our VirArDec29, schs Abbie Bowker. Green’s Land
ginia Bronze; we bruik sets to suit customers. ing; John J Hanson, Oliver, Somes Sound; Fata
We shall continue to sell Room Paper during
M Barter and S G Trvon, Sullivan
November, and will close out small lots at
Portland—Ar Dec 31, schs A J Whiting, Carabout cost,
roll, Bar Harbor; Ida L Hull, Green’s Landing
for New York
Canary Birds’ seed, cuttle fish and cages.
Ar Dec 29, schs Winslow Morse, Buck sport for
We have just begun to received Fresh MoC B Harrington, Mt Desert
lasses cream candy, Bangor Taffy. Remember Boston;
Cld Dec 29, sch Forest Oak, Gott, Tremont
in confectionery, we buy tbe best.
Portsmouth—Ar Dec 29, schs FJla F'rances
and
corn
Pop Corn
poppers. Peanuts roast- and Virgin Rock, from Mt Desert for Boston
ed every Saturday at
Salem—Ar Dec 29, schs Victory, Ellsworth for
New York; B II Gross, Deer Isle for New LonHolt’s Variety Store.
don; Lamartine
Philadelphia—Cld Dec 28, sch F D HodgMorrison’s Sure Cure
the kins,
Barbadoes
West Point, Va—Ar Dec 29, sch Silver Heels,
Best
for
New York
Heart and Nerves.
Vineyard Haven—Sid Dec 30, schs Walter M
Guaranteed to Cure. At all med- Young, S E Nightengale and David Torrey
Farelra P«ru
icine
per bottle.
Crooked Island Passaoe—Spoken Dec 25,
Send
for “The
sch Jennie A Stubbs, from Charleston
Canso, N S—Ar Dec 23, sch A G Quiner, P E
Morrison’s Remedies. Island
for Bucksport
Buenos Ayres—At Nov 11. hark John S
Emery, Wooster, from New York

Marine

Remedy
Liver,Stomach,

Liat.

Tonic,
Blood, Kidneys,

dealers, $1.00
postal
describing

Children

Graphic”

Cry for

Pitcher’s Castorla
—Ely’# Cream Balm i# worth it# weight In
void «■ a cure for catarrh, tine bottle cured
me.—8. A. Lovell, Franklin, l’a.
—Gall# and wound# on horses »re unsightly
and objectionable. They can be cured while
the horse is still worked by applying Bickmokf.'s Gall Curb.

Morrison’s Sore Cure Liver Pills
Latest and Best Prescription.
Superior to all so called “Liver
Pills.”
They work In harmony
with other medicines. Price 28
cents.

Lewis Friend

New Ljfe.
Dm £ C. » iSVS NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT, m
•pmciflc for Hysteria, Dizzinm., Fitm. Neuralgia.
ache, Nervous Prostration caused by alcohol or tobacco,
Wakefulness, Mental Depression, Softening of Brain,
causing insanity, misery, decay, death, Premature Old
Age. Barrenness. Loss of Power in either sex.Impotency.
Lsmcorrhaea ana all Female Weaknesses, Involuntary
JuMses,SpermetorrhoM caused by over-exertion of brain
Self-abuse, over-indulgence. A month’s treatment, fl
6 for $5, by mail. We Guarantee six boxes to cure. Each
order for 6 boxes with tS, will send written guarantee
to refund if not cured.
Guarantees lamed only by
8. D. Wiggin, druggist and sole agent. Ells

worth, Me.

I

Subscribe!

|
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To the Hon. Judge <-f Probate within ami for the
county "f Hancock.
undersigned, Oscar F. Fellows, guardian of
Mary K. Lowell, of Bueksport. in the county
of Hancock, an insane person, respectfully shows
that said insane person is seized and possessed of
certain real estate situate in said Bueksport ami
liounded and described as follows: On the easterly side of ihe river road leading from Bueksport
to Bangor and hounded on the northerly by land
formerly of Lilt eton Keed; easterly by an allow
ance way. southerly by land formerly of Thomas
Kilby, now occupied by his widow, and westerly
by the road first-mentloned, containing seventy
live acres, more or less. That said estate is un
productive of any benefit to said want ami that
it will be for the interest of said ward that the
same should be sold to pay the debts and the l>al
ance of the proceeds put out and secured on inter
tst; he therefore prajs your Honor that he may
to law
be authorized and empowered
to sell, at \ ubllc or private sale, the above described real estate, or such part of it as In your
opinion may be expedient.
oscar F. Fellows.
December 14, a. i>. 1892,

THE

in Hancock

Newspaper
County!

|

agreeably

a court of Probate held at
second Wednesday of Dec.,
1892.
On the Petition aforesaid, Ordered -That notice
l»e given by publishing a copy of said petition,
with this order thereon, thiee wcel-s successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
in Ellsworth, that all persons Interested may at
tend on the second Wednesday of Jan. next, at a
Court of Probate to beholden in Ellsworth, and
show cause, if any, why the prayer of said peti
tlon should not be granted. Such notice to be
given l>efore said court.
O. P. Cunningham, Judge.
SwM
Attest:—C ham. p. Dorr, Register.
A true copy, Attest—Chan. P. Dork, Register.
a. I».

The AMERICAN is confidently rec•TATI OF MAINE.
ommended as the best and cheapest, as
Hancock, mb:—Court of Probate, Dec. Term,
it is the oldest and largest, newspaper
a. D. 1892.
navlng been filed by the widow of
published in Hancock Co. Its constanteach deceased for an allowance out of the
A petition
ly increasing subscription list proves personal
estate of the following named persons,
that the strong hold it has maintained via.:
Albert Carter late of Sedgwick.
for so many years upon the popular reIsaiah L. Stanley late of Swan's island.
That said petitioners give public noOrdered,
rests
the
basis
of
gard
upon
genuine tice to all persons interested,
by causing a copy
merit.

*

Term* of

One copy, it

advance,

Snbacrlptlon.

paid strictly

in

$1.50.
All arrearages (or whatever length
of time are reckoued at the rate of
$2.00 per year.
Send the paper to your friends
wherever they arc. They will be glad
to see it.

of this order to l*e published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed or published in Ellsworth, that they may
appear at a Court of Probate for said county, to
be neld at the Probate office in Ellsworth, in‘said
county, on the second Wednesday in Jan. next
at ten o’clock in the torenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the same should not be

granted.
3w51

O. P. Cunningham, Judge.
Attest:—CHA8. P. Dorr, Register.

subscribers hereby give public notice to all
concerned that they haye been duly appointed and have taken upon themo&vaa the trust of executors and trustees of the lalt wiU and testament of Henry Whiting, late of Ellsworth,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, by giving
bonds as the law directs; they therefore request
all persons who are Indebted to said deaeased's estate to make immediate payment, and those who
have any demands thereon to exhibit the same for
settlement.
f Exrs. and
HENRY WHITING,
GEO. W. WHITING.
t Trustees
SwM
Ellsworth, Dec. Hth, IMi.

THE

STORE,

To all persons interested in either of the e**tat *
hereinafter named
At a court of probate held at Buck sport, with n
ami for said county of Hancock, on the sec* u d
Wednesday of I»ec., in the year of our l.o. d
eighteen hundred and ninety-two.
following matters having been present* i
forthe action thereupon hereinafter indicate I,
it l- hereby ordered
'I hat notice thereof Ik* giv* n
to all persons interested, by calming a copy of th *
order to be published three weeks successively n
the Ellsworth American, printed at Ellsworth, n
said county, that they may appear at a proba t?
court, to be held at Kllsworth, within anil for
said county, on the second Wednesday of Ja i.
next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and ;*c
heard ther«*on and object if they see cause.
Calvin Curtis, late of Surry, in said county, ■;
ceased. I’etllion for a*lministratlon presented v
Ifowanl M. Curtis, a creditor, for theappointme .t
of Francis A. Curtis.
Barney K. Foss, late of (>.>u Idsboro, in sad
Petition for a*iinlnistrail«<n
county, deceased.
h. C. I.arrabee forthe
presented by
appo t
merit of Bedford E. Tracy.
Eben P. Parker, late of Brooksville, In sa d
Petition for administration
county, deceased.
presented by Margaret .1. A alker. a daughter. 1
the appointment of seme suitable person.
O.p. Cunningham, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
AttestChar. P. Dorr, Register.
3w51

THE

STATE OF MAINE.

The Favorite

Co’s

Ellswortli, Maine.

St.,

Hancock, ss:— At
Bueksport, on the

ELLSWORTH AMERICAN!

It,

ONE PRICE CX.OT2XX2TG

**

1

!
To the Honorable
of Hane^tck.

Judge of Probate for the county

undersigned, administrator of the estate *f
Abigail Carter, late of Brooklin, in said couti*
tv, deceased, respectfully represents that t' e
goods and chattels, riglits and credits of -aid *
ceased an* not sufficient to pav her just debts a. d
charges of administiation by the sum of tw o him
nred dollars; wherefore your petitioner pra s
Honor to grant him a license to sell, at
your
pit »lie or private sale, ami convey two parcels of la*
local* d in Brooklin, Me.
First Parcel.
Bounded southwesterly by

THE

••

land of Rowland Carlton

seventy

ti\e roils; sou'h-

easterly by land of Humphrey \VelH» fifteen rn*'
northeasterly by'and of heirs **f Alfred Eat n
seventy-five roils; northwesterly by land of K<> vlan Carlton sixty-five rods, l»y estimation tweni
..

five acres.
Second Parcel. Bounded southwesterly 1 y
lan*l of Richard Eaton seventy rods; southeast, r.
lv l»y land of Humphrey Wells twenty five rod •;
northeasterly by land of Richard Currier seven y
rods; northwesterly by land of Rowland < arit- h
twenty-five rods, by estimation twelve and orehalf acres, of the real estate of the deceased, (including the -eversion of the widow’s dower thei ein) to satisfy said debts and charges of a*lmln stratlon.
EKAKTCS J. CARTER.
Brooklin, Dec. 12,1892.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock

88Court of
1892.

Probate, December
Term, a. d.
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered, That said
petitionei give public notice to ail persons inti rested, by causing a copy of the petition and th.s
order thereon, to be published three weeks si *jcesslvely In the Ellsworth American, a newsi «vper printed or published In Ellsworth. In s*. *1
county, that they may appear at a court of prohiuo
for said county, to lie helu at Ellsworth on t e

second Wednesday of Jan. next, at ten of t ie
clock In the forenoon, to show cause, If any th *v
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge.
Swfti
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy, Attest —Cras. P. Dorr, Register.

A Hymn of the Heart.
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Charcoal seems soil and pliable, but
if the tine powdered charcoal is put between
plates of glass, ami the glass

clean, delicate,

•ncAoo.
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of her family,
likely to l>e
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pile with earth to prevent the air from
reaching it. The mass is burnt slowly,
with a slight access of air. The usual
pi cess is carried out in forests where
wood is plentiful. About la pel rut. ot
the weight of wood is left as charcoal.

cgetable shortening
*-

THE MORRELL

Some of the Grand Army veterans who
recently visited Washington had their
tiavcling ex|tenses paid by the Government. They were crippled old soldiers
who wanted to be measured for new artificial limbs there
The law allows
them car faro from any part of the
The fight is stiff and fa'th is hard, the air
I'niou to whatever city they choose to
with evil rife,
But angels' faces come and go between the have their legs and arms made in, ami
return.
There ate factories engaged
lulls of strife.
Unfurl the flag and face the foe, and you in that sort of manufacture for the
shall hear erelong
Government in various places all over
The broadsides of God’s thunder against
the I nited Stales. Two of them are at
the gates of wrong.
tile capital. So the wounded survivors
The truth is truth and Christ is Christ, and
of the w ar were in some instances able
He has overcome.
The eye can see from mountain steep His to get their passage hither from their
homes and back for nothing.
bright millennium
The wrong shall wane and ruth must cease,
About 8000 ot the crippled soldiers
and self and mammon die,
entitled to arms and legs at I'ucle
While Love holds sway through all the
Sam’s cost will receive new ones durworld beneath the broad blue sky.
the next fiscal year, or else a oash
The night is long, the darkness thick, and ing
equivalent. There are not tsr from
millions yet are slaves,
16.000 such veterans on the roll, ami
And hearts in pain look up to Him that
waves;
ear h one of them gets one or more subheaped the Red
But o'er the plains where wronged and stitute lituhs or tl.e
money value every
weak bleeding feet have trod.
three years. The law formerly made
Behind the fire-tipped hills keep watch the
the period five years.
On January 31.
sleepless eyes of God.
last, there were 3,657 men on the roll
O Christ of God, O Heart of Love, that !
who had lost one leg; 33 bad lost both
throbbed in Galilee,
The brighter age, the sweeter day, Thy legs. 87 one foot, and 18 both feet.
bridal is to be;
F.ach of 3535 veterans bad lost one
Though hope i» low and creeds are weak. arm. 34 both arms, and 57 one baud.
and eyes with tears grow dim,
One had lost both bauds and one had
Beyond the mists of doubt there stand the
lost both arms and both legs. There
embattled seraphim.
w ho had
The storm is high, the battle fierce, but never were hut two on the list
lost both arms ami both legs, because
soon the true and good
Must link the sundered lands of earth in such injuries are almost is variably faglorious brotherhood ;
tal.
The ranks of war. the hosts of sin. the tyFrom the above reckoning it is aprant's glittering sword
Shall fiee like chaff at winnowing in glancparent that less than half of the 16.000
es of the Lord.
old soldiers on the roll have lost limbs.
The bight is far, the path i* thorned. the A majority of them have merely lost
(
the use of arms or legs. However, that
glory is not yet.
And myriads yearn to see the face last seen amounts to the same thing under the
on ()iiyet;
law. If a hand is merely disabled or a
But through the night of grief anti tear
foot cut off at the ankle the claim for a
that gladdening cry shall ring
whole arm or leg is good Of course,
M ike way for Love, for Truth, for God!
Make way ! the King ! the King !"
in >uch case, veterans lake the money
h\ ttvrtluH M i' ls "l
Commutation instead of the limbs
So
875 for a leg and $50 (or an arm.
An Iutereatine; Chapter on Charcoal.
do nearly all of those who have lost
their arms, because an artificial arm is
A writer in the Boston 7Vu'.«
ot scarcely ativ use except as an orna
gives the following interesting talk on m. lit. though an imitation leg of good
charcoal. How many people use char- make serves almost as well as a ical
coal in the different department* of one lo walk wilh.
business without giving a thought to it«
M. >St (»t lilONe who lit 11 le£* do !l"t
chemical composition 1 It i« a species
£t*i tlie 111, preferring to accept tin* limnof carbon produced by bumino wood,
S.nneuf them are chroniy instead
vegetable and animal substance* with- ically ban! up. }<n«l £’»<» t-r £7.’* in hand
out contact with the air.
We use it ns seems rn >ie desirable than the finest
a
black, inodorous, brittle substance artificial limb that was ever made. Bewhere a quick bot tire is required. It is
sides, life is short, and they hav.* reaused by blacksmiths and tor various sonable
expectation ofob'aining an »thhousehold and domestic purposes. It is er
or arm in the next world.
Fur
leg
made by piling billets of wood together t !i.*r in, if.- loir,, urn ti.H i»
crn.l noil

s

Ajfi

'-gan i<» lift
:■
w

v.

»•

..

Veterane.

The right is right and man is man whate’erthe seoffeissay.
And wrong is wrong and right is might,
and right shall win the day.
Uplift vour hearts, ye toilers that swtea in
fire and pain,
A hand of Love will smite the gloom and
mercy drop like rain.

.five
l- .a

j(j\

i!

»r*‘s on

•>
>

S

'■

Crippled

j]
III

1

lj- rt7*4tl.pnnn

rubbed together, there w ill appear particles of coal so very hard that
they
will eut the glass, scratching it as readas
a
which
is
diamond,
one of the
ily
hardest substances known. Charcoal is
also Very combustible, and is exceedingly valuable in main industrial business
departments. It is extensively
used for tuel in cities ; it burns almost
without flame. Ii is lound to he quickly
iguite 1. and when in a state of combustion it is partially decomposed into
hydrogen, or carbonated hydrogen,
which burns without flame or very little illuminating power. A cubic foot of
chat coal made from sott pine wood
w eighs
upon an average from eight to
nine pounds, and from hard oak or
rock maple the weight is increased
Irom twelve to thirteen
pounds. Hem e
the hardwood charcoal is the most valuable and is best adapted for produci g
great heat in a small space, t hie pound
ol dry charcoal will heat seventy-five
pounds of water from ice to a boiling
point. Charcoal is very useful in many
ways.
In the first place it is very unchangeable. and an indestructible substance,
and is not atfected (in a common temperature) by either air or muistur;. At
the time of the great eruption of Vesuvius. when Herculaneum was overwhelmed with burning lava, stone a.id
brimstone, tbe beams of the great theatre and other
large buildings were
converted into solid charcoal; and
though done 17' •<> years or more ago,
they remained as entire and peril ct as
they were in the beginning. And it
was found that charring wood
upon its
surface protects the wood from the cfteet of moisture and contact with the
earth.
All the houses and large buildings in Venice are said to have been
preserved by charring the timbers before they were driven into the damp
soil.
This rendered them beyond the
reach of decay.' Oak beams and stakes
were found in the bed ol the Thames
Hiver, supposed to have been driven
there at the time of the Homan iuvasion by Julius Caesar.
They were
charred deeply and their hearts were
like stone. A lost art evidently in the
preservation of timber.
Charcoal possesses tbe power of absorbing different gases and condensing
them within its pores. It will take tip
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FROM THE FRONTIER.

LIQUOR CURE CO.

An Indian Trader Telia Hia
Story of Kickapoo Indian

Sagwa.

Cured of
Trouble

This Treatment is

Kickapoo Sagwa—

by

<

rst< »r< 1

s

1 bead

instead
tie- ordinary hi^li)arati<m,

i

ra
■

"A

ed

baking

(ler m cans, and
result is better,

fry

it.

1 yriTMthpnrm

Here is another story from the frontier of
the wonderful curative properties of th«
I ml I an Remedies, and proof of
their high regard among tire frontiersmen
and Indians.

Kickapoo

OPIUM

r>LSD

A.

for

Catalogue.

GRAY 6l

Address

SON, Proprietors

6moa34

I cent
about the cost of the averthe True “L.. F.”
age dose of
Bitters, yet some dealers try
on you
o force an imitation
more
them
afford
profit.
to
Such a man will sell you poor
goods in every line.
The question for you to
decide is, will you have imitation, low price and sickness,
a dose
or True “L.F.,” 1-2 cent
and renewed health. Trade
mark ‘'L. F.” in red ink is your

safeguard.
lfTSOithpnrm

iy Advertise in the Akebicax.

are

rnauy

great

principles

No

Expense of Treatment

Boston and Banaor
*r,

Steamship Co.

CHANGE IN TIME.

Indian Trader
Three

The following letter from G. 8 A any, tbs
Indian trade! and interpreter of Uu-hville,
Nebra-kn. gives positive p».»,.f «.f tl»e curative, ton ic. an I l»b»«wt purify mg qualities of
Kickapoo Indian 'nir«a.
Rlmivii v, \r mk ok
-Tune V
Sometime ago after -offering severely with
•tomacli trouble, ai d dy-pep«ta wliieh had
been great y aggravated by the a kali water
of the western country, and when I had
readied th. t -tug. where I coul i frequently
•»
hold nothing
my stomach, and would
even ti i->w up wat.-r a-* -■•on a- drank, I
learned li"!ii :» **b'iix Indian w ho had been
h •k.ipoo*. h. of a wonderon a visit tot.
I got him to
ful remedy cu'
•••**agwi.
Th.- ••fle<-f was reprocure sou ** for m>*.
to get
| tr
..*n*
matkable.
from the
1 m *t i*t n
ia
more of
Indian, but t '• w
bis. II.> prize.l :t -ii nn). li In* w-nild
•! giv*
It up. It ill lent !)•• d tli:.! Ilea
A
lilgelovr,
of New Haven.
run
:id I’D Hi H ngetuent
with the 1^ karoo tr lev nn I w.i- putting
their remed'e-on the market. lap ? and got
li
a bottle and found it t
the «anm as that I
bad pr<*oui ed from t
Moux Indian
I got
a
few
more, and after th.
ottles, I
was not
n v
;cv.
ut *>>:•<■
uml, and
knr* Mfiir,t'i rurtd et
I can eat anMlrng set before me.
Unit
h u-> d to have a m -t di-f e-sing
Bacon, w
v
effect. I Min n
at
-ii
and y
iike an
I
e
Indian.
have n;-.» «-.• I
kickapoo
India
s»i\e f
mv hnr-e-. when they have
been i11jt -ever*
barbed win* fences, and
It hen'.- r ein ri rlit up.
I cannot -;
ta
highly oft! e Kickap-*o
remed’e-.
keep them all in mv trading
p*»*»t, and checrfuily recomm.nl it to any-

Trips
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Week

BANGOR LINE.

e

From Boston, Monday. Wednesday an I Friday
l» M.
roin K'H-kl »nd. Tut **iay.
Thursday and Satur
da. at fits* A M.. or
upon arrival of steamer I r«»m
Boston, touching at ail iamilugs.
at 4 m>

>

Mol NT DKSEK1 LINK.

.*

G. >
Indian Trader

lay

OHUVTH.
$1 per bottle.
pD
** pp
™
•

6

by

Mon-'ays, Wednesday

Fri-

Tuesday

*,

Thursdays and

‘•at-

WlI.!,iAM H

Druggists.
bottles for $5.

.‘.Olfirr In the First National
Itnlltllitg, Main Nirert, F.lls worth

T

Nend three ‘i-e. *tamtts to psj posta ire. ml *»*• *• ill mill y.*s free
thrilling sal intensely inl.ru' n>'»-*k <*f 17J
M >
\ M» **
IlHMi
•s«r«, entitled *• I.It ►
TH
k ll k I run | M» I V N v
le.
all about
the Indian*. Address. Hi tli A UU.t lOH.u.’l
Grand A«enue, >e«* llnm. Iona.
™
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company broke up and returned t• * their
respective abode*, voting it a decided
About
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success.
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informed that Mr K I mu ml
was stricken with
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short time ago,
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Capt. Albert Treworgy has hauled
schooner Revenue up in Morgan’s Bay
tor the winter.
Mr. Frank Coggins ar.d his newly
made bride were the guest* of Mr. C’s
Christmas.

Accept

parents

over

hearty

congratulations, Frank.
and

our

We

bappiuess.
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Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the

None Such brand.
MF-KRELL & SOULE, Syracuse. N. Y
lyrilnrm4thp

A Great

Appetizer.
Ask for

LONDON, ENGLAND.

PAIGE, Resident Manager,
it) Kilby 3t., Boston, Mass.

Capital pal-1 up In cash,

#1,500,000 00.

31,1891.
by the company,

ASSETS DEC.
!

Real

estate

owned

unincumbered,

Tobaccos.
—

Helps Digest
Your Food.
A Delicate

FRANK M. JOY,

MUSIC DEALER,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
Branch at Bar Harbor during the summer
aeason.

#475,634 70

Stocks ami bonds owned by the companv, market value,
Cash In the company's principal office
and In bank,
Interest due ami accrued,
Rent* due and accrued.
Premiums
ol collection,

1,014,766

lt^dueeourse

J

♦

6

111,935 22
2,896 St
4,049 48
198,604 61

year, for o:il\
>L1 t VS a! -tie t- fl-

one

"W.

K mil
" rl’e

Awake.

Aggregate of all the admitted assets
of the company at their actual value, 1,808,886 60
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1891.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims,
96,672 47
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks,
680,456 00
All other demands against the com36,090 54
pany, viz.: commissions, etc.,
Total amount of liabilities,
1,018,K1 01
Surplus beyond all liabilities,
793,665 49

Aggregate

amount

Tickets to
WORKS LIKE a charm.

l,6i (8,886 50

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Incorporated In 1794. Commenced It usiness In 1792
Platt,
Secretary, Greville E. Fryer.
Capital Paid up in Cash, $3,000,000 00
ASSETS, DEC.31, 1891.

Real

estate

owned

unincumbered,

President.

by the company,

dec.

$307,00T 00

CrRFS

pany, vl*.: commissions, etc.,
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus,
Capital actually paid up in cash,

C. C. BURRILL,
ELLSWORTH,

CASTINE,

MAINE.

Winter term begins Tuesday, Dec. 6, 1892. A
of two years entitles to state diploma.
Tuition free.
Good board In clubs, including
rent of room, expense of cooking, wood, etc., less
than $2A0 a week. For Catalogue, or particulars,

address
ALBERT F. RICHARDSON, Principal.
ljf

W.

CLIFFORD,

BUswortb, Me.
lvr-V'

dilution of IV.’ lb*.. »ni 1 fert »o n :h better that I w ul,! not nk*
*nd be put »i k where I *a
M'x, b«tfc turprUe.! ind pr- ud
of the vhNnire. 1 rreeirim^t>d y< ur treRtment
a! Auft.-rere fr^ta
obvtity. Will answer all inqatrie* if ttamp U loo »*1 for

"

CONFIDENTIAL.
or

tad elfn

l«

FOR SALE!

offrr tor sale the full blooded Jrrxry
llur,” No. T»M, sire‘ King Oscar.” No.
“Lady Alice,” N’o. w» >. F«>r extended
Pedigree sec Ma<m* State .Jersey Henl Book.
This animal is bred from th*’• l*est stock in the
country ami possesses great Individual merit. He
Is very gentle, easy to hamile and Is sold only for
the reason that we have another bull of sarne'age.
For further parti* ulars applv to, or addiess,
«*

nnw
lt«

<>74, dam

OLD HOMESTEAD FARM,
-:West Couldsboro,
Maine.
iljlt

Chas. H.

PRETESTS

Emery,

REAL ESTATE AGERT.
-I

—AND—

CURES

*.

subscrllier hereby gives public notice to ail
*
t,mt h*‘ ha* l>eeD duly
and*r has taken upon himself the trust anpotnted
ot an ad
ministrator of the estate of
Henry G. Smith,
late of Buck “port, in the
county of llamoek. dc
ceased, by giving bond as the law
directs; he
therefore requests all persons who are
IndeUed
to said deceased’s estate, to make
immediate pay
°8e wh°hive »ny demands
thereon
to exhibit th? exme for eettlement.
HAKliY B. 1‘AitKEK. Adn'r
»PHK

CUNICULOCUS MILLS,
33GYPT.
We are now getting out lumber to build a salt*
water slip in the early spring. This will enable
v-oodsmen llvlng*near the bay to land their lumber with convenience at our mills. We are prepared to do first class work. Sawing, Planing,
Tongue and Grooving, Ac.
M. C. AUSTIN.
6wtt

-ur.p

Sirup

unc<'rn.e‘1
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Police of foreclosure.
<.e..r-.II..
Ttvi :••■
VV
Ham
k
ount
"tat
M
im.rtjra.'e .lee.i •!.•!•«! the tw«-nt\ -i\th ■!.•..
I '•
•niher. \ |» I-"-.
lal r«
t tm J “:!
:•
r< 1
•11 l >eeewilier, A
I». l-7'i. in the !!•
r> ot 1 >.••!
{••r II
M
eonveyetl t«»*he ila niclv
Hank
liiity "a\!t_
lneateil Jllnl 11 111tT 1-u-itie— la f.ll-w !l“
Hal.
eork county, Maine, a certain lot "r pare.
«

...

Narrows him
Re
ginning at the -hore at tie- c.-unty road leadit.: to
K! Is worth and running n*>rt.i
-aid r- id
tin-ide line of lot occupied by And. r-oi, lb,( kin-,
-Fun
tin-lire turning and running
-aid Inn- to
the -Imre and by the -Imn to the tir-l mention.-d
bouml-* .hi eountv r**ad and c..i,mining tin-.
acre-, more or It --, and l>< tug th.- -am*n\•
ed
to -aid George t
Hayne-ly William rin.mj
bv hi- deed. dated l»trein!..
I> |-l.’
-coonl.
and recorded in llaneoek Kegi-try, vo! :
page
1'--. to secure the pa vine lit t
’a n n
I
one hundred ami
titty dollar-, with ir r. r. -t -emi
annually at the rate ot nine per cent, p. annuin.
The condition- of -aid mortgage being broken
-aid Hank hereby gives thl- notier tor the pur
po-e ol lorec!o-ing the -aim- bv law pros id.-d
HANtTK K ( o|AT\ > W IV.^ \\ \ NK
Hy t harles < HurriM. Tn-a-urer.
a
Ell.-wortli, Maim-. December bn
d

SwM

Farmers,
Laborers,
Team st

rt

■

Bread WinI•

—

■.

utrong,

••

Joliet' of Foreclosure.
Jacob D Hatch, of fa-tine, bv l,tdeed, datetl the twenty -ciond
October, a. i>. l-'.d, ami recorded in the
Hancock Kegi-try of Ifeed-, Hook
Page j.
conveyed to James Harr A me-, certain pared- .1
real e-tate situated in a-tine, In the eountv .f
Hancock. to wit
The home-lead farm of -aid
Hatch, together with a lot of land near Moore
.ar, so.called, and another tract of land known
a- the
Hog Lot. all ot the -atm- being the prem
I-e- conveyed to -aid Hatch by William W Hat. h
ol said
aMlne, by warranty deed, dated June
llth, I'.'t.. and recorded in the Hancock Countv
Registry Of Deed. Hook •.*««:, Page To, to which
relerencc is hereby made for full
de.-cription of
the premi-es, being all the real estate -..Id ami
-aid Jacob D Hatch by -aid W illiam
conveyed
"
Hatch by hi-deed aforesaid, and wherca-aid .Fame- Harr Nines by hi- deed ..f assignment, dated the sixth day ol December, \ i> l-.r.*,
-old, a--igned, transferred and conveyed tome,
tiie under-igned, the said
mortgage" d.-ed, tiie
note, debt and claim thereby secured, and all Idright, title and intere.-t, by virtue of -aid m.»rt
gage, ill and to the real estate therein d.-cribed;
said deed of assignment Wing recorded in Han
e..ck Registry of iH-ed-, Hook
Page :|n|; and
whereas the condition of -aid mortgage ha- been
broken, I, therefore, l»v rea-on ot tiie breach of
the condition thereof, claim a f»rtr|(.-ur«' «.t -aid
mortgage and give this notice tor that purpose
ARTHUR M DEN EKEI \
Hy Geo. M. Warren, his Attorney.
December 28th, 1892.
3w.'.2
of

■■

NT ATE OK n m i:.

Hancock, sh Court of Probate. Ellsworth DeiTerm, 1892.
Accounts having Wen filed for settlement in es-

tates of
Winnie Davis, minor,
EUaworth, Eugenia E
Davis, Guardian.
l’erc-lval Davis, minor,
Ellsworth, Eugenia E.
Duardian.
Davis,
Charles H. Davis, minor,
Ellsworth, Eugenia
F. Davis, liuartliau.
Calvin J. Sargent,
Ellsworth, A.
Intemperate,
t. Burnham, (iuanlian.
Alla-rt Darter, Sedgwick, Erastus .1.
Carter,

Administrator.
John M. Joy. Ellsworth. A. F.
Burnham, All

mimstrator.
A. Hawes, late of fasti no, George A.
NN heeler, administrator
with the will annexed.
Ordered—That the said accountants give notice
to all person* Interested, by
musing a copy of
this order to W puldished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in Ellsworth, in said county, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be holden at
Ellsworth, on the 2nd Wednesday of Jan. next,
at ten of the clock In the forenoon 'and show
if any they have, why the same should not be
allowed.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dork, Register.

cause!

EJELP WANTED! A large number of
Ww hands on Pants and Vests at the Factory of
the MAINE MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,
cor. Broad and Park streets. Rockland, Maine.
49*Girl§ make as high as $7 per week. Board
can be secured ft JO up.
2wSS
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AMOS P. TAPI EY * CO
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Office, First Aattmal Bank Bull ,ling,

MAINSTRF.FT,
ELLSWORTH.
«-liuys and sells Real Estate. All persons
wishing to buy or sell Real Estate will find it for
their advantage to rail at his office.
tfl«

MAINE.

STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.
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Hull,

19,567 15
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correspond

ii o. w. r. SNYiiER rvicicrt theater Chicago, ill

3,549,* il 54

course
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00

4,052,744 69
3,000.000 00
Surplus beyond capital,
2,225,475 31
Aggregate amount of liabilitiesIncluding net surplus,
$9,278.220 00

or

HaftbI—a. an.l with »•« «iAr>lnt. Incofirmi^nte,
For p«rticular> aldrnu, with 6 cents in its p»,

Net amount of

$483,366

accommodations

PATIENTS TREATED BY MAIL.

si, i89i.

unpaid losses and
claims,
Amount required to safely reinsure
all outstanding risks.
All other demands against the com-

West.

information call upon

Loans on bond and mortgage < first
2,547,898 1Z
liens,)
Stocks and bonds owned by the com4,543,880 00
pany, market value,
Loans secured by collaterals,
142,700 00
Cash In the company’s principal office
and in bank,
770,038 72
Interest due and accrued,
27,635 13
Premiums In due course of collection,
66* ,951 19
Other properties,
274,616 it
Aggregate of all the admitted assets ofthe company at their actual value, $9,278,220 00

Liabilities,

points

with
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lameness,
Headache, Toothache, Sore Throat,
Diphtheria, Hums, Sprains, Strains,
Colic, Cholera .Morbus, Dyspepsia,
Sour Stomach, Ac.
Sold Everywhere.
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Pates ts
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Ins. Go. of Nortb America,
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•^'Sleeping

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
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do, Arizona, Texas, New and Old
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Oregon, Washington, Kansas, Colora-
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S6.00 Per Barrel. Our l ittle Men anti YYomcii,
With the Ainerlcnn,
year for only
SNOW DRIFT, Price of lil Kl.im>, Mkn 'Ml
Womkn done i$l.i"'. F->r youngest reader* at home and in
Faney St. Louis Roller,
kitteH's Living Age.
$5.00 Per Barrel. With ?he American, one year, for
$*.V.
Perhaps the reason you are not usinir •< .rains
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BOSTON

BRANCH
Full

Assortment of Ladies'.
Misses’ & Children's

Now

Open.

C. L.

MORANG.
R* J. Leach.

Maurice Downey.

R. J. LEACH & CO..
Marketmen and Dealers in

Meat li Canned hi
Fruit and Vegetables,
I\ THEIR SEASON.
Cash Paid for Hides, Calf
and Woo! Skins.

COOMBS7 BLOCK,
MAIN ST.,1
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^..California#

Hard Sauce.—One-half cupful of
butter well beaten ; stir lu slowly, one
cuplul of fiue sugar, aud beat it to a
cream. Pile on a plate and grate over
a little nutmeg. Keep cool.

CONSUMPTION
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CAN BE CURED.
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surplus,
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Harper’s Magazine

Aggregate amount of liabilities Innet

If

lMs

Aggregate of all the admitted asset*
of the company at their actual value, 7,>62,847 26
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1891.
Net amount of unpaid losses ami
claims,
750,067 7i*
Amount required to safely re insure
ail outstanding rl-ks,
3,5*3,261 Is
Perpetual i*ollcv liability,
332.179 18
All other liabilities,
311,11*45
Surplus beyond capital,
2,886,220 75

cluding

|■ 11

i’rii
l'.

ing

at

Magazine

Peterson's
AV it

Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbcied,
#1,574,.'-on uo
E«-ans on bond and mortgage (first
liens1.
2,310,687,30
8t«M-ks and tM»n<is owned by the com2,115,967 5o
pany, market value,
Loans secured by collaterals,
25,106 00
Cash in the company’s principal of.
fice and In bank,
1,014,225 96
Interest due and accrued,
30,110 62
Premiums In duecourse of collection.
77‘>,49n 21
All other assets,
21,790 47
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Sure Cure and Tonic.
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Rent, Ins'alments
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Mr. Nelson Carter i- laid up with
had leg, the effect of a cut.

CURED

eoKlLEsroyhESCE 1‘UOMI’TI. Y .1 TTES!>E1> i'o.
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Mr*.

Flood and Mrs. J. A
(irecne will start for 1 hnver, Colorado,
til.- week. They will stop in Portland
for a f«w Hays on their way, to visit

and

Amoim Which M

Companies,

-urry.

enjoyed by

and Best American

Largest

ItEPRESEATEiE

>i»MK OP* Til I
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vi.i

RHEUMATISM
AND KIDNEY TROUBLE.

Hartford
Tin* Amnn an of N»w V «rk ; Liberty of N« w York ; N itioiml
Kir»»mrtii’h Fund «>f California ; California of California ;(‘orninm’ittl l*nion «►!
I. 0 don ; (riismiiati of London ; Lani-rtsldn* of Knj'land ; North British and .Mi ri-autih* <>f Loudon ; Western of Toronto ; Kmployes Liability Assurance Corporation of London; Mutual Life Insuraii'o Company of New York.

ir

Mr. aud Mr* hrW. T •! re> celebrated tl.cir thirtieth wedding h s n iversarv on the evening ot the thli in-t.
A large number of relatives and fi iend*
were
present including their two ehildten aud five grand- iiddren.
1‘lin
were the
»eeipient* ot many usefti and
beautitul presents. Supper w a* served
shout eight o’clock whieh wu- greatiy
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op
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111 LI.. Generai Manager. Boston,
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II. KM I BY, President

Son,
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Eppes

20 Main Street.
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at aUmt • -.«*) A. M
or upou arrival of
•’earner from Itosttm.
from Sorrento. M->ndays, Wednesday* ami FriI *\* at i»' A M
II T. > A SHORN, Agent, Bangor.
.1 MoKsK, \gent, Bar l*ar»M»r.
F

all

Low as the Lowest.
Get prices and be convinced.

ItCnrfli CoMn.Coogh* SorwThrent TrfMjp Iiiamsa,
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Whooping Cough, Bronchitis
.»ir» for Cont'itnpiion in flr«t «i-.c
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KICKAPOO INDIAN
CAPUfJl
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Also

$10.00.
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>t-aiuer “Ml 1» •H-rt,” C«t*l W C "aw idle.w III
leave Bar Harbor. Mondays. Wednesdays ami
M
Fridays, at host \
lom-hlng at Northeast
Harbor, Miilhs rut IhiUn, Swan's Island ami
»reen's l.ai ding, connecting at Rockland with
•trainers t-*r Ito-t 11
1 **r >ornnto. Tuesdays, Tliursdavs ami satur

From

IT NOT

,.v

RETURNING.

FLOUR, CORN
SHORTS,

ANYTHING^ 0.

IS

IS
Steamers will leave Bangor for Hampden, Win
terport, Buckr»i«'rt, “enrspnrt, Belfast, Camden,
Ro<-ki»nd and Boston, Mon lay, Wednesday and
Friday at II.0<) A. M.
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to

F«K THE \HT THIRTY HtVs
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H.

OLD TOWN, MAINE.
Iyr24

THE8C
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CO.,

BICKMORE 6ALL CURE

BARGAINS

HPA Large Variety Of FURNISHING GOODS at
Bottom Prices.

C. MOHRIHON, M. D„ Bar Harbor,
Manager for Eastern Maine.

C.
tf44

G. S As

AT

Harness Dealers.

70.
IOO.

...

send

we can

GREAT

D. H.

Cots, Galls, Scratches, Sore Shoulders,

W. A. PAVE. M. D., Knrk laUud.
Chairman of the Boars! of Directors.

—

understood. No power has yet measured its qualities aud chemical actions
with other materials lor plant food, especially where alkalies and other mineral substances are needed.

S2B.

Liquor Habit,
Opium Habit,

Delicious Chew

generally enough

:

Tobacco Habit,

is the best ad.

goods,

our

ALL WOOL OYERCOATS

BICKMORE’S GALL CURE
and ALL kindred troubles.
Equally
good for Cattle. Of Druggists and

especially

well-pleased

look at

to

In Blue, Brown and Black,

WILL OURK

Tr atment can Ik* had on application to Dr. C.
C. Morrison, Bir ilnrbor. or P. O. Box 121, tils
worth.

j

A customer

believing."

Don’t fail

Price Small.

our

We call your attention

*

QUICKER THE CURE.

Treatment.

pure and sweet for many weeks. Char- since the first solid crust wa3 formed
coal can be made useful for preserving must be
exceedingly loDg. Some of the
many vegetable substances containing lowest estimates made by careful stumuch moisture. Potatoes when
watery dents have been from fifteen to twenty I
can lie made dry, and
Winslow's Principles of
completely pre- million years
served, by the use of charcoal. Bad Agriculture.
odors can be removed from cloths by
1 yr33nrm4thp
Walnut C'aramkls_One cupful of
wrapping them in powdered charcoal.
Bone black is made of charcoal from molasses, one-half cupful of sugar, one
bones. Ivory black, and many other cupful of milk, two squares o. Baker’s
useful things are made of this charcoal. chocolate, piece of butter the size of an
remedy.
A 1
e
RRH
n The Great Cura
v11 TA
In clarifying and refining sugar, also egg, one cupful of chopped walnuts.
for Catarrh, Deafness.Colds, Sore Throat,
for wines, vinegars and syrups, differ- Cook all together except the walnuts,
Hoarseness. Headache, Fetid, Sickening
Breath; Restores the Voice, Sense of
ent qualities of charcoal are used. The stirring all the time.
When the mix- Smell,
etc. Try It! 50c. by Druggists or
mail.
A. F. EVOR Y A 1!OhW
beneficent use of charcoal on the soils ture hardens in cold water add the
ttl 19th 8t.» Brooklyn, N. l.
of the earth, in manufacturing fertili- walnuts and spread on a baking sheet.
Smoe4S
zers—pulverizing with lime and other Cut in squares as it cools.
not

Injurious Results from

not more

worthy of remembering in charcoal. It change in the earth has been brought
is noted for removing offensive odors, about have
been, for the most part, siand will check putrefaction—or
gau- leut aud gradual. Many of them are
grene. It wi.l also serve as a powerful still going on. Our earth, with the vaantiseptic. It will restore tainted meats riety of substances upon it. is not to
if powdered and rubbed aud
carefully be considered as a thing completed,
washed off. Sailors going to sea can but as
constantly undergoing changes
burn the inside of water casks, for
by in the great workshop of Nature.
thus charring them, the water will keep
The period of time that has elapsed

phosphates—is

THE

affair* do not
to all the-e fact-,

hulk of
(apt. Frank F. Johnson is at home
hulk of carbonic- acid, nine times its ,
for tlie winter and lias had water let
bulk iu oxygen, seven times its bulk in
into his house. He just escaped this
nitrogen. When charcoal is saturated cold snap owing to some of the pipe
w ith one
gas and is put into another, it
being delayed on the wav from Boston.
w ill
give out a portion of the gas al1) Wellington Torrey lias lumber on
and
take
a
certain
ready-absorbed
up
the spot for building purposes.
amount of the new
gas.
Charcoal taken from the heap as
Mr. William II. Foster and Alvah
soon as the tire is
extinguished will take W. Gray left here for Boston last Monthe moisture and watery
vapor from day to visit relatives and friends.
the atmosphere rapidly as if greedy to
C'apt. Isaac G. Gray of steam yacht
get the whole.
Expose the newlyburned charcoal a week to the atmos- Turtle came home Saturday, from Boston. He did uot
stop South as loug as
phere and it will increase in weight by
the exposure to the air from 10 to 20 was expected. The party he went for
soou got tired of
shooting nothing but
per cent. It pays to keep it thus exswan and geese.
They came home by
posed, as the charcoal makers nearly
rail. ( apt. Gray came on the yacht to
double their money.
Chemists have discovered that char- Boston.
coal is capable of varying its quality i
George T. Lowe of East Boston
of absorption according to the different spent
Thanksgiving with his parents,
kinds of coal arid wood from which it Mr. and Mrs. W. 1*. Lowe.
is made. Some qualities are fine while
Dec. 26.
M. L.
others are loose and spongy aud absorb
more moisture
than
those of finer
The Age of the Earth.
There

HABITS.

is

"seeing

out.

THE MORE WORK

It has these advantages over the Keeley System
that It cause* NO SORK AllMs and the patient
can attend to his regular business. Treatment
Confidential If desired; and
Money refunded If the Patient is Not Satisfied.
«

for

FOR

-and-

new-fangled jointed

grades.

AND

School of Shorthand & Typewriting,
390 Congress St., opp. City Hall,
PORTLAND, ME.

Our Stork is Large but

Tobacco, Liquor

First learned of the Medicine
through a Souix Indian.

I'per I»>

!

Men’s, Youths’ & Boys’ Clothing.

Sure Cure

a

Owing
than 600 arm* anti leg* are
draw?) **in kind” by the 16.o«»o pensioner.-.
riie rest of them prefer to
sill?

-op-

-for-

Stomach

Distressing

a

FALL IND WINTER OPENING

